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INTRODUCTION
The earth's atmosphere is a great shield, absorbing the impact of
cosmic debris and the radiations harmful to living things. The atmosphere
receives in its upper regions a steady rain of high energy charged particles
from beyond the solar system, as well as occasional penetrating bursts
from the sun itself. This high energy radiation is known as the Cosmic
Radiation or Cosmic Rays. It consists mostly of protons, with some alpha
particles and a small number of heavy nuclei. These particles generate
all kinds of secondaries upon colliding with nuclei in the atmosphere,
depositing most of their energy in the first hundred grams of the top of the
atmosphere. Fortunately for man, this is far above his usual environment.
The situation is less propitious for passengers of high altitude aircraft,
for they cruise right at the radiation maximum. For this reason, there has
been much concern over the possible radiation hazards in such travel; and
1,2
several evaluations of the biological dose have been made. A necessary
input to such an evaluation is the energetic particle distribution in the upper
atmosphere, especially that of secondary cosmic ray neutrons, which make
a major contribution to the radiation dose. It is part of the intent of this
report to present the results of long term observations of these atmospheric
neutrons •
The need for more complete information on neutron fluxes has not been
reserved to the domain of health physics. The processes of production and
transport of neutrons in the atmosphere have interested investigators ever
3
since the pioneering paper of Bethe, Korff, andPlaczek in 1940. As
director of the Cosmic Ray Project of New York University, Korff has
continued his experimental observations, first developing slow neutron
detectors, which were BF 3 proportional counters, enriched and depleted 4
in B I0. These early experiments established the altitude and latitude
5 6
dependence of the slow neutron densities, detected time variations, and
7
found negative results on solar neutrons. Since 1962, we have continued
these investigations, employing fast neutron counters, sensitive in the
8-14
1-10 MeV energy range.
Peripheral applications of neutron measurements have continued to
encourage the efforts of other investigators as well as of Korff's group.
Because neutrons interact with nitrogen to yield most of the radiocarbon
formed in the atmosphere, the relation of the neutron flux to the concen-
15
tration of this archeological dating tool has been studied. Neutrons
have also been invoked to explain the rather stable high energy proton
population of the inner radiation belts, a possible source of the protons
arising from the decay of neutrons that have escaped from the top of the
16
atmosphere. Preliminary evidence for sucha source has been reported.
The possibility that some of the atmospheric neutrons are actually of solar
origin has stimulated investigators to search for such neutrons above the
cosmic ray neutron background. Iffound, these solar neutrons might
contribute to our knowledge of processes in the solar atmosphere. So far,
17
the results have been largely negative.
In this report, we shall outline our contributions to fast neutron
measurements in the atmosphere. We shall also present the results of a
calculation to determine the production, distribution and final disappearance
of atmospheric neutrons over the entire spectrum. In this discussion, we
shall attempt to answer questions that relate to processes such as neutron
14
escape from the atmosphere and C production. In addition, since
variations of secondary neutrons can be related to variations in the primary
radiation, we shall have something to say about the modulation of both
radiation components.
The modulation of the primary radiation is a consequence of solar
activity. The sun continually exudes a plasma of charged particles,
including protons, alpha particles, electrons and other particles. This
plasma and the solar magnetic field, which is frozen into the plasma,
modulate the flux of the charged particles coming from outside the solar
system. Further dynamic effects occur when the particles interact with
the earth's magnetic field. Since the sun's emission of plasma depends
2
largely on solar activity, we may expect to find a substantial dependence of
the neutron intensity on the state of the sunspot cycle. Further, the sun
occasionally emits bursts of high energy particles which reach the earth
and also generate neutrons. These emissions are usually signalled by the
appearance of solar flares, a complex interrelationship which we shall
also discuss below.
Identification of commercial products in this report is used to adequately
describe the experimental arrangement. The identification of these commercial
products does not constitute official endorsement expressed or implied, of such
products or manufacturers by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
I. EXPERIMENT METHOD
A. Description of Detection System
i. Scintillator detector.-The neutron detector flown in these experiments
measures i-i0 MeV recoil-proton and heavily ionizing events produced by
neutrons in an organic scintillator. Rejection of other radiation, both
charged and neutral, is accomplished by employing the "phoswich ''18
configuration shown in fig. i. The detector itself is a 5 cm x 5 cm
cylindrical volume of organic liquid phosphor, NE218 (also NE222). It is
surrounded by a 6 mm minimum thickness of plastic scintillator NEI02*,
which acts as an anticoincidence shield for charged particles. The
composite detector is viewed by a single 5 cm photomultiplier, the
Amperex 56 AVP or, more recently, the 56 DVP and the RCA 8575.
2. Pulse shape discrimination.-Events produced in the composite
scintillator by radiation other than neutrons are rejected by the detector
electronics on the basis of pulse shape. In the inner phosphor, NE218,
the time characteristic of a scintillation depends on the specific ionization
of the particle producing the excitation. Since recoil protons in the i-i0 MeV
range have a large specific ionization and electrons with the same light
output are essentially minimum ionizing, the light pulses from protons and
electrons differ in shape and can be separated by a circuit for pulse-shape
discrimination. 19 In the same manner, electrons produced in NE218 by
gamma rays and minimum ionizing charged particles passing through the
scintillator assembly can also be separated from recoil-protons.
The pulse shape resulting from the passage of a charged particle
through the NEI02 shell is similar to that produced by minimum ionizing
particles in the inner scintillator. Such pulses can be rejected by
i_ * Nuclear Enterprises, Ltd.
p
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increasing the rejection threshold of the circuitry that separates electrons
from recoil-protons. Particles which are not minimum ionizing and which
penetrate both scintillators are rejected because the excitation they deposit
is greater than the upper cutoff of the spectrometer.
3. Electronics.-The circuit used for pulse shape discrimination is shown
in fig. 2. It is a modification of the circuit of Daehnick and Sherr 19 and
was designed for improved temperature characteristic.
In balloon and airplane applications of the neutron spectrometer,
the pulses produced by scintillations of recoil-protons between 1 and l0 MeV
are amplified, gated as neutron events and sorted in a seven-channel pulse
height analyzer. Each channel corresponds to a difference of about 1 MeV
in proton-recoil energy. A block diagram of the flight system is shown in
fig. 3.
4. Data storage. -The seven channels of pulse height information are
binary coded and recorded on three tracks of a four track magnetic tape
recorder. The fourth track contains a time signal as well as a record of
all events produced in the scintillator with a light output greater than that of
1 MeV proton. Ambient pressure, the temperature of the gondola, and time
are registered by a photobarograph. The photobarograph acts, in addition,
as a backup system for the tape recorder, registering the counts in neutron
channels i-3 and 4-7 and in total events.
5. Gondola. -Fig. 4 is a diagram of the instrumentation rack that was
used in balloon flights. The configuration shown was designed so that the
mass distributed in the gondola would subtend a minimal solid angle at the
scintillator. This was to prevent background neutrons, produced by high
energy radiation in the local material, from reaching the detector. An
exterior container housed the photobarographand the batteries for the
heaters in the gondola. Such heaters were required only during night
flights, since the insulation,10cmof polyurethane foam, and the reflectivity
of the yellow fiberglas gondola were sufficient to maintain the inside
temperature to within a few degrees of the pre-flight value. The container
for the aircraft flights was, of necessity, more compact. Itwas supplied
with 200 watt heaters and maintained with thermostats between 15° and 20°C.
B. Tests of the Detection System
i. Temperature and pressure. -Each flight system was temperature-
compensated and tested between -10°C and 4[°C, the lower and upper
limits being imposed by the scintillator and the photomultiplier respectively.
The detectors and tape recorders were also routinely checked for high
altitude performance since the flight system was not pressurized. In spite
of these tests, the tape recorder motors occasionally failedin balloon
flights (but not aircraft flights). They were later replaced by new units
which performedwithout failure.
2. Response to sources. -In the laboratory, the detectors were routinely
tested for gain, gain stabilityand discrimination against gamma radiation,
137 60 88
the tests employing Cs , Co , and Y gamma sources and an NDA
1024 channel pulse height analyzer. Response to neutrons was measured
with a small Am-Be neutron source and checked from time to time with a
1 curie calibrated Pu-Be neutron source. In the field, pre- and post-
flight calibrations were made witha Co 60 gamma source and a RaD-Be
or Am-Be neutron source.
The rejection of gamma radiation pulses by the flight scintillator and
electronics was examined with gamma sources from threshold to 2.75 MeV,
corresponding to the light output of a 7 MeV neutron. At count rates below
1000/sec, the neutron identifying circuit rejected all but one or two in 104
counts registered in the total events output. Tests were also made with
5.3 MeV alphas incident on the outer scintillator and with sea level muons
transversing the scintillator. These were also rejected.
.As a further test, various combinations of outer plastic and inner
liquid, with and without the fluorescing solutes, were examined with gamma
and neutron sources. As a check on the rejection of protons in the
anticoincidence shie]d, the outer scintillator was combined with a dummy
inner scintillator. It accepted less than one in 104 proton recoils from a
Pu-Be source as a neutron. The inner scintillator yielded the same recoil
spectrum with either a dummy or a scintillator as the outside shield,
indicating t11atproton recoils from neutrons interacting in both scintillators
were not counted.
;'.'-Nuclear Data Corporation
3. Gain stability. -The gain stability of the detection system has varied
from phototube to phototube. The CBS tubes, CL 1004, flown in 1965, were
gain stable to about 2-3% per day. The Amperex 56 AVP and 56 DVP and
the RCA 8575 drifted in gain by less than 1% per day, provided they were
continuously powered.
4. Channei i effect. -With some of the Amperex tubes, the 1-2 MeV proton
recoil channel was affected by exposure to moderate amounts of radiation.
The effect was always of the same nature, a decrease in counts (but not
gain) in channel 1 over several hours, stabilizing to a value of as much as
-10% in the most affected detectors. This drift was sometimes but not
always observed with aging. Since the counts of the other channels
remained unchanged by radiation exposure the channel 1 drift was related to
the threshold of pulse-shape discrimination. The cause is believed to be
radiation fatigue at the anode, which is involved in pulse shape discrim-
ination. This effect was not observed with the RCA 8575 tube. The drift
in channel 1 was partly compensated for by pre-and post-flight calibration,
but still introduced a 10% uncertainty in the 1-2 MeV neutron flux for the
earlier flights. For this reason, only the 2-10 MeV neutrons will be used
in discussing time variations.
C. Calibration of Detectors
I. Basis of calibration, ORNL detector and response functions. -In the
calibration of the NYU neutron detectors, we were indebted to Verbinski
and Burrus of ORNL, for making available the results of an analysis of
the response of a cylindrical cell of liquid phosphor, NE213 These
results have since been extended and published. 20'21 They include a
Monte Carlo calculation of the interaction of monoenergetic neutrons with
an NE213 detector, which happened to be quite similar in shape, dimen-
sions, and content to the inner scintillator of the NYU phoswich. The
Monte Carlo calculation checked and was checked by measurements, using
time-of-flight and associated particle techniques, so that in the end, the
authors obtained a consistent series of differential pulse height distribu-
tions from monoenergetic neutrons. The range of the calibration was from
0.2 to 22 MeV, and included only neutrons incident normal to the axis of
the detector.
"._"NI_213, used in the earlier NYU detectors differs from NP.218 in its
somewhat larger ratio of C/H.
These differential response functions, in tables of counts per unit
light output per incident neutron, could not be used directly for the NYU
detectors, because of differences imposed by use of a phoswich. The
efficiency of the NYU flight instrument, especially near the threshold of
the detection, was significantly decreased by: i. attenuation in the outer
anticoincidence phosphor, and 2, losses resulting from the higher bias for
pulse-shape discrimination. Other differences, in volume, in composition
and in resolution, were more readily correctible.
2. Calibration at ORNL. -The NYU detectors were calibrated with
"monoenergetic" neutrons at the van de Graaff facilityof the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory in 1965 and 1967. On both occasions, Verbinski's
NEZI3 spectrometer was used. It served both as a monitor of the flux of
monoenergetic neutrons from the accelerator target and as a spectrum
analyzer for whatever background neutrons might be present. Incidentally,
the Verbinski detector also provided a means of comparing the response
of the NYU composite scintillator with that of a bare NEZI3 scintillator.
The 1965 calibrations involved systems 1965-Iand 1965-II, both flown
in a series of neutron measurements during IQSY. All later flight systems
were matched as nearly as possible to show the same response as system
1965-1 to laboratory sources. In 1967, a more extensive calibration was
made at ORNL with detectors 1966-II and 1966-III. These measurements
form the basis of the response functions we report in this paper.
Neutrons for the calibration were produced in the reactions,
T(p,n)He 3, D(d,n)He 3, and H3(d,n)He 4, covering the range from the
threshold of detection, ~0.7 MeV, to ~ Z0 MeV. During each series of
measurements, the NYU and ORNL detectors were symmetrically positioned
at equal distances from the target and at equal angles, near 0°, from the
axis of the beam pipe of the accelerator. Most runs were made with the
axis of the NYU detector perpendicular to the beam pipe. Additional runs
were made at several energies, with the axis of the NYU scintillator
parallel to the beam pipe, to help determine the angular dependence of the
response functions. Further observations were made with the gondola dome
over the detector, as a check for possible effects of the dome on the
spectrum. Also, several runs were made with the same beam energy at
varying target distances. This provided an independent calculation of
background neutrons.
2a. Behaviour of ORNL detector-monitor. -The ORNL detector, which
served as a beam monitor, was stable in gain and gave consistent light-
output spectra from .7 MeV to the upper energy limit of neutrons from the
P-T reaction, i.e., around 4 MeV. However, in analyzing the data above
this energy, where (D-D), (D,T), and Pu-Be neutrons were used, we
found that the efficiency of the ORNL detector to neutrons tended to drift
from run to run. This was observed only in the higher light output channels.
It was necessary to use an independent measurement to normalize the
pulse height distributions from neutrons above 5 MeV. This will be
discussed in section 3.
2b. Unfolding the incident neutron spectrum from the measured pulse
height distributions. -Two alternative procedures were employed to
determine the incident neutron spectrum from the measured pulse height
distribution in the ORNL detector. Both made use of the response func-
tions of NEZI3, as reported by Verbinski. One program was the ORNL
21
computer code, FERDoR, developed by Burrus. In FERDoR, the pulse
height spectra are unfolded using matrix inversion modified by the con-
straint that the recovered neutron spectrum must be everywhere non-
negative. In the alternative treatment, a simple spectrum-stripping pro-
cedure was employed, based on the nature of the pulse height spectrum of
a monoenergetic neutron source. First, the incident neutron flux at the
energy of direct target neutrons was determined; itwas simply the ratio
of the observed counting rates in the tailof the pulse height distribution of
the ORNL detector to the counts per unit neutron flux, as derived from the
_:_ The pulse height spectrum that results from exposing the detector to
monoenergetic neutrons is rather complex. The energy spectrum of
the recoil-protons is flat from 0 to the end point E, the energy of the
incident neutron, at the neutron energies we are considering. The
light output spectrum in the scintillator differs from the proton-recoil
energy spectrum because: i, the light output from the scintillator is
non-linear with proton energy; 2, multiple neutron interactions
increase the number of events at larger light outputs, end effects
decrease the light output; 3, neutrons interacting with carbon can
eject particles which cause counts in the 1-10 MeV proton recoil
region; 4, the finiteresolution of the scintillator smears out the
spectrum. The resulting pulse height distribution retains some of the
features of the recoil-proton energy spectrum, a vestigial plateau and
a descent at the upper end.
8
Verbinski response functions. The recoil spectrum from this neutron flux
was then subtracted from the total observed pulse height distribution. This
spectrum stripping procedure was then repeated, beginning with the tail
of the residual pulse height distribution, until the rest of the neutron
spectrum was peeled off.
In the ORNL calibration, we found that the observed pulse height
distributions corresponded to those from monoenergetic neutrons from
about the midpoint of the distribution to the greatest light output. Below
this, background rose monotonically. Both the FERDoR and the spectral
stripping procedure gave similar results, and both were later tested as a
means of unfolding flight spectra observed with the NYU detector
(Section Ill B).
2c. Normalizing incident spectrum to Pu-Be above 5 MeV. -To check the
total efficiency above 5 MeV, we first noted that the NYU detector should
respond more and more like a bare NE213 scintillator at increasing energy,
the main residual difference at large light outputs arising from the
attenuation of the anticoincidence shield. The effect of the plastic scin-
tillator-shield can be calculated, and such a calculation was made for
neutrons incident perpendicular to the axis of the empty shell. In this
determination, all neutrons that would otherwise have entered the inner
scintillator after collisions in the outer scintillator were considered to be
counted out, i.e. , as non-neutrons to the detecting circuit. The attenuation
of the portion of the neutron beam that would normally enter the inner
scintillator was found to be 15° 7_/0,and 3_/0for neutrons of 1 MeV, 4 MeV
and i0 MeV respectively. The effect of the outer shield was tested exper-
imentally by exposing an NEZI8 scintillator, with and without the plastic
shield, to Pu-Be neutrons. The attenuation of the shield was found to be
<--5_/0.Since the average energy of Pu-Be neutrons is about 5 MeV, the
calculated shielding effect agrees with the measured value to within a
per cent or two.
The total efficiency to neutrons above 5 MeV was further checked by
exposing the detector to the l-curie Pu-Be source, the absolute emission
06 ""of which was known to be 1.89 x 1 neutrons/sec to within 2-3%. The
energy spectrum of a Pu-Be neutron source was also reasonably well known,
22-24
having been measured by several methods. By exposing the detector
to the source and using standard techniques for background elimination,
,'.=Mound Laboratories, Monsanto Chemical Company, Miamisburg, Ohio
we obtained the pulse height distribution from a known neutron energy dis-
tribution. To determine the ratio of the observed to the calculated
efficiencies, we proceeded as follows• Using the known flux at the detector
and the unnormalized pulse height distributions, the counting rate in
channel 7 was calculated:
E Lup(7)
C(7)calc = R(£, E) n (E)dEdi i
o(7 1o(7)
Where C(i) was the counting rate in the i'th channel of the flight
analyzer, R(£,E), the response function of neutrons of energy, E, in the
£'th pulse heightbin of the response function; n(E), the differential neutron
spectrum, and Zlo and Lup , the upper and lower thresholds of channel 7.
Emax was the end point of the Pu-Be spectrum (-ll MeV), and Llo was
the pulse amplitude of a proton-recoil of energy E io
C(7) calc was compared with C(7)obs. The ratio, C(7)calc/C(7)obs
was taken to be the correction factor to R(£,E) for neutrons between Elo
and Ema x. The counts from neutrons between Elo and Emax in the other
channels were calculated and subtracted from the observed counts. The same
procedure was repeated from channel 6 to channel i. The normalized re-
sponse functions obtained in this manner were consistent with the Verbinski
responses above 5 MeV, corrected for the shielding of the plastic scintillator.
3. Response to neutrons > i0 MeV.-Holt 4 calculated the pulse height
distributions, in the 7 channels of the flight instrument, for neutrons
between 14 MeV and 80 MeV. His results, which relied heavily on cross
25 26
sections reported by I4urz and Bertini, accounted for low energy stars
in carbon as well as recoil-protons in hydrogen• This calculation was used
to extend the response functions beyond 20 MeV.
4. Omnidirectional response• -The response of the NYU detector to an
omnidirectional isotropic flux was determined on the basis of measure-
ments at ORNL parallel and perpendicular to the detector axis of symmetry
i0
at different incident energies. The variation of response at intermediate
angles, was checked in measurements with the Pu-Be source. The
correction factors for an omnidirectional flux were 0.79, 0.85 and 0.90 at
1.5, 2.5 and 4 MeV. Above 4 MeV, the correction factor was taken to be
the same as that due to the outer scintillator, which is mainly responsible
for the directional effects.
5. Listing of response functions. -The omnidirectional response functions
of the detector to neutrons are given in Table I and fig. 5. They differ
from the responses reported by Holt et al. in 1966, in that the angular
response at lower energies was found to be larger than originally determined
from Pu-15e alone. We have used these response functions to reevaluate
the measurements previous to the 1967 calibration, and these are the fluxes
we report in this paper. The results of the last ORNL calibration are
believed to have an uncertainty of about 10g0. The effect of errors in the
calibrated response on the calculated spectrum will be discussed later.
6. Cross-calibration of detectors. -Several of the flight systems were not
calibrated withmonoenergetic neutrons. These included 1966-I, 1968-III,
;...
1970-IV, and 1970-V. Gain, channel edges, and PSD threshold and
neutron response for such detectors were set with laboratory sources only.
To eliminate residual differences in response to the atmospheric neutron
spectrum, we attempted to cross-calibrate these detectors against the
remaining systems in high altitude flights. The effect of gain and PSD
threshold were also tested in flight. A 10g0 difference in gain was found to
cause a 10% change in flight counting rates; a 10g0 change in neutron counts
near threshold with Am-Be produced a 10g0 change at aircraft altitude,
consistent with the calculated response functions. With this test, we were
assured that the gain stabilityof the detector was matched by an equivalent
counting rate stability in flight.
7. Rejection of gammas in flight.-The rejection of gammas by the
circuit was checked with laboratory sources giving mixed neutron and
radiation fields. A more meaningful check was made by observing the
rejection of charged particles and gammas in the radiation at high altitude.
Flight 6901 encountered a cloud of radiation. The rejection of charged
particles, as a function of total counting rate in this flightis listed in
Table II.
* Pulse Shape Discrimination
Ii
TABLE I
...... THE _ESPONS-E IN-NEUT_ONS-P-_R- U---N--I-T--INCiDENT--FLUX 12/68 -
ENERGY CH.1 CH.2 CH.3 CH.4 CH.5 CH.6 CH.7 TOTAL
(_.EV) _ _-fip-(y_-._-_-
1.0 0.006 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.CCE
I. 1 0.052 0.0 C.0 0.0 C.C 0.0 0.0 0.052
1.2 0.096 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.096
1.3 0.33-6 0.0 0.0 0_-0-----0-.-0--------0.-0--0_-0--0__33-6--
1.4 0.575 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.575
.................................
1.5 0.824 0.0 0.0 0-.0.....C.0 "0.0 0.0 0.824
1.6 1.112 0.008 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.C 1.120
1.7 1.405 0.016 C.C 0.0 C.C 0.0 0.0 1.421
1.8 1.719 0.025 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.74q
1.9 2.041 0•03(4 C.0 0.0 C._------0-_ -0.-0 2.075--
2.0 2.342 0.043 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.385
2. 1 2.411 O. I_6 C.O 0.(] C.O 0.0......_ .0 0 2.577
2.2 2.385 0.316 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.'_01
--2.3 -2'388 --0.472-- 0.0 0 G 6'0 0.0--0.0 2.860
2.4 2.362 0.625 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.9_
2.5---2-_--.3--6-4"--_.-I_-6-'--0,_ -0- o.b--C-?0--070--07O-----3?-15-0-"
2.6 2.281 0.932 0.026 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.239
2.7 2.148--1.064---C.054 o-.-o C.¢----0.0 0.0 3.266-
2.8 2.015 1.196 0.083 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.294
2.9 1.905 1.343 0.114 0.0 C.C 0.0 0.0 3.362
3.0 1.771 1.477 0.144 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.392
3. I 1.694 1.518 0.25-7 0.0(35 C.G 0.0 0.0 3.474
3.2 1.600 1.530 0.378 0.010 0.0 0.0 0.0 3. =_1_
--3.3 i.-508 1.540 0.494 0.016 C.O 0.0 0.0 3.558
3.4 1.437 1.545 0.580 0.028 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.590
--3_5---I.349 1.534 0.659 0.040 0.(3 0.0 0_0 3_582--
3.6 1.282 1.503 0.727 0.091 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.603
--3.-7----12-.23 8 Y1%7----C 707-----0.0 0_ -0
3.8 1.167 1.452 0.869 0.202 0.0 0.0 0.0" 3.690
--3.9 1,114 -1.434 .... (].q46--0.261 C.(_ 0.0 0.0 3.755
4.0 1.049 1.400 1.013 0.317 0.0 0.0 0.0 3._'_c
-4YI--0. 976 -I. 3_0 I. (302 0.419 0.051---0.0 ........ 0.0 .... 3-.788--
4.2 0.911 1.2_0 0.982 0.503 0.097 0.0 6.0 3.773
-4.3 0,_8'6-1_1-1220 .... 0-Y962---0-7586-- C.--144--0_0-_ 6-.O_3,,-7-93--
4.4 0.851 1.160 0.941 0.670 0.191 0.0 (3.0 3.813
-4,,5-- 0.823 -1.101 --0?92-2-- 0.752 ....C.238----0.0 ..........0.0 ..........-3-_836--
4.6 0.793 1.040 0.902 0.836 0.284 0.0 0.0 3.655
-4-1-7.... O. 763 -0.981 --0-.-882----0.919- C.330 0.,0 -0-,[0--_3J875--
4.8 0.739 0.945 0.862 0.892 0.377 0.0 0.0 3.£15
-q-_.T----O.7l4_0-]-.9-C9_0-_-.8-74-2---0-_-86-6---6".4-2qY--O_O_O-?O-- 3.755--
5.0 0.689 0.872 0.822 0.839 0.470 0.0 O.O 3.692
-5.1 u.66q -0.836 0.802--0-._i3 ......0 517--0,0---0.0- 3.632-
5.2 0.640 0.800 0.782 0.786 0.563 0.026 0.0 3.597
5.3 0.620....0-.728 0.745--0-.-767....O 639---0.040--0_0 3.539
5.4 0.599 0.657 0.708 0.747 0.715 0.052 O.O _ 478
iZ
THE RESPONSE IN NEUTRONS PER UNIT INCIDENT FlUX
ENERGY CH.I CH.2 CH.3 CH.4 CH.5 CH.6 CB.7 TOTAL
(MEV) RES_G_SE
5.5 0.580 0.585 C.671 0.728 ¢.790 0.066 0.0 3.420
....5 6--0.561....0.565 0.635 0.708....0 866--0. 078---C'0 3.413
5.7 0.542 0.545 C.598 0.689 C.941 0.092 0.0 3.407
b.8 0•522 0.5-25-----0__6I---0-J670-----0.---9-45----0__107--0-.0--3q-3."3-C
5.9 0.504 0.509 0.545 0.651 C.941 0.167 0.0 3.317
--6.0---0.497--0.49_=--0.531-- 0.631 0.935 0.229 O.C 3.318
6. I 0.483 0.480 0.516 0.612 C.931 0.289 0.0 3.3116.2 0.471 0.464 0.500 0.592 0.925 0.350 (}.(_ 3.302
6.3 0.q58 0.449 0.485 0.573 0.921 0.410 0.0 3.296
6.4 ' o.fi-ti-g----_.b<-'3-5"_-O?li-7-Oo._,63--0.--9-00--6_4-62--C_0--T.2__--
6.5 0.439 0.419 0.455 0.551 0.879 0.512 0.0 3.255
--6.6 0.429--0.405 0.440--0,540- 0'859 0.563 0.0 3.23_
6.7 0.419 0.390 0.425 0.529 0.839 0.614 0.0 3.216
--6.8 --0.410---0,374 O. 410---075 18--0.8 17 .... O. (_65..... 0.021- 3._1_
6.9 0.401 0.365 0.394 0.507 C.797 0.676 0.041 3.181
l.O 0.'396 0.J_-9 0.387 0.--4-9-6--0. 7T6----0. 6-87....C-.-0-6-_----3_-IE.:
7. I 0.392 0.354 C.379 0.485 0.754 0.698 0.083 3.145
--7.2 0.387--0.348 0_372 0.474 0.734 0.708 O.IC4 3.123
7.3 0.383 0.343 C.365 0.463 C.714 0.719 0.124 3.111
--7.4 0.378 0.338 0.357 0.452 0,692-0.730-- 0.145--3.Cc._
7.5 0.373 0.332 0.349 0.441 0.671 0.741 0.166 3.073
7.6 0.36-8----0-_.3-2_-'--0-]-3-4-1--O. '_30 O. _-51.... 0.740 0.Y86 3.C44-
7.7 0.363 0.324 C.334 0.41q C.630 0.738 0.207 3.015
-7.8--0.358 0.320 0.326 0._08 .....0.610 0.729 0.238.. 2.cec_
7.9 0.353 0.316 0.318 0.397 C.590 0.719 0.268 2.961
--8,0 0.3_8 0.311 0.310 0.387 0.571 0.709 0.2_8 2.934
8. 1 0.342 0.309 0.302 0.376 ¢.551 0.695 0.329 2.904
8.2 0.335 0.-q[06---0-7-2-9-_---0.- 3 6-6--0-7-5-3-I--0.- -6 8-t--0.-_.z5-8----2--_0-
8.3 0.329 0.303 0.286 0.356 C.511 0.665 _.389 2.839
_.4 0.321 0.301 0.278 0.345 0.491 0.650 0.419 2._C5
8.5 0.315 0.298 0.270 0.335 C.472 0.635 0.450 2.775
--8.6-- 0.309 0.292----0-_26-7--0,32h--0.-464-0.62-0---0-$468-2._44
8.7 0.302 0.286 0.265 0.313 0.455 0.606 0.464 2.691
8.8 0__29-6--0.--_-8-O--Oq-2-6-2----Oq-3-0"3--O.---4-47----0--5-9-0--0-.-4-5-9--__3_--
8.9 0.290 0.275 0.259 0.293 0.439 0.576 0.455 2.587
9.0 0 284 0--2-680.257 0.283 0.431 0.562 0.450 2.:'3.=
9. 1 O._77 0.262 0.254 0.272 0.423 0.546 0.446 2.4_0
--9.2 <.d73- 0.257 0.251 0.268 0.415 0.532 0.432 2.4_H ....
9.3 ;.268 0.252 0.248 0.265 0.406 0.517 0.419 2.375
--g'4---C.---2-6-3-----0"247--0.24662 0.398 0._-6-2 0.405 z.:z.
9.5 0.258 0.242 0.243 0.259 0.390 0.487 0.392 2.271
9.6 .254 0.237 0.240 0.257 0.382 0.473 0.378 2.221
9.7 .249 0.232 0.238 0.254 _.374 0.457 0.364 2.168
-9.8 .2_4 --0.227 0.235 0.251 0.365 0.443 0.350 2. 115
9.9 u.239 0.222 0.232 0.248 0.357 0.428 0.337 2.063
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.....THE RESPONSE IN NEUTRONS PEB UNIT INCIDENT _LUk.........
ENERGY CH. 1 CH.2 CH.3 CH.4 CH.5 CH.6 CH.7 TOTAl
(MEV) RESPONSE
10.0 0.235 0.217 0.230 0.245 0.349 0.413 0.323 2.012
11.0 0.227---0.182 0.192....0 214--C.305 0.363 0.290 -1.773--
12.0 0.251 0.158 0.161 0.184 0.265 0.313 0.245 1.£gg
13.0 0.293 0.167 C.139 0.151 G.230 0.260 0_207 1.447
14.0 0.377 0.223 0.126 0.131 0.182 0.226 0.172 1.437
-15. 0---0.-404 0.2.32 0.158....0 i23 ....C -165 0.197- 0.154 --1.433
16.0 0.420 0.211 0.185 0.167 0.148 0.172 0.1"=5 1.430
17.0 --0.403....0 194- 0.162--0.i90 0.170-0.153 0.116 - 1.388 °
18.0 0.386 0.179 0.145 0.174 0.221 0.155 0.106 1._.E£
19.0 0.369 0.164 0.124 0.151 C.221 0.177 0.098 1.304
20.0 0.338 0.151 0.116 0.146 0.212 0.162 0.101 1.22E
--21.0--0.299----0.1390,108 0.146 ....0 203 .....0 153....0.107 1.149....
22.0 0.261 0.126 0.101 0.135 0.194 0.144 0.101 I.C02
--23.0--0.222 0.114 0.-093--0_-I_30--C.-203--0.i35--0.095-- 0.992
24.0 0.185 0.102 0.085 0.124 0.212 0.126 0.C@9 0.92_
--25.0 0. 146 0.0-8-9--0 .--0_3----07T12--0 .-$'Z21--0-$1-1T---¢, 083--(_.-841--
26.0 0.140 0.086 0.069 0.107 0.212 0.10E C.080 0.802
27.0 0.133 0.082 0,066 0.102 0.202 0.099 0.076 0,760 -
28.0 0.127 0.078 0.063 0.097 0. 192 0.090 0.07= 0.32C
29.0 0. 122 0.075 C.060 0.093 0.182 0.081 0-.069 0.682--
30.0 0.116 0.071 0.057 0.089 0.172 0.072 0.066 0._4_
-_ 1.0 0.112 0.06-8- -0_O5-5-- 0_ 0-8-5---(] _1-6-2--- 0-_06 @--0-_066,--0:615--
32.0 0.107 0.066 0.053 0.082 0. 152 0.056 0.061 0.-=_
33.0--0.i04 0.063 0.051 0.079 0.142 0.063 0.058 0.560
34.0 0.099 0.060 0.049 0.076 0. 132 0.061 0.056 0.533
35.0 0.095 0.059 0.047 0.073 0-.-1220-.-059 0_054 0.509--
36.0 0.092 0.057 0.045 0.071 O. 117 0.057 0.052 0.401
-37.0 0.0-8-9-----0T.(}_4 0.044 0-_q_,08--0-_Ti-3--0-_-.0-5-5----0--0:5-I--0_-47q
38.0 0.086 0.052 0.043 0.065 O. 109 0.053 0.049 0.45g
39.0 0.083 0.050 0.041 0._63 0.105 0.051 0.047 0.440
40.0 0.079 0.049 0.039 0.061 0. 101 0.049 0.045 0.423
41.0- 0.077 0.048 0.038 0.060 -0.-C99_0.048--0._044 0,414-
42.0 0.076 0.046 0.037 0.058 0.096 0.046 0.043 0.402
43.0 O.074 0.04-5 0.036 0?65-7--C.094 0.045 0.Qq-2---0--393--
44.0 0.072 0.044 0.035 0.056 0.092 0.044 C.041 0.2£4
45.0 0.070 0.042 0.034 0.054 0.089 0.043 0_-O40-0.372-_
46.0 0.069 0.041 0.034 0.053 0.087 0.042 0.039 0.365
_47.0 0.068 0.041 0.033 0.052 .......0 _(;85--0-_b% 1 O.OT39 0-.-3-59
048.0 0.066 0.040 0.032 0.050 0.083 0.040 0.0,?,8 0.34£
49.0 0.0;5-5 0.039 0.031 0.04£ 0.081 0.039 0.037 0.341
50.0 0.063 0.038 0.031 0.048 0.079 0.039 0.036 0.234
51.0 0.06-1 0.037 0.030 0.046 0.076 0.037 0.035 0.322
52.C 0.059 0.035 0.029 0.045 0.073 0.036 0.033 0.310
--53,0 0.056 0.034 0.0-2-7 0.043 0.071 0.034 0.032 0.297
54.0 0.054 0.033 0.026 0.041 0.068 0.032 0.031 O. 2,_5
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ENERGY CH.I CH.2 CI{.3 CH.4 CH.5 Cll.6 CH.7 "[OTAL
(MEV)  ES ONSF,
.........................
55.0 0.051 0.032 0.025 0.03<9 C.065 0.031 0.029 0.272
--56,0 0.050 .....0.031 --0".025 0.038 0.064 0.030 0.0_8 ....0' 2EE--
57.0 0.050 0.030 0.024 0.037 0.062 0.030 0.027 0.260
--5-8.0 0. 04-8---070-2-9----0-_0-2-0-'--0.-'0-3-6---'0.-0-6-1--0 ? 0-29--0_-027---0_25-C m
59.0 0.047 0.028 C.023 0.035 C.060 0.028 0.026 0.247
- 60. 0--0.0;46-- 0. 028---0.-023--0,035 --0.058 0.02B -0.0;.6--0.24 q
61.0 0.045 0.027 0.022 0.034 C.057 0.027 0.025 0.237
62.0 0.044 0.026 ....0.021--0.034 0.056 0.026 C.025 0.;32
63.0 0.043 0.025 0.021 0.033 (3.054 0.026 0.024 0.226
--64-V0---'0q-.0%2 0.0-25--0T0-2-0 0.03-3--07053---0T0-25--C-2024---0?_2/
65.0 0.041 0.024 0.020 0.032 0.052 0.025 0.023 0.217
-66.0--0.041--0.023---0.019--0.031- 0.050 0.024--0.022 0.210
67.0 0.039 0.023 0.019 0.030 0.048 0.023 0.021 0.203
--68v0 --0_.037--07022 0.018 0;028 0. 047 ---0.. 022 0.¢._C- 0 194--
69.0 0.036 0.021 0.017 0.027 (2.045 0.021 0.019 0.186
vo. o 0.034 0. 020 0.017 0?5-2-6"--0 70 _ 3--070 2-1--0-$0-19--0 ?-16-C--
71.0 0.033 0.020 0.016 0.025 0. Cu.2 0.020 0.018 0.174
-72.0--0_.032 0?019_0.016 0L02n4 05040 --0.020 --0--018 ..... 0.160. --
73.0 0.031 0.019 0.015 0.024 5.039 0.019 0.017 0.164
--74.--0--01030--0.018--0_014-----0$023------0.--037----0. 019 0.017 0. 156 --
75.0 0.029 0.018 0.014 0.022 0.(]36 0.018 0.016 0.153
/ 6. 0 0. 028 0 • 0"1'7 0. 0 _ .----0--2-2------0q-.0--3-g------0_--.- 1-7-----0--0--1--6----6'--_.1-4C-
77.0 0.027 0.017 0.013 0.021 0.034 0.017 0.015 0.144
78.0 0.027 0.016 0.013 0.020 0.033 0.016 C.015 0.140
79.0 0.026 0.016 0.012 0.019 0.C32 0.016 0.014 0.135
--80q--.0--0 ?025 --0T0--1-5 0.012 0. O1--9 C.C31 0.015 0.014 0. 131
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TABLE 11
REJECTION OF CHARGED PARTICLES RECORDED IN FLIGHT 6901
Rejection ratio,
Total Events, counts per second excess neutron counts/total events
Channel 1-3 Channel 4-7
235 (pre-exposure counting rate) -4 -4
i000 1.6 x i0 1 x i0
-4
2000 2 x I0
-4 -4
4000 6 x l0 I.6 x l0
-3 -4
6000 1.3 x 10 2 x i0
-3 -4
7000 2.9 x 10 3.6 x i0
II. FLIGHT SUMMARIES
A. Balloon Flights
At the beginning of the present solar cycle, when the galactic radiation
was at a maximum, we initiated a series of balloon flights to measure the
world wide flux of neutrons in the atmosphere. Flight Iii, the first flight
of the present program was the final flightof the solar minimum
i0, ii
survey. The effect of increasing solar activity on the neutron flux
was determined in balloon flights from 1965-1968. Table IIIlists these
flights along with essential flightinformation and the experimental results.
In addition to the free air measurements, we have included, in
Table III, three balloon flights in which the detector was surrounded with
a I5 cm dome of tissue-equivalent material, as requested by T. Foelsche of
NASA, to assist in his evaluation of radiation doses. These are listed
separately with the letter P appended.
Under the heading of Comments, unusual system performance has
been indicated. In several flights, the tape recorder motor stopped at some
point at floating altitude; fortunately the photobarograph record supplied
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TABLE Ill
SUMMARY OF BALLOON FLIGHTS
Attenuation Lensth Transition Maximum Floating Altitude
Neutron Flux Neutron Flux
NYU I 2 Corn- Total i-I0 2-10 1-10 2-I0
Flight Date U.T. (hrs.) (rob) DRNM INUV. ments Events Neutrons MeV MeV n MeV MeV n
(1965)
IiI 8/3 2017 26½ 4.6 7038 7094 ASF 162-+ 7 162-+ 9 2.46 1.50 1.23 1.41 0.88 l.ll
112 9/2 0228 20 40 6999 MS 158-+ 30 + 2.27 I. 29
(1966}
I13 7/16 1020 18 4.5 6833 6945 A2 1701 1 157_+5 2.12 1.32 1.14 1.21 0.75 1.06
I14 7/24 0331 21½ 40-50 6851 6947 AIT 157-+ 2 1591 4 1.18
I16 8/3 0315 20 2.6 6826 6993 A2T 1682 1 164-+ 6 1.99 1.24 1.16 1.02 0.63 1.15
(1967)
117 6/25 0823 15½ 49 6643 6752 A1 1651 2 172-+8 Ascent I.Ii
1st 5 hrs 1.06
2nd5 hrs 1.02
last 3 hrs 1.025
118 7/15 I106 16 3.3 6644 6785 A2F 160 154 2.00 1.16 1.23 0.92 0.56 1.06
119 7/22 0845 16 46 6707 6842 A1 167 176 I.i0 0.59
120(I) 9/27 1431 8 40-42 6606 6732 BIF 164 179 1.08
120(2)Same as 120(i),Both systems on same flightB2F 159 159 2.00 I.04 I.15
I
Counting rate of the Deep River neutron monitor
2
Counting rate of the Inuvik neutron monitor
Attenuation Lenzth Transition Maximum Floating Altitude
Neutron Flux Neutron Flux
NYU Corn- Total i-i0 2-10 I-I0 2-10
Flight Date U.T. (hrs.) (rob} DRNM INUV. ments Events Neutrons MeV MeV n MeV MeV n
(1968)
121 7/18 0905 18 5.5 6389 6503 A2F 161 = 2 158± 4 1.72 0.95 1.16 0.95 0.56 1.14
122 8/21 0011 21 40-50 6409 6525 BIT 163 -+4 161± 7 0.99
123 9/12 1832 22 3.6 6361 6443 B2T 180 -+2 185-+ 6 1.65 0.93 I.I0 0.90 0.54 1.06
124 9/26 2104 25 40-50 6501 6533 B2T 167 12 166-+ 5 1.73 0.96 i.i0
125 9/30 1841 12½ 42-50 6355 6560 BIT 177 _+2 183,+ 8 0.94
(1970) ;:,
126 8/20 1123 15 24-48 6260 6329 P5 169_+1.8 164.6-+8.8 .55-+.03, _...
127 8/25 1156 15 3.75 6281 6346 P5 167.7+1.8 167.6-+6.3 .58-+.04 0.23
128 8/31 2027 9 27-57 6390 6495 P4 170.25,+2.6 210.9-+16 .616
Phantom Flights
(1965)
1lIP 8/9 2233 20 5.5 7004 AQ 149,+ 6 144-+9 1.40 0.96 1.27 i. I0
II2P 9/8 0830 15 40-60 7018 MS 157,+ 30 158,+30 1.20
(1966)
ll5(P) 7/31 1200 5 50 6840 AIF 168_+ l 164-+ 6 1.04
* : Not cross-calibrated Comments: A. Fort Churchill, Manitoba, 0.2 GV
B. Lynn Lake, Manitoba, 0.4 GV
+ : Ascent data inadequate M. St. Paul, Minnesota, 1.3 GV
P. Palestine, Texas, 4.5 GV
S. System 1965--I F. Tape recorder failed after
Q. System 1965--II reaching floating altitude
i. System 1966--I T. Large temperature drift
2. System 1966--II after reaching floating altitude
4. System 1970--IV
5. System 1970--V
the remaining data. In some nightflights,as listed,temperature excur-
sionsexceeded acceptablelimits,and onlydata recorded withinsuch limits
were used. Inthe summer of 1970, theheatersupplyinthe gondolawas
increasedto i00watts,and thisappeared tobe adequateduringnightflights.
All buttwo ofthe 22 balloonswere launched successfully.All that
were launchedreached floatingaltitude.The gondolaflowninflightI11P
was lostina thunderstormataround ballooncutoff.Itwas foundin the
backwoods of Canada aftera year. The equipmentwas corroded, butthe
tapewas stillreadableand thedatawas retrieved.
The balloontrajectorieswere such thatchanges incutoffrigiditydid
not exceed ~0.Z GV athighlatitude.At lower latitudes,theballoon
usuallydriftedlessthan 17 kmI,exceptduringflightsfrom Palestine,
Texas, in1970, when thelatitudedriftwas appreciableand a latitudeffect
couldbe observed inthe data.
B. Aircraft Flights
i. Introduction. -In airplane surveys of cosmic-ray neutrons, the
measurements suffer from the presence of an appreciable quantity of
matter around the detector. The free-air flux of neutrons is moderated by
the airplane and its contents. The matter around the detector also acts as
a target for high-energy particles in the cosmic radiation, and neutrons
are produced in the airplane and its contents. Thus the neutron flux is not
the free air flux and the neutron spectrum is not a free air spectrum. The
effect of the vehicle can be measured for any given airplane by arranging a
rendezvous flightbetween a balloon and an airplane, each carrying a neutron
detector. It can also be approximated by comparing measurements made in
an airplane with measurements made with a balloon at the same cutoff
rigidity and at times when the ground based neutron monitors register
approximately the same counting rates. Airplanes enjoy the advantage of
their maneuverability and flexibility. They can fly at any given latitude or
spread of latitudes during all seasons, unlike balloons. The flightpaths
are not wholly dependent on the whims of the winds of the upper atmosphere.
_',-"Observations since 1969 indicate that some caution must be exercised
in evaluating relative response of detectors during periods in which the
interplanetary field is frequently disturbed, such as late 1969-early 1970.
See section V. C.
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They are less limited by surface weather. This is most important if short
term variations, such as those resulting from a solar flare, are to be
measured.
2. Solar minimum latitude survey. -Early in this program, we had the
opportunity to test the feasibility of flying the neutron spectrometer in an
airplane. Professor Korff was scientific advisor for the Rockwell Polar
Flight, November 14-17, 1965, and the NYU flight instrument traveled
round-the-world over both poles.
3. Listin_ of aircraft flights.-Table IV lists the series of aircraft flights
that followed. Most of the flights were at the neutron transition maximum
and north of the latitude knee. Such flights are recorded without comment
in the table. Unusual flights are separately indicated, especially those
involving large excursions in latitude (latitudeflights), in altitude (step
flights) and in the incident radiation (solar proton events and classic
Forbush decreases). Table IVb summarizes the aircraft step flights.
3a. Performance of flight systems. -At most times, at least two flight
systems were available in Alaska, permitting ample time for cross-
calibration with overlapping flights. Only system 1970 V, flown in
Palestine, was not cross-calibrated, since it lost its P.S.D. en route to
Alas ka.
In March, 1969, system il,which had been the best-calibrated and
least problematical of the flightinstruments began to lose gain in flight,
thus ending three years of faithfulservice.
All other equipment performed satisfactorily. Even the tape recorder
motors, which had performed marginally in balloon measurements, behaved
well in aircraft flights.
III.EVALUATION OF DATA
A. Introduction
The raw data of each flightwas processed and recorded as a function
of time, in intervals of one minute. The record contained universal time,
ambient pressure, the counts in the seven neutron channels and total events,
as well as the photobarograph data. To convert the proton recoil spectrum
to neutron flux, we employed the 7 channel response functions enumerated
in Table I.
2O
TABLE IV
SUMMARY OF AIRCRAFT FLIGHTS
a. ALL FLIGHTS
Cruising
Pressure, Deep 2-I0 MeV
i 2 2 Flux 3 Comments 4
Flight Date / U. T. Sys. Zoc. g/cm River Inuvik
(1967)
6701 Apt 11/07h15 h 3/1966 Bed 70 6661 6816 1.083 High fat. survey
670Z June Z5/17-Z4 3/1966 Pres 61-71 6643 675Z 1.04@ 1.0Z Balloon rendezvous
(1968)
6801 Jan 16/20-23 2 En 59-71 6643 6703 1.040
6802 " 18/19-23 l En 62-71 6637 6713 •999
6803 " 22/19-22 l En 59-71 6685 6684 I.040
6804 Mar 9/23-10/03 I E-Anc-E 243-267 See altitude flights Low altitude
6805 " 12/20-13/02 l En 61-71 6428 6542 .94Z Anti-G. H. depl.
6806 " 19/20-24 2 En 58-71 6568 6680 1.000
6807 " 26/20-27/02 2 En 57-71 6462 6651 .992
6808 Apt 13/02-07 2 En 64-71 6534 6700 1.051 Total lunar eclipse
6809 " 17/02-07 2 En 64-71 6618 6775 I.091
6810 " 19/06-13 1 En 59-71 6628 6752 1.013 Large diurnal
6811A " 24/08-14 1 E-Abq 71 See latitude flights Lat. survey, N-S
6811B " 25/19-26/01 I Abq-E 71 See latitude flights Lat. survey, S-N
6812 May 2/03-08 2 En 59-71 6626 6709 I.i15 Hi gain
6813 " 10/03-08 l En 62-73 6499 6604 1.013
6814 " 13/18-23 1 En 61 -74 6616 6640 I.008
6815 " 18/16-22 2 F__Abq 68-79 See latitude survey Latitude survey
6816A " 30/15-21 2Abq-Pan 62-118 See latitude survey Latitude survey
6816B Jun 1/15-18 2 Pan 54-71 See latitude survey Latitude survey
6817 " 1/19-23 I En 59-71 6453 6559 •970
6818 " 2/19-23 l En 118-383 Step flight
6819 " 8/19-22 l E 45-71 6551 6647 1.036 Local flight
6820 " I0/00-05 l En 60-74 6417 6513 1.020 P.E.
6821 " 15/16-19 l En 60-71 6427 6484 .945
Cruising
Pressure, 2-10 IVIeV
Deep
Date / U. T. Sys. 1 Loc. 2 g/cm 2 River Inuvik Flux 3 Comments 4
6822 Oct 8/19h21 h 3 En 64-71 6293 6372 .906
6823 " 17/18-24 2 En 61-71 6394 6467 .90 No tape data
6824 " 19/19-20/01 2 En 62-71 6388 6501 .896
6825 " 29/20-30/03 2 En 59-71 5885 5972 .740 Start F.D.
6826 " 31/04-10 2 En 60-72 6012 6033 .750 F.D. ,N. M. 127c
6827 Nov 1/14-20 2 En 57-71 5809 5859 .670 F.D. small P.l_.inflight
6828 " 2/04-I 1 2 _n 57-71 5695 5706 •655 F.D. ,P. E. near background
6829 " 3/10-16 2 En 57-71 5726 5712 .659 F.D. background flight
6830 " 4/19-5/01 2 En 57-71 5998 6101 .760 P.E. near bkg.,5%
neutron inc. in flight
6831 " 18/20-22 2 En 75-116 6093 6156 1.021 H.E.P.E.,N.M. increase IIU.T.
6832 " 26/02-03 2 En 68-82 6144 6245 .828
6833 Dec 5/23-6/03 2 En 62-78 6117 6121 .834 F.D. ,P.E.
6834 " I0/16-20 2 En 63-76 6205 6247 .845
6835 " 13/20-24 2' En 65-70 Logic 3
6836 " 20/20-21/01 2 En 62-75 6272 6329 .870
(19691
6901 Jan 4/21-5/02 2 En 72 6378 6525 .889
6902 " 8/20-9/01 1 En 62-71 6480 6604 .936
6903 " 14/20-15/01 2 En 56-71 6446 6599 .960
6904 " 16/20-17/02 1 En 54-71 6335 6455 .925
6905 " 25/00-05 2 En 56-75 6425 6529 .958
6906 " 27/20-28/01 2 En 59-73 6345 6383 .908
6907 " 31/21-24 1 En 59-71 6289 6402 .921
6908 Feb14/20-15/01 2 En 61-72 6420 6506 .964
6909 " 20/21-24 2 En 63-72 6492 6570 .987
6910 " 24/21-25/01 1 En 58-72 6489 6570 .983
6911 " 25/14-18 2 En 62-72 6491 6561 1 .529 H.E.P.E. ,N.M.max 0950 U.T.
6912 " 25/20-24 l En 56-72 6504 6577 I .076 P.E.
Cruising
Pressure, Deep 2-10 MeV
1 2 2 Flux 3 Comments 4Flight Date / U. T. Sys. Loc. _/cm River Inuvik
6913 Feb 26/02h07 h 2 En 60-72 6414 6502 1.029 P.E. , F.D.
6914 " 26/Ii-16 l En 60-72 6422 6444 1.000 P.E., F.D.
6915 " 26/19-24 2 En 59-72 6414 6450 .995 P.E., F.D.
6916 " 27/19-23 2 En 62-72 6323 6421 .918 P.E. , F.D.
6917 " 28/06-I0 1 En 59-72 6295 6381 .936 P.E. , F.D.
6918 Mar 4/20-24 2 En 68-72 Sys. 2 fail.
6919 " 12/19-24 1 En 71 6490 6533 •944
6920 " 13/05-i0 2' En 61-72 Diff. PSD amp.
6921 " 13/12-17 1 En 63-72 6499 6562 .954
6922 " 18/00-04 2' En 60-72 Diff. PSD amp.
6923 ,r 19/00-04 l En 59-71 6418 6482 .942 Small F.D.
6924 " 20/19-24 l En 59-72 6320 6395 907 Small F.D.
6925 " 21/02-07 3 En 59-72 6260 6426 908 Small F.D.
6926 " 21/I0-15 l En 59-72 6302 6367 913
6927 " 21/18-22 3 En 57-72 6371 6405 941
6928 " 22/02-07 l F.n 60-70 6337 6452 947
6929 " 22/21-23/01 I En 62-72 6408 6505 953
6930 " 23/21-24/02 l En 59-72 6341 6469 950
6931 " 24/04-08 3 En 60-70 6295 6386 937 I_.D., N.M. 6fie
6932 " 25/01-06 1 En 59-76 6016 6146 856 F.D.
6933 " 27/18-23 l En 56-72 6186 6264 863 F.D.
6934 " 28/03-08 3 En 61-72 6227 6338 880 F.D.
6935 " 28/14-19 1 En 59-70 6297 6364 900 F.D.
6936A " 30/00-01 l E i17-192 Aircraft malfunction
6936B " 30/13-18 1 En 60-72 6787 6800 2.128 H.E.P.E.,N.M. max1330 U.T.
6937 " 30/21-31/02 3 _En 58-82 6698 6708 1.806 H.E.P.E.
6938 Apr 2/20-3/01 l En 59-77 6416 6500 1.042 Decay P.E.
6939 " 11/20-12/01 1 En 58-73 6473 6565 .971 Begin P. E.
6940 " 12/17-21 I En 62-72 6534 6513 1.087 P.E. ,F.D. begin.
6941 " 13/01-05 3 En 59-72 6374 6462 I.I19 P.E. ,F.D.
6942 " 15/01-05 1 En 60-72 6238 6331 .908 P.E.,F.D.
6943 " 15/13-18 3 En 58-79 6245 6339 .885 P.E. ,F. D.
Crusing
Pressure, Deep 2-I0 MeV
Flight Date / U. T. Sys. l Loc. 2 _/cm 2 River Inuvik Flux 3 Comments 4
6944 Apr 15/21_16/02h- 1 En 60-87 6269 6347 .892
6945 " 18/14-19 3 En 61-88 6295 6373 .878
6946 " 21/20-22/01 l En 60-92 6420 6493 .923
6947 " 22/12-17 3 En 60-92 6273 6318 .881 Small F.D.
6948 " 29/19-24 1 En 64-87 6285 6263 .891 F.D.,N.M. 5%
6949 May 2/22-3/03 3 En 64-92 6119 6270 .848
6950 " 8/20 3 Aborted
6951 " 9/19 l Aborted
6952 " 12/19-24 3 En 72-92 6216 6328 .850
6953 " 15/19-24 l Es 7Z-92 5868 5977 .744 F.D., Pc = i GV
6954 " 22/19-24 l Es 72-92 6280 6331 .889
6955 " 23/19-23 l Es 71-150 6257 6367 1.014(72mbs) Hi gain test
_aln i.I
6957 Jun 2/21½-3/00½ l En 91-72 6257 6367 .864
6958 " 5/ i I20_-6/00_ 3 En 83-64 6311 6360 .881
6959 " 11/20-24 3 En 94-61 6062 6121 .802 F.D.,N.M. 6%
6961 " 19/20-23½ 1 Anc 71 5992 6051 .819 i GV
6962 " 23/20-23½ l En 74-62 6085 6204 .919 High gain test
6963 Jul 2/19-23½ 1 En 91-68 6195 6245 .840
6964 " 7/23-24 3 En 71 6231 6294 .846
6965 " 14/18-20 3 En 71-68 6087 6193 .790
6966 " 18/20-21 1 En 75-71 6221 6267 .841
6967 " 21/18-20½ l En 71-68 6184 6216 .851
1
6968 Aug. 1/22-2/01_ 3 En 75-71 6248 6336 .844
6969 " 6/20½-24 1 En 71-64 6230 6331 .840
6970 " 8/20-23 3 En 71 6243 6368 .838
6971 " ll/ l i20_-23_ l En 71-62 6260 6382 .865
6972 " 14/20k-23½ l En 71-63 6286 6401 .858
6973 " 18/20-23 3 En 71-62 6316 6385 .875
6974 " 21/20-23 3 En 76-65 6385 6407 .881
6975 " 25/20-23 l En 73-63 6357 6395 .879
6976 " 29/20-23 3 En 72-61 6359 6415 .883
Cruising
Pressure, Deep 2-I0 MeW
Flight Date / U. T. Sys. 1 Loc. 2 g/cm 2 River Inuvik Flux 3 Comments 4
6977 Sep 2/20¼_23 h i En 71-65 6404 6470 906
6978 " 5/20-24 3 En 72-57 6300 6368 883
6980 " 11/20¼-24 1 En 71-58 6389 6449 873
6981 " 15/18-22 1 En 71-61 6325 6439 883
6982 " 18/20-23½ 3 En 71-59 6373 6436 857
6983 " 23/21-23½ l En 71-68 6341 6474 866
6984 " 25/20-26/01 3 En 71-56 6404 6511 897 P.E.,Exp 41,>60 at bkg.
6985 " 27/21½-24 3 En 71-65 6464 6550 911
6986 Oct 1/20-22½ 3 En 71-61 6245 6323 902 Recov. _D.(II/28-301
6987 " 10/20-24 l En 71 6359 6430 883 Radiation Sampling
6988 " 17/19½-23 1 En 71 6402 6537 906 Radiation Sampling
6989 " 20/20½-21/01 3 En 71 6433 6512 909
6990 " 21/20-24 1 En 71 6443 6523 912
6991 " 27/22-28/02 1 En 91-71 6390 6530 875
6992 " 29/22-30/01 l En 91-71 6424 6502 898
6993 Nov 2/23-3/03 3 En 91-71 6380 6489 1.020 P.E.
6994 " 3/06-10 1 En 71 6369 6478 939 P.E.
6995 " 5/21-6/00½ I En 71 6411 6491 886
6996 " 7/22-8/03 1 En 81-71 6328 6472 891
6997 " 14/21½-15/01½ 3 En 91-71 6461 6582 899
6998 " 18/22-19/01½ i En 91-71 6429 6582 921
6999 " 19/06½-Ii 3 En 91-71 6442 6612 910
69100 " 21/04½-09 l En 71 6510 6611 919
69101 " 21/15-19 3 En 74-71 6537 6603 898
69102 " 22/01-04½ 1 En 71 6567 6646 936
69103 " 24/14-18 l En 71 6440 6535 910
1 1
69104 Dec 3/21_-4/00_ 1 En 475-71 6299 6430 H.A.911 Step Flight
69105 " 10/21½-11/01½ 3 En 71 6347 6453 .885
69106 " 12/21¼-24 3 En 475-71 6382 6462 H.A.894 Step Flight
Cruising
Pressure, Deep 2-10 MeV
Flight Date / U. T. Sys. l Loc.2 g/cm 2 3River Inuvik Flux Comment2
(1970)
7001 Jan22/21_22/01 h 3 En 71-56 6424 6473 .906
7002 " 26/22-23/01 1 En 71-60 6445 6573 .923
7003 " 29/22-30/02 3 En 71-62 6325 6410 .920 P.E.
7005 " 31/22-I/02 l En 71-63 6329 6434 .894 P.E.
7008 Feb 4/21-3/01 3 En 71-59 6354 6466 897
7009 " 9/22½-i0/01½ 3 En 71-64 6448 6562 911
7010 " ll/211 12/01 3 En 71-62 6452 6546 929
7011 " 13/21-14/01 3 En 71-64 6433 6525 915
7012 " 20/22-21/01 1 En 71-58 6532 6633 957
7013 " 24/21-25/01 l En 79-57 6489 6623 979
7014 " 27/20½-28/01 l En 71-58 6466 6569 947
7015 Mar 4/211
_-5/01½ 1 En 79-62 6435 6580 .910
7018 " 27/21-28/04 1 En 71-63 6367 6457 .891
1/025-055 1 En 71-61 6100 6306 841 F.D.(3/31)7019 Apr i I
7020 " 2/21-3/01 3 En 77-63 6296 6470 881 F.D.
1
7021 " 3/22½-4/01_ l En 71-59 6314 6487 895
1 1
7023 " 8/20X-9/00i 3 En 74-61 6400 6514 906
7024 " ll/00-01 3 En 71-68 6262 6338 861
7025 " 16/19½-24 1 En 78-56 6237 6360 868
7026 " 17/20½-18/01 l En 78-59 6284 6348 883
7028 " 21/21½-22/01 1 En 75-61 6368 6496 900
7030 " 27/20-24 3 En 71-50 6432 6545 905
7031 " 30/21-24 1 En 71-62 6435 6545 960
70.32 May 4/20-23½ 1 En 71-61 6331 6433 .903
7033 " 13/i I I9_-23_ 3 En 71-61 6403 6487 .901
7035 " 20/20-24 3 En 71-62 6343 6445 .889
7036 " 21/20-24 3 En 72-61 6334 6446 .894
7038 " 27/20-23½ l En 71-63 6381 6486 .913
7039 " Z8/20-Z4 1 En 73-59 6370 6425 .913
Cruising
Pressure, Deep 2-10 MeV
l 2 2 Flux3 Comments 4
Flight Date / U. T. Sys. Loc. g/cm River Inuvik
7040 Jun 1/20h-24h l- En 71-61 6194 6291 863 F.D.,N.M. 4_c
7041 " 3/20-24 i En 73-61 6162 6225 829 F.D.
7042 " 8/20-23½ 3 ]En 75-71 6198 6270 849
7043 " 12/20½-24 1 En 78-71 6248 6338 839
7044 " 17/20-23½ 1 En 73-71 6182 6276 857 F.D.,N.M. 4_c
7045 " 19/15-17 1 En 71-65 6043 6164 803
7046 " 26/19½-22 l En 91-64 6261 6352 904
7047 " 30/14-17 3 En 71-70 6261 6354 898
7048 :Iul 2/20½-24 1 En 71 6083 6218 821
7049 " 4/21-24 1 En 75-61 6128 6275 824
7050 " 6/21-7/00½ l En 75-59 6166 6296 837
7051 " 10/21-11/01 3 En 75-59 6258 6366 865
7052 " 15/21-16/03 3 En- 75-57 6306 6416 891
7053 " 17/22½-18/00½ 3 En 71-68 6285 6396 882
7054 " 20/15-17½ 3 En 91-71 6304 6391 866 P.E. ,Expl. 41, >60 MeVbkg.
7056 " 20/23-21/01 3 En 71-64 6316 6431 899 P.E.,Expl. 41 >60 MeVbkg.
7057 " 22/02_-04 l ]En 71-64 6288 6376 875 P.E.,Expl. 41 >60 MeVbkg.
7058 " 22/04-07½ 3 En 79-57 6296 6379 881 P.E.,Expl. 41 >60 MeVbkg.
1
7059 " 22/21½-23/015 3 En 75-71 6304 6433 877 P.E.,Expl. 41 >60 MeVbkg.
7060 " 23/20½-23 3 En 78-62 6185 6283 884 F.D.,N.M. 2_c
7061 " 24/00½-03 l En 71 6236 6280 834 P.E.,F.D.
7062 " 25/00-02 3 En 71-64 5976 6050 838 F.D., declining
7063 " 25/02-06 l En 75-61 5920 6000 775 F.D.,N.M 7_c
7065 Aug 4/22-5/02 3 En 71 6269 6390 853
7066 " 7/21 -22/01 3 En 79-71 6370 6447 906
7067 " Ii/21½-12/01 3 En 71 6380 6439 880
7068 " 14/15-19 1 En 71 6370 6434 880
7069 " 15/15½-19 3 En 71-63 6351 6406 860
7070 " 16/15-18 1 En 75-71 6259 6396 882
7071 " 19/19-Z0½ 3 Es 91-61 6283 6355 822 Pc >-I GV
7072 " 20/22-21/02 l En 78-69 6276 6350 860
Cruising
Pressure, Deep 2-10 MeV
Flight Date I U. T. Sys. 1 Loc. 2 81cm 2 River Inuvik Flux 3 Comments 4
lh lh
7075 Sep 23/19X-23X 3 En 92-59 6466 6602 •926
7076 29/ i i
" 18_-23_ I En 92-61 6521 6617 •969
7077 '30/ I I' 17_-21_ 3 En 92-64 6514 6553 •934
7078 Oct 7/19¼-23% 1 En 92-64 6440 6522 .933
7079 " 8/20½-24 3 En 92-64 6462 6566 .921
7080 " 12/21 ¼-01¼ 1 En 72-62 6514 6634 .995
7081 " 28/20½-22_43 l En 92-72 6434 6515 •962
7082 Nov 4/20_ -01 3 Es 152, 118 Latitude flights .7-i. 7 GV
7083 " 5/22-02¼ 4 Es 92, 62 Latitude flights .7-1.7 GV
7085 " i i13/20_-22_ 3 E 73-62 6339 6429 .911
7086 " 15/i0½-I l 3 En 75-72 6395 6473 .905
7087 " 16/03%-05½ l En 72 6370 6498 .952
1 1
7091 Dec 7/22_-01_ 4 En 78-70 6512 6527 .947
7092 " 10/22-00½ 4 En 80-72 6442 6556 .953
7093 " 14/21_-01 4 En 72-59 6312 6407 .902 F.D.,N.M. 3½%
(1971).
7101 Jan 4/22-04 1 En 71-75 6500 6604 1.000
7102 " 8/22-01½ 1 En 71-75 6607 6781 .993
7103 " 13/23-02 l En 71-75 6634 6811 1.042
1
7105 " 20/22-01X 3 En 69-84 6359 6488 .919
7106 " 22/22-01½ 1 En 72 6389 6528 .951
7107 " 25/04_-08½ 3 En 72-118 6520 6657 2.313-1.962 H.E.P.E,N.M. 12_c,00 U.T.
7108 " 25/08_- IZ½ 1 En 72-87 6512 6635 1.963-1.773 P.E.
7109 Feb 2/22-01½ 3 En 61-72 6611 6774 1.032
1
7110 " 5/22-01_ 1 En 72-84 6649 6746 1.036
7111 " 9/22-02 4 En 62-72 6595 6691 1.040
7112 " 12/22-02 3 En 59-76 6610 6770 1.037
Cruising
Pressure, Deep 2-10 MeVi 2 2 3 4
Flight Date / U. T. S__Vs. Loc. g/cm River Inuvik Flux Comments
7114 Mar 4/22h01 h 1 En 69-72 6657 6767 1.044
7115 " 9/20½-24 4 En 72 6702 6800 1.049
7116 " 11/20½-24 l En 72 6627 6728 1.029
7117 " 18/20-23_, 1 En 68-72 6619 6717 1.023
7118 " 25/20½-23_ 1 En 68-72 6607 6707 1.038
7119 " 26/20½-21 4 En 72 6612 6719 1.028
7120 " 27/20¼-23_ 3 En 72 6622 6748 1.058
7121 Apr 8/20_-24 3 En 65-75 6686 6846 1.103
7122 " 9/21_-00¼ l En 61-72 6684 6771 1.090
7123 " 13/20_-23_ 1 En 72 6719 6821 1.124 Partial tape data
7124 " 14/20½-24 3 En 59-68 6548 6733 1.075 F.D. during flight
7125 " 15/20-23_ 4 En 70-72 6506 6619 1.040 F.D.,N.M. 3°/c
7126 " 20/20½-24 4 En 72 6629 6738 1.062
7127 " 21/2{P_4-23½ 1 En 72,211,307 6651 6741 H.A. 1.078 Step flight
7128 " 22/20¼-23½ 3 En 72-92 6700 6734 1.071
7129 May 4/19-19½ 1 En 72 6714 6763 1.077
7130 " 5/19¼-22½ 3 En 72,211,307 6721 6775 H.A. 1.095 Step flight
ii_3_3 ,, /_ __ _I n 72, ii__21,1_,307
7134 " 13/215-01_ 3 En 66-?2 6696 6720 1.096
7135 " 18/19_-21_ 4 En 72-92 6544 6639 1.032
7136 " 19/18_-22½ 3 En 72-92,211 6589 6688 H.A. 1.041 Step flight
7137 " 24/19_ -20_ 3 E 92 6779 6862 1.063
7138 " 25/18_ -19½ 4 En 92 6792 6857 1.058
7139 " 26/19_-22½ 3 En 62,92 6789 6938 H.A.I. 183 Step flight
7140 Jun 1/19-23¼ 3 En 62,92 6772 6871 H.A. 1.124 Step flight
7142 " 3/ i i18_-23 z 3 Es 118, 152 See altitude flights .5-I. 7 GV Step flight
7143 " 9/18½-21 l En 118,307 See altitude flights Step flight
7144 " 16/19½-21_ 3 En 72-80,211,307 6857 6890 H.A.I. 125 Step flight
7146 " 24/19¼-22_ l En 72-76 6856 6913 I.180
7147 " 25/18_-22¼ 1 En 72,118,211,307 6886 6934H. A. 1.214 Step flight
7148 " 28/18½-22_ 3 En 72,118,211,294 6901 7017 H.A.I. 199 Step flight
7149 " 29/18_:-21½ 1 En 72-92,118,211,307 6866 6943 H.A.I. 188 Step Flight
O_
O
NOTES:
i. Flight Systems
Systems 1 = 1966-i
2 = 1966-2, 2' = detector 2 with other electronics
3 = 1968-3
3' = 1966-3
2. Symbols
Bed = Bedford, Maine to Greenland
Pres = Presque'ile, Maine to Ft. Churchill
E = Eielson A.F.B., Alaska (P = 0.5 GV)
En = North of Eielson (P betweCen 0.0 and 0.5 GV)
c
Es = South of Eielson (P between 0.5 and 1.0 GV)
c
Anc = Anchorage, Alaska (P = 1.0 GV)
Abq = Albuquerque, N.M. (I_ = 4.3 GV)
Pan = Panama, Canal Zone (IS = 12.0 GV)
M = Loring A.F.B., Maine (pC = 1.0 GV)
c
Fch = Ft. Churchill, Manitoba (P = 0.2 GV)
c
3. 2-10 MeV neutron flux n/cm2-sec, at transition maximum
F.D. - Forbush Decrease
P.E. - Solar Proton event, observed by Explorer 34 or Explorer 41
H.E.P.E. - Proton Event during which an increase of sealevel neutron monitors has occurred
N.M. - High latitude sea-level neutron monitors. Where indicated % decrease.
H.A. - High Altitude value in step-flight
TABLE IV
b. STEP FLIGHTS
Pressure
2 Deep 2- 10 MeV
Flight Date / U. T, Sys. g/cm River Inuvik Flux
(1968)
6804 Mar 3/ 233- O01 1 2.67 6637 6771 .442
3
4/ O1 01-- 2.44 ,5144
6818 Jun 2/ 19 19_2 i 118-135 6495 6566 .860
3 201 189 •59419_ -
203 - 211 383 .2004 4
(1969}
69104 Dec 3/ 211 - 22 i 72 6299 6430 .911
22 - Z21 118 .797
1 223227 - 189 .543
23 - 233 307 .291
'4oo½
69106 Dec 12/ 211- 213 3 72 6382 6462 .894
22_ - 22 118 .830
, ¼227- 23 189 .567
1
23_ - 24 307 . 279
13/ O0 - O01 475 .094
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Pressure
2 Deep 2-i0 MeV
Flight Date / U.T. Sys. g/cm River Inuvik Flux
(1971)
7127 Apr i/20_ - 21 I 72 6651 6741 1.085
1 1
21_ - 215 307 .346
21_-zz 211 .590
1
23 23_ 72 1.o7o
713o May 5/ i_- 20¼ 3 307 6721 6775 ..342
20½- 21 211 .579
I _ Z0¼19: 307 .333
20½ - 21 211 .607
22 - 22_ 72 1.105
7133 May 12/ 19 - 20 l 307 6694 6739 .343
_o¼_ _ _o_
7136 May 19/18_ 19¼ 3 72-926589 6688 1.039
21 - 21½ 211 .565
1
22 - 22-- 72-92 1.0422
7139 May 26/ 19¼ - 21! 3 92 6789 6938 1.0834
21½-22½ 72 1.183
32
Pressure
2 Deep 2~ I0 MeV
Flight Date / U. T, Sys. g/cm River Inuvik Flux
(1971
3
7140 Jun I/ 19 - 21_ 3 92 6772 6871 1.073
22¼-23¼ 72 1.124
7142 Jun 3/ 18 - 215 3 152 6688 6799 .803
__ _ _
7143 Jun 9/ 18½ - 19 1 118 6775 6855 1.003
1
197 - 20 307 .361
20½- 21 118 .992
7144 Jun 16/ 19_- 2_ 3 307 6857 6890 .348
_I_I ;_o _
7147 Jun 25/ 18 - 19 i 118 6886 6934 1.014
19_- 20 307 .358
20¼- 20_ 211 .643
21! - 22_ 72 1.2142
7148 Jun 28/ 18½ - 19 3 118 6901 7017 1.041
_¼_o _ _
_o_o_ _ ;_
21_- 22 72 1.199
7149 Jun 29/ 18 18! 1 118 6866 6943 1.0122
__ _o_ _
_½_o _,, _
1
20 217 72-92 1.188
33
B. Conversion of Counting Rates to Flux
I. Method. -The spectral unfolding procedures that were used in the
calibrations of the detector (section IC. 2b) were somewhat unstable, when
applied to the counting rates of a seven channel analyzer. A method which
produced smaller variances began with a best fittinganalytic spectrum, to
which were then added the residual neutrons necessary for reproducing
observed counting rates. The details of this procedure follows:
The counting rates in the seven channels, CI, were related to the
differential neutron flux, N(E) by
E
max
C. = N(E)R.(E)dE, i=l to 7, 2
l i
Ethresh
.th
where R.(E) was the response function of the i channel to neutrons ofi
energy, E, and the upper energy cutoff, Emax, was taken to be 80 MeV
for the atmospheric spectrum. The contribution to the counting rates was
negligible past this energy. Several analytic forms for N(E) were tested
in a weighted least squares program operating on the seven equations,
numbered 2. A power law in energy,
-n
N(E) = AE 3
was the most satisfactory, above 2 MeV. With A and n chosen to be
constant, the value of n that gave the least variance was chosen. The
counting rates from the best fitting spectrum were then reconstituted and
the recalculated counting rates subtracted from the observed counting rates.
The neutron flux corresponding to these residual counts was then calculated
and theadditionalneutronsadded tothefirstneutronspectrum.
2. Contributionofthe >i0 MeV neutronstothe countingrate.-Table V
givesseveralexamples ofspectralanalysisoftheflightdata. Among other
things,itliststhe contributionofneutronsabove I0 MeV tothe counting
rates in the seven pulse amplitude channels. This contribution was
observed to be about 18% of the total, if we assumed that the spectral
shape did not change above I0 MeV. Of course, the spectral shape is not
likely to remain constant, but there is no consistent indication of the actual
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TABLE V
SPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF THE WEIGHTED MEAN OF ALL DATA IN THE
SEVEN NEUTRON CHANNELS: a. TRANSITION MAXIMUM, BALLOON,
b. HIGH ALTITUDE BALLOON, c. AIRPLANE
i-i0
MeV 2- i0
Pulse Ht. Channel I 2 3 4 5 6 7 A n Flux MeV
Pfotzer Maximum
Counts/min
Observed: 74.7 31.9 18.6 12.8 15.6 ii.6 9.4 .487 1.17 1.03 .609
Recalculated: counting rates from least squares spectrum
i-i0 MeV 57.5 29.3 15.4 11.4 10.9 6.4 2.3
10-80 MeV 6.6 3.8 3.1 3.8 5.6 4.6 3.6
i-i/2-2 MeV 11.4 .1
High Altitude
Counts/min
Observed 69.0 31. i 18.5 12.9 16.6 12.3 9.0 .410 1.08 .96 .587
Recalculated: counting rates from least squares spectrum
1-10 MeV 53.1 28.0 15.0 11.2 10.8 6.5 2.4
I0-80 MeV 7.2 4.1 3.4 4.2 6.2 5.1 3.9
1-i/2-2 MeV 8.5 .1
Airplane
Counts/rain
Observed 75.0 33.4 19.1 12.7 15.1 ll.0 8.6 .545 1.23 .93 .539
Recalculated: counting rates from least squares spectrum
Lo
o_ i-i0 MeV 60.6 30.3 15.7 11.5 I0.0 6.4 2.3
10-80 Mel r 6.2 3.5 3.0 3.5 5.3 4.4 3.4
i-I/2-2 MeV 8. l .1
form above I0 MeV in the literature 16'27-30, and the phoswichis limited
by the i0 MeV upper cutoff. To estimate the possible error in using a
single n between 1 and 80 MeV, we tested the effect of changing the
spectral index above l0 MeV from n = 1.2 to n = 2, an overestimate
of the spread. The effect on the I-i0 MeV neutrons was to increase the
flux by 4% and decrease the spectral index by 0.16.
C. Calculation of Attenuation Length
The counting rates in the region between 200 and 700 mb are reported
in thispaper in terms of a single exponential
G(p) = C0 exp (-p/X) 4
A more complex spatialvariation would not be observable with the statistics
of balloon ascent. The constants, C 0 and k were selected to maximize
the likelihoodfunction
M
L = _-- (C Exp(-P./k))¢i Exp(-CoExp(-P Ix))Ic! 5o i i i
i=l
IV. RESULTS OF OBSERVATIONS
A. ResultsofBalloonFlights
I. Flightprofiles.-Infigure6, theneutroncountingratesare plotted
vs atmospheric depthfor severaltypicalballoonflights.Figures 6a and 6b
illustratethedeclinein thecountingrateswith increasingsolaractivity,
an effectmost dramatic athighlatitudesand intheupper atmosphere.
Figure 6c, theprofilesoftwo flightsfrom Palestine,Texas, show the
shieldingeffectof theearth'smagnetic field,which excludesprimaries
below about 4.5 GV atthislocation.We have alsoplottedinfigure6 ,
thealtitudedistributionofthetotaleventschannel,which more closely
approximates the countingrateofa hydrocarbon-cladionchamber.
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2. Fast neutron spectrum.-In Table V, we have listed the relative
counting rates of the seven pulse height channels, averaged over all high
2
latitude flightdata, at 50-90 g/cm , the transition maximum, and at
2-5 mb, floating altitude on many of the flights. The fast neutron
spectrum, calculated according to the method of section IV.I., is also
given. At the transition maximum, n, the index of the power law in energy,
+.13 +.12
was i. 17-. 20. At high altitude, the value of n was 1.08-.20. In each
case, there was an additional contribution from 1-2 MeV, as indicated in
Table V, The difference between the high altitude and the transition
maximum values was real since the relative uncertainty in the two
values of n was less than the absolute uncertainty, which results from
statistical spread, from goodness of fit,and from uncertainties in the
calibration and in the contribution of neutrons > i0 MeV. Individual
fluxes for all flights as well as spectra for system I flights are shown in
Table Ill. The value of n was not observed to change within the experi-
mental uncertainties from solar minimum to solar maximum and from pole
to equator.
3. Attenuation lensth. -Table Ill also lists the values of k calculated
from the neutron counting rates as well as from total events, which
displayed similar attenuation lengths with much better statistics. Table VI
summarizes the observations of attenuation length, including earlier
results obtained during solar minimum.
TABLE VI
ATTENUATION LENGTH OF NEUTRONS AND OF TOTAL EVENTS
AT DIFFERENT GEOMAGNETIC CUTOFF RIGIDITIES
Fort Churchill, Lynn Lake, Palestine, Hyderabad,
Location Manitoba Manitoba Texas India
P 0.2 0.4 4.5 17
c
Number of flights 8 6 5 2
Solar epoch min. to max. max. rain. to max. rain.
X, neutrons (rob) 165+10 172_+13 181_+28 215+15
X, total events {rnb) 164+5 168+9 167+5 200+4
37
_it highlatitude,where time variationswould be most observable,we
found no consistenttrendintheattenuationlengthwith solaractivity.The
increaseinattenuationlengthwith cutoffrigidity,reportedmuch earlier
5
by theNYU group forslow neutrons , was alsoobserved for fastneutrons.
4. Solar modulation.- Fig. 7 and fig. 8 summarize the change in the
high latitude neutron flux between 1965 and 1968. Fig. 7 is a series of
regression curves, at different pressures, of the 2-10 MeV neutron flux vs.
the counting rate of the Deep River neutron monitor (DRNM). Also shown
are calculated fluxes at the top of the atmosphere, which we shall discuss
later. Fig. 8 presents the same data used in deriving the curves in
fig. 7, in terms of altitude profiles of the i-i0 MeV neutron flux at various
values of DRNM.
Solar cycle variations at Palestine, Texas, were much smaller and
more difficultto discern since there was littledata at the transition
maximum, where time variations can be determined without correction for
the contributions from pressure differences. Between 1964 and 1970,
the i-i0 MeV flux at the transition maximum declined from around
2
1.18 neutrons/cm -sec, a value approximately half that at high latitude,
to a flux 15+-3_/0lower. At around 4 rob, the difference was iZ+6_0. These
numbers have the additional uncertainty that only one of the detectors flown
in Palestine was crosscalibrated in flightand none were calibrated with
monoener getic neutrons.
5. Time variations at floating altitude.- Most of the balloon flights
occurred during undisturbed periods, when the earth-based neutron monitors
recorded excursions of less than 1%. During some of the flights,
particularly in 1968, class I and class 2 flares erupted on the surface of the
sun, but these were not followed by proton events. The data at floating
altitude was equally uneventful. For example, the total events counting rates,
which were not statistically limited in accuracy, varied, in flights at the
transition maximum, by less than Z%, temperature corrected, and by 3%,
without correction. At high altitude, the variations were as much as 6-7%,
but this is possibly because the total events channel at 2-5 mb is a better
altimeter than the Wallace and Tiernan pressure gauge. Time variations,
however, could not be completely excluded.
Detection of variations in the neutron channels was limited by the
statistics, ~-+1% per hour for channels 2-7. In two flights, 117 ona
geomagnetically disturbed day, and 121, during solar maximum conditions,
changes of the order of 4-6_/0in channels 2-7 occurred. Such changes will
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also be reported for several aircraft flights, in which a more direct
correlation could be found with changes in the sea level neutron monitors.
In flight 126 from Palestine, Texas, changes due to variations in
latitude were observed and could be separated from altitude effects. The
differential latitude effect between Palestine, P = 4.5 GV, and Carlsbad,
New Mexico, P = 5.2 GV, was approximately 10%/GV for total events
c
and 15%/GV for total neutrons at floating pressure of 35-55 g/cm 2.
6. In-flight calibration of System I vs System II.-Small differences
between System 1966-I and 1966-II (System I was not calibrated at ORNL),
were observed with laboratory sources. These were considerably larger
for the atmospheric spectrum. In the cross-calibration flight, 120,
(totalevents, system II)/(totalevents, system I), was 1.05; and the ratio,
(neutrons, system II)/(neutrons, system I) was i. 19_+0.03. This value was
in good agreement with that deduced from aircraft flights. The remaining
flight systems measured were within 0-4°_cof the system II counting rates,
as established in aircraft flights.
7. Flights with tissue-equivalent dome. -Table IIIincludes observations
made during flights in which the gondola cover was replaced by a 15.4 cm
tissue-equivalent dome. This procedure was followed for fliP, II2P, and
115P, which occurred during the same epochs as flights iii, i12, and I14
respectively.
The difference between measurements with and without the dome was
most impressive in the altitude profiles, such as those illustrated in
figure 9 for two flights only a week apart. It should be noted that the
counting rates of the total events channel were only modestly affected by
the dome and, at that, only in the upper few hundred mb; whereas the
neutron counting rates were considerably attenuated (fig. 9) and the
spectrum appreciably hardened (Table ILl). These features were, in
fact, reproduced in a Monte Carlo calculation by Irving of ORNL, who
examined the neutron flux inside a spherical shell of hydrocarbon, ID 13 cm,
-i
OO $4cm,when an isotropic flux of neutrons with an E spectrum entered
the outer boundary. Both neutron flux and spectral index were reduced by
the presence of the "phantom".
While attenuation length was not affected by the "phantom", the neutron
profiles above the equilibrium region were altered. The neutron flux
increased more towards higher altitude and decreased less rapidly toward
the top of the atmosphere than the "free-air" flux. In fig. 9, the dashed
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curves indicate the enhancement of neutrons above 40 mb with the tissue-
equivalent dome, as determined from flight II2P (Table III)and high
altitude free air flights. We interpret this enhancement as resulting from
increased production of neutrons inside the tissue-equivalent dome by the
radiation at these altitudes, which is more energetic on the average, than
that lower in the atmosphere.
The measurements with the dome are also indicative of the effect of
appreciable masses near the detector in any neutron experiment. They
convince one of the complexity of the corrections to the neutron flux in both
spectrum and numbers, especially when the detector and its associated
shields and housing are massive.
B. Results of Aircraft Flights
i. Summary of results t free air flux. -Table IV lists the results of the
aircraft measurements yielding data at the high latitude transition maximum.
The counting rates of two sea level neutron monitors 31 are also given for
each flight: Deep River (P =1.02 GV) was used to monitor the primary
c
radiation, for the purpose of comparing aircraft with balloon flight results.
Inuvik (P =0.18 GV) was most appropriate for monitoring the higher energy
c
primaries to which the aircraft detector was exposed, since Inuvik happened
to be along the path of most of the aircraft flights. The data is presented in
terms of the free air flux from which we have eliminated aircraft background.
We evaluated the aircraft background by comparing the counting rates
in aircraft and in balloon flights: l, in the rendezvous between two detectors,
in flight i17 (balloon) and flight 6702 (aircraft), and 2, in reeression curves
of fast neutron counting rates vs. DRNM. Fig. i0 shows the counting
rates of system 1966-II in channels 2-7 vs. DRNM for both balloon and
aircraft flights. The two sets of data fellon different curves. The aircraft
data lying 10_+2.5_/0above the balloon counting rates. This additional back-
ground also causeda slightly softer spectrum than that measured in balloon
flights, so that naircraft was 1.23 (Table V).
lb. Normalization of flight systems. -The free air fluxes in Table IV have
been normalized to system 1966-II according to the relative response of the
various detectors in flight. Systems 1966 Illand 1970 IV were indisting-
uishable in their measurements from System II. For the remaining
4O
2
detectors, the free-air 2-10 MeV neutron flux, in neutrons/cm -sec, to the
counting rate of channels 2-7, in counts per minute, were:
System 1966-I 0.00654-+0.00027
System 1966-II 0. 00541
System 1968-III 0.00566+0.00011
The errors quoted here relate only to goodness of fitof the data to the
neutron monitor regression curve. According to the flightdata, System
1968-III gradually lost about 5_c in counting efficiency between 1968 and late
1969. This was corroborated by the response to laboratory neutron sources.
2. Aircraft latitude surveys.- Figs. ii and 12 summarize the results of
the aircraft latitude surveys listed in Table IV. Neutron fluxes are shown
vs. cutoff rigidity, which was determined from the Shea and Smart (1968)31
tables of L-interpolated, trajectory derived cutoffs.
The 1965 latitude flight, which circled the globe over both poles, is
represented by fig. ii. The neutron counting rates reported by
Sandie et al. (1968)14 are shown, as well as the fast neutron flux, which
has been corrected and normalized to the "free-air" values measured in
the solar minimum balloon flights. The normalization factor was I. 10,
indicating that more i-i0 MeV neutrons were lost through moderation in
the aircraft than were produced in the surrounding material.
Each leg of the pole-to-pole flightis separately indicated in fig. ii.
Since most cutoff rigidities were encountered at four different geographic
locations, the counting rates observed in the north and south and in the east
and west should be along identical curves. The degree to which the curves
coincide checks the consistency of describing the data in terms of the
given values of P . Fig. ii indicates that the overlap is reasonablyc
good except between 8 and 12 GV, where the counting rates in the Northern
and Southern Hemispheres differed appreciably from each other in the
vicinity of 160-170 ° West Longitude. This is apparent in fig. ii. A possible
explanation, suggested by Shea and Smart (Private communication, 1971), is
that the actual effective cutoffs at low latitude might be displaced from the
interpolated values used in fig. ii, as a result of large penumbral effects.
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The aircraftlatitudeflightsnear the transitionmaximum covered a
period of increasing solar activityin 1968. Figure 12 is a diagram
showing the neutron fluxes averaged over the differentflightsand corrected
for pressure and for aircraft background. The background correction,
indicated in the graph, was experimentally derived at high latitudeonly
(figureI0). At allother locations, itwas necessary to estimate the
fractionof the background fluxat 0 cutoffthat remained when a portion
of the totalprimary incidentspectrum below the local cutoffwas removed.
To determine this fraction,we folded the spectrum of the primaries and
+
their charged secondaries at the transitionmaximum into the cross section
for producing neutrons in elements near the average mass number of the
surrounding material. The latitudeprofileof the fractionalbackground
could then be constructed. The absolute flux distributionwas derived by
normalization to the known background at high latitude. The background
corrections were of the order of 10_c.
3. Latitude variations near the latitude knee.-Table VII summarizes
observations of the fast neutron flux at the transition maximum, in the
vicinity of the high latitude plateau. The location of the latitude knee, which
was determined from the series of aircraft flights between 1967 and 1971,
was around 0.4 GV. We recall, from Figure ii, that deeper in the atmos-
phere, at250 g/cm 2, thehighlatitudeplateauextendedto i.5 to2 GV.
This was a consequence oftherapidly diminishing neutron yield ofthe
primaries below Z GV deeper intheatmosphere. At the transitionmaxi-
mum, where theneutronyieldbetween 0.4 and 2 GV was appreciable,it
was instructivetoestimateitsvaluefrom theexperimentaldata. Table VII
liststheneutronyield,as wellas theobserved neutronfluxand incident
primary flux,between 0.4 and 2 GV, which we requiretoobtainthe neutron
yield. Although thelatitudevariationofthe neutronfluxvs incident
primary fluxwas known onlytowithin-+30%near theknee, the derived
neutronyieldcouldbe appliedquiteusefullyincheckingcalculationsof
neutronproductionand indetectingany gross discrepanciesinthe
<2 GeV/nucleon regionofincidentparticleenergy. As an example we show
in thelastcolumn theneutronyieldobtainedintheindicatedrigidityinterval
from theMonte Carlo program. The observationswere wellwithinexper-
imentaluncertainties.
+ Derived from theinternuclearcascade calculation.
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TABLE VII
LATITUDE VARIATIONS BELOW 2 GV CUTOFF RIGIDITY
AT THP. NEUTRON TRANSITION MAXIMUM
Latitude variations below P = 2 GV at the neutron transition maximum
c
Latitude
P %**Location c Knee %* neutron yield+
Epoch or Route (GV) (GV) decrease primaries "obs" "calc"
1964-5 Ft. Churchill 0.2
(balloon) St. Paul, Minn. i.3 9+-3 25
Sioux Falls, S.D. 1.7 39 1.9+-1.0 1.9
5/67 Greenland- 0. i 0.6+-0.4 8 44 i. 1 1.4
(aircraft) Bedford, Eng. 2.0
i]68-i/71 Cambridge Bay- 0.03-
(aircraft) EielsonAFB- 0.4- 0.4 7+-2 22 0 0.08
Anchorage I.3 i.4+-0.4 i.4
_:_ % of the neutron flux arising from protons below the upper values of
P in column 2.
c
_:-'_:-_% of primary nucleons between 0.4 GV and the upper value of P
c
shown in column 2.
+ neutron yield, neutrons/cm 2 per primary nucleon/cm2-sr, "obs":
from neutron and primary data; "calc": derived from Monte Carlo
calculation.
4. Time variations at the high latitude transition maximum. -In the broad
region between 0 and 0.4 GV and from 50-80 mb, the fast neutron flux from
galactic cosmic rays was essentially independent of location, and the fast
neutron variations arose principally from modulation of the i-2 GeV/nucleon
primaries (Light etal. 32). Figure 13 shows the 2-10 MeV neutron fluxvs
DRNM for the period August 1965 through 1968, most of the declining phase of
cosmic rays during the current solar cycle. The graph includes Forbush
decreases and solar particle events, the points with solar contamination
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being indicated by a star. The curve in Figure 13 is the best quadratic fit
to the data, exclusive of neutrons from solar protons, and clearly indicates
the greater modulation of the less energetic primaries monitored by the NYU
detector. The RMS deviation from the curve, which was 3%, was somewhat
larger than the combined instrumental and statisticaluncertainties. It was
reduced further by plotting the NYU data vs. the counting rates of neutron
monitors with similar asymptotic longitudes of the incoming primaries: i.e.
Deep River for the balloon flight data and Inuvik for the aircraft data. The
correlation of the airborne detector with the sea-level monitor improved,
but certain systematic deviations from the curve remained. These could
usually be associated with transient variations and have been discussed in a
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preliminary paper by Verschell et al. , on Forbush decreases.
Following the June 1969 minimum in the monthly average of DRNM,
the counting rates deviated significantly from the regression curve of
Figure 13. To illustrate, we have plotted, in Figure 14, the neutron fluxes
measured in aircraft flights from January 1969 to June 1971 vs. the counting
rates of the Inuvik neutron monitor, Inuvik having been chosen since itwas
along the flightpath. The regression curve for the period before June 1969
is also shown. The graph clearly indicates the lag in the recovery of the
i-2 GeV per nucleon component from the June 1969 minimum. Observations
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of the long term modulation previous to this period, by Simpson and Wang ,
tended to indicate that the spectrum of primaries near 1 AU depended only
on the depth of modulation, in which event a single regression curve would
describe the NYU counting rates vs. Inuvik. More recent observations by
Kane and Winckler 35 Stoker and Carmichae136, Lockwood et al.
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Schmidt38 39, and Stoker et al. , confirm our conclusion that a deviation from
the single regression line can and indeed has occurred. The phenomenon
was somewhat complicated by spectral variations observed in Forbush
decreases and will be discussed in a separate section. Solar particle effects
are also discussed later in the report.
5. Results of step flight, altitude variations.-In Figure 15, we
summarize the measurements of the neutron flux at different altitudes,
from balloon ascent data, taken during periods of varying solar modulation,
between 1965 and 1968. Further measurements were made in aircraft in
step flights (Table IV). Most of the aircraft data on altitude variations was
taken between April and June, 1971. Since there was no data on the free air
neutron flux near this time, we used the same background correction that
we had observed at thetransitionmaximum forlocationsdeeper in the
atmosphere. Earlier balloon measurements have also been plotted in
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fig. 7. The two sets of data are not quite comparable since the balloon
flights occurred during a different portion of the solar cycle than the
aircraft step flights. In addition, the counting statistics in the aircraft
flights were much improved over the statistics of the balloon data deep in the
atmosphere. While there was some overlap in data between balloon and
aircraft measured fluxes, the aircraft counting rates deeper in the atmos-
phere tended to be about i0% lower than the balloon rates, possibly suggest-
ing that the original 10% correction for aircraft background was unnecessary
in the equilibrium region. There is also a small indication that the recovery
of the neutron flux toward the values observed in 1966 may have been incom-
plete in the spring of 1971, at least at the largest values of the Inuvik counting
rates. Measurements of free air vs. RB57 aircraft fluxes deep in the atmos-
phere would be required to resolve these small effects.
In flights 69104 and 69105, where measurements were made down to
475 g/cm 2, the neutron attenuation length between 200 and 475 g/cm 2,
was found to be 168 g/cm 2 and 160 g/cm 2, in good agreement with the values
derived from balloon flightdata.
V. INTERNUCLEAR CASCADE CALCULATION
A, Introductior_
i. Production and transport of neutrons. -Since the beginning of the
present program, we have investigated ways of extending the scope of our
fast neutron measurements bya calculation. The goal has been to develop
a capability of reproducing the spatial and energy distribution of the entire
flux of neutrons in the atmosphere, given an arbitrary spectrum of primary
particles arriving at the earth. Such a study, which involves both the
production and transport of neutrons, separates out quite naturally into two
energy regions, one above and one below around 20-30 MeV.
In the first region, which begins with the energetic primary, the pre-
dominant mode of dissipating energy in nuclear collisions is by particle
production. Interactions in this energy range have been successfully
described in terms of the "intranuclear cascade ''40'41. In this formulation
the incident particle collides with one or more nucleons in the target nucleus.
The struck nucleons may escape as "cascade" particles or they may engage
in further collisions, leading possibly to additional particle emission. After
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no more can escape, an excited nucleus remains. This, the residual
nucleus, finally undergoes de-excitation, as often as not by emission of
nucleons and fragments. These are the "evaporation" products; they are
typically lower in energy than 20-30 MeV. The more energetic cascade
particles continue to propagate in further collisions in the atmosphere until
the supply is exhausted and the remaining flux of nucleons lie below the
energy where production predominates, <-20 MeV.
The neutrons below 20 MeV or so constitute the second group. They
are the evaporation and low energy cascade products. Their mode of energy
loss is mainly by elastic collision, low-level nuclear excitation, and absorp-
tion. Their propagation is readily treated by one of the many approximations
for the solution of the Boltzmann equation that have been written for com-
puters to solve problems in reactor physics.
2. Previous calculations.-When the present experiment was in itsinfancy,
there was littledetailedinformation on particle production in high energy
interactions in air. This made itdifficulto calculate the entire process of
neutron production and transport in the atmosphere. Around thattime,
Hess et al.42, Lingenfelter15'43, and Newkirk 44 attempted to solve the low
energy neutron transport without resorting to a calculationof the nucleonic
cascade. They used, as a startingpoint, a trialspectral and spatialdis-
tributionof neutrons produced below 10-15 Me_/ (the"source"), and they
examined the diffusionof this source neutrons by means of computer codes
for neutron transport. The validityof the trialsource was tested by the
requirement thata portion of the steady stateneutron flux derived from it
match certain neutron measurements in the atmosphere. The calculation
enabled the authors to derive such quantitiesas the low energy neutron flux,
the production of radiocarbon from the (n,p) reaction in nitrogen, and the
numbers of neutrons leaking from the top of the atmosphere.
The major uncertainty in these calculations was that they lacked the
basic information on the production of the source in the atmosphere and on
the neutron spectrum and spatial distribution in the evaporation region of
energy.
The first neutron transport calculation that related to the NYU measure-
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ments of the fast neutron flux was the work of Sandie . The fullMonte Carlo
internuclear cascade programs were later developed independently by Merker 46
and by Light 47.
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13. Description of the Calculation
I. Scope of the calculation. - The calculation we shall now describe
treated both the internuclear cascade in the atmosphere and the low energy
transport of neutrons, in two separate consecutive programs. The results
of the calculation gave the steady state distribution of neutrons throughout
the atmosphere. This included variations with latitude, altitude, and
incident primary spectrum.
2. Internuclear cascade.
2a. LOMONTE and HIMONTE. -The first portion of the program treated
the nucleonic cascade. A Monte Carlo computer code run on the NYU
CDG-6600, determined the production and transport of particles, through a
computer simulation of the random processes involved.
In this program the atmosphere was treated (everywhere) as a uniform
slab of 80% N 14 and 20% 016, except for the transport of pions, where
particle decay was significant. The calculation extended from
2
0 to 700 g/cm , the limit of statistically significant data. The remaining
2
333 g/cm were estimated by extrapolation, neglecting ground effects.
The cascade calculation was divided into two parts. HIMONTE
treated interacting particles above 2 GeV per nucleon; LOMONTE treated
particles that either started out or were produced at less than 2 GeV. Only
non-elastic collisions were considered, since the energy drain and angular
dispersion in elastic collisions at high energy are small compared with that
from non-elastic collisions.
At the beginning of the calculation, monoenergetic protons or alpha
particles were introduced at the top of the atmosphere. Each was chosen
from an isotropic flux for angle of incidence by a uniformly distributed
random variable, R, where
R = g Ii udu, 0--< u <i, 6a
o
so that u = /lq- 0 <R <i 6b
The quantity, u, was the cosine of the angle between the velocity vector of
the particle and the nadir.
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Interaction path lengths, S, were similarly chosen from
S =-k in R,
where k was the interaction length. For charged particles, energy loss
from ionization was accounted for and the residual energy at S was determined.
At the interaction site, outgoing particles were described in terms of
identity (proton, neutron, charged pion), atmospheric depth, kinetic energy,
u, and weight per incident flux (multiplicity). These quantities were
selected from normalized integral probability distributions, using R, the
uniformly distributed random variable.
After the first collision, each of the secondary particles was followed
in its subsequent collisions, until its energy fellbelow 19 MeV. If the
cumulative weight of an interacting particle was greater than 2, itwas split
into two identical particles each at i/2 the original weight. This aided the
statistics by distributing weight among a larger number of particles. When
-3
the weight entering a collision fellbelow I0 , the particle was ignored.
Evaporation neutrons were assumed to be emitted isotropically in the
center of mass frame of the residual nucleus, the momentum distribution of
26
which was taken from the intranuclear cascade calculations of Bertini ,
below 2 GeV. Altogether, about 105 incident primaries were processed in a
complete run to determine the production spectrum and spatial distribution
of the less than 19 MeV neutrons. A total of 55 proton energies was pro-
cessed in the range of 20 MeV to i00 GeV. Additional runs were made to
check the sensitivity of the calculation to uncertainties in the published
cross section data.
2b. References for cross sections for production of nucleons. The free
paths for non-elastic collision used in the calculation we report here 46, are
shown in figs. 16 and 17. The discontinuities are not real, but represent
26,48-70
averaging over reported values in different regions of particle energy
For the cascade and evaporation products of protons and neutrons from
20 MeV to 2 GeV, Merker used Bertini's Monte Carlo calculation of the
intranuclear cascade 47' 26, and Light used Alsmiller's analytic fitsto the
46, 53
Bertini data , with similar results.
If the interacting particles are beyond Z GeV, intr_nuclear calculations
54,55
tend to overproduce nucleons . For this reason, experimental data
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and semi-empirical fits to experimental data were used, wherever possible.
The sources used were mainly:
Ranft 56, and LilandandPilkuhn 52, the cascade neutron and proton
energy distributions above 1 GeV;
55
Artyko.v et al. , for multiplicity, angular and energy distribution
or gray tracks (30-500 MeV protons) from collisions of cosmic rays with
medium nuclei (A = 14} in emulsions;
Winzeler 54, the dependence on incident energy of the number of
black tracks ( <30 MeV protons} per collision in emulsion nuclei;
57
Yiou , the relative nuclide production from 22 GeV protons vs.
2 GeV protons in carbon (also Shen58};
59
Lohrmann and Teucher , multiplicities of particles produced in
light' emulsion nuclei.
The contribution of incident alpha particles was more difficultto
ascertain. The sources used were: Lohrmann and Teucher 59, non-elastic
cross section in air; Millburn 60, Lohrmannand Teucher 59 Jain et ai. 61
for the nature of particles emitted from alpha particle stars; Radin 62, for
a comparison of isotopes produced by alphas relative to protons.
2c. Pion production and transport.- The effect of chargedpions on the
internuclear cascade in the atmosphere was investigated. The multiplicity
of emitted pions was derived from various calculations and experimental
52, 56, 63-70
results. We mention a few in the list of references . The
remaining can be found in the doctoral theses of Merker and of Light. It
was found that when the primary proton or alpha particle was below 40 GeV
in energy, the source production due to the interactions of secondary pions
was below the statistics of the calculation and could be neglected. Above
this energy, the pion interactions deep in the atmosphere had a significant
effect on the attenuation of the cascade, and were processed in the program.
To simplify the calculation, pions were assumed to be emitted in the
forward direction and the collision of an incident pion was treated as
identical to that of an incident nucleon. Partial justificiationfor this pro-
,63cedure can be found in Barashenkov s observations in nuclear emulsions.
He reports that for interacting particles from 1-20 GeV, the only difference
intheoutgoingparticlesisintheidentityof themost energeticcascade
product,the leadingparticle,which tendsto be the same as theincident
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pion or proton. In this sense, the program tends to overproduce protons
deep in the atmosphere, but the amount is a correction to a small number.
-8
In the calculation, the pion proper lifetime was 2. 604 x i0 sec.
dE/dx68 MeV/gm/cm 2 2 50 55was -1.9544 , and k in air was 130 gm/cm ' .
Pions below 2 GeV were ignored, since their effect was negligible.
The final result of the HIMONTE and LOMONTE programs was a
source tape containing, for each of the 55 primary proton energies, the
spatial, energy, and angular distribution of the fast neutron source. In all,
there were 13 energy bins from 0 to 19 MeV, 4 angular bins, and 36 spatial
2
bins from the top of the atmosphere to 700 grams/ca . The source tape
also contained the energy and spatial distribution of the neutrons between
20 and I00 MeV, which was useful information but not required for the
subs equent analysis.
3. Neutron transport below 19 MeV, O5R.- The second portion of the
calculation treated the transport of neutrons that had been produced or
scattered below 19 MeV. It was based on the neutron transport code, O5R,
which had been developed at ORNL 71. O5R is a Monte Carlo simulation
of the slowing down of neutrons, proceeding from individual source energies
and locations.
The calculations simulate the transport of neutrons through energy
intervals called supergroups, which are defined at every integer power of 2
in neutron velocity squared, from g27 to Z67 Z/ 2cm sec • In order to make
use of detailed differential cross section data, including sharp resonances,
the supergroups in the energy region from O. 0383 ev-19 MeV were further
subdivided into 128 subgroups, of equal energy interval. Within the subgroup
the total cross section was considered constant.
Inelastic scattering (n,n' y ) and neutron absorption, which are not
handled by O5R, were also treated, to determine, (I)outgoing neutrons in
inelastic collisions and (2) the production of radiocarbon in the absorption
process N 14 (n,p) C 14. The scattering angle in the inelastic collisions were
assumed to be isotropic.
The neutrons were thus followed through each supergroup, with the
appropriate weighting, until they left the top of the atmosphere or fell below
the 0.038 ev cutoff. The necessary parameters of all the collisions were
stored on a collision tape, which was analyzed afterward by an NYU
subroutine, ANALYS, which determined the differential neutron flux, the
leakage angular distribution and rate, and the radiocarbon production.
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The differential fluxes were printed out in 34 energy bins and 28
position bins. In addition the leakage rates were read out in 6 angular
intervals. In all, about l50, 000 isotropic source neutrons, at 468 energies
and positions, were transported by O5R, and the results were stored on
magnetic tape for processing.
An additional run, with fewer neutrons, examined the case of an
anisotropic source by treating the source velocity vectors as isotropic over
the lower hemisphere. A further analysis, also with fewer neutrons,
examined the angular distribution of the neutron flux at the various position
bins in the atmosphere.
The cross sections and the gegendre coefficients used in this calcu-
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lationwere obtained from the ENDF/B cross section tape , supplied by
the Brookhaven National Laboratories.
4. Atmospheric flux calculation: NFLUX.-Program NFLUX, listed in
Light's doctoral thesis, used the O5R "results" tape to calculate the
equilibrium neutron distribution produced from a given primary energy
spectrum. The neutron source was obtained by summing up the contribution
from each of 55 primary energy bins, this contribution having been deter-
mined from the monoenergetic sources derived in LOMONTE and HIMONTE.
C. Input Data for Cascade Calculation, Galactic Cosmic Rays
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In Light's doctoral thesis and for our earlier reports , the
spectra of cosmic ray protons and alphas were assembled partly from
satelliteand balloon measurements, made at different solar epochs 73-82,
and partly from the neutron monitor data at sea level. The analysis of
neutron monitor data proceeded with the aid of standard
techniques83, 84. The primary flux was later re-evaluated by
85
Verschell , using the composite proton and _ spectra of Gloeckler and
Jokipii86 and the high energy primaries of Pinkau et al. 78 and of
Ryan et al. 87, for solar minimum, and the reports of Lezniak and Webber 79
plus neutron monitor data near solar maximum. The primary spectrum
thus assembled gave considerably larger fluxes above i0 GeV than those
reported earlier. We show the proton and alpha spectra in fig. 18 for the
most recent results. Varying degrees of solar modulation are shown. The
counting rate of the DRNM is used as a measure of the modulation, although
it is recognized that sucha basis does not allow for spectral variations
during which DRNM remains constant.
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Nuclei more massive than helium were not included in the calculation.
88
Although they constitute about 11% of the nucleons in the cosmic radiation ,
they are probably responsible for a small proportion of the secondary
neutrons because of the larger role that ionization loss plays in their
transport.
VI. RESULTS OF THE CALCULATION
A. Unadjusted Calculation
i. Monoenerg.etic primary protons.- The Monte Carlo results obtained
for the 55 incident proton energies processed are shown in figs. 19-Z4. All
diagrams refer to isotropic fluxes of incident particles and display the
sensitivity of various parameters to the primary energy.
Fig. 19 shows the spatial distribution of the 0-19 MeV neutron source
for incident protons between 90 MeV and i00 GeV. The total source per
unit area, summed over spatial bins, is plotted vs. primary proton energy
in fig. 20. As the incident energy increases to large values, the source
production begins to level off. This flattening results from losses to the
nucleonic cascade from pionization.
Fig. 21 is the source energy distribution, integrated over atmospheric
depth, the spectrum below 20 MeV changes littlewith incident energy.
Within statistics, the effect of atmospheric depth on the source spectrum is
also negligible.
Fig. 22 presents the spatial distribution of the i-i0 MeV neutron flux
for the same four primary energies as the previous graph. When folded
into a given primary spectrum the quantities plotted should yield the altitude
profiles of the balloon flights. Also shown on the same figure are the
associated 0-19 MeV neutron sources, multiplied by an appropriate norm-
alization factor. The curves for source and flux can be observed to have the
same spatial dependence except near the top of the atmosphere where leakage
of neutrons depletes the flux.
The spectra of albedo neutrons between 0. 0383 ev and i00 MeV are
given in fig. 23 for primary protons between i00 MeV and i00 GeV. The
neutron spectra deeper in the atmosphere can be found in fig. 24. The
energy spectrum of the equilibrium neutron flux, unlike that of the source,
is depth dependent, largely as a result of leakage effects near the boundary.
Losses through leakage are most pronounced at lower primary energy, where
the cascade development is closer to the top of the atmosphere. This point is
illustrated in Table VIII which shows how the fraction of the source absorbed
in the atmosphere to form C14 and the fraction escaping from the top of the
atmosphere change with incident primary energy.
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TABLE VIII
DISPOSITION OF 0-19 MEV SOURCE NEUTRONS
FROM ISOTROPICALLY INCIDENT MONOENERGETIC PROTONS
- -I){Incident flux = 1 proton-cm 2 -1-sr -sec
Proton K.E. 100 MeV 1 GeV 10 GeV 100 GeV
-2 -i
Total source production: 0.361 20.2 81.7 221 n-cm -sec
Total C 14 production rate: 0. 074 8.66 38.4 109 C 14
_ 2 1
-cm -sec
-2 -1
Total neutron leakage rate: 0. 191 2.77 5.40 6.9 n-cm -sec
-2 -i
I-i0 MeV leakage rate: 0. 124 i.44 2.73 3.3 n-cm -sec
C14/total source: 20% 43% 47% 49%
Total leakage/total source: 53% 14% 7% 3%
Notes: The neutron source consists of neutrons up to 19 MeV.
The leakage and C 14 rates are for the energy range 0. 0383 ev-19 MeV.
2. Monoenergetic alpha particles. - The interactions of high energy alpha
particles were deduced mainly from references listed in section VI. In a
series of preliminary Monte Carlo runs, the alpha particles were allowed
to collide with the nuclei with a free path of 45 g/cm 2. Of the interacting
3
alpha, 9.7% proceeded with the emission of an outgoing He nucleus with
the same energy per nucleon of the incident alpha; the remaining nucleon
interacted with the same production cross sections as a single free
interacting nucleon. In the remaining 90.3% of the time, 0.93 neutrons and
0.93 protons escaped with the incident energyper nucleon; the remaining
2. 14 nucleons were weighted as 1.5 nucleons for producing evaporation
products and 2.0 nucleons for producing cascade products. The energy and
angular distributions of the cascade and evaporation products were the same
as though the nucleons were interacting with the nucleus independently.
Such a disposition of the incident and outgoing particles was consistent with
the 7-prong alpha stars in nuclear emulsions as observed by Lohrmann
and Teucher 59 and the isotope production from alpha particle interactions
as reported by Radin and references therein 62.
The preliminary runs on He 4 included energies from i00 MeV to
50 GeV. At the time, the various Monte Carlo programs were not com-
pletely debugged and only the relative source production from protons and
alphas could be compared. With the assumptions which we have just
described on alpha interactions, the source production from primary
alphas divided by the source production by primary protons was found to be
~ 4.4 _+0.4. This was on the basis of total kinetic energy. In the later runs,
incident alphas were treated as 4 protons at the same energy per nucleon.
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In a recent calculation, Gabriel et al. examined high energy alpha
interactions. They assumed that the alpha particle nucleons entering a nucleus
behaved independently. This assumption enabled them to use Bertini's
cascade calculation to determine the outgoing products for alpha particle
collisions. In comparing their results with experimental observations on
interactions below 1 GeV, they found that they reproduced the differential
distributions but were in error in absolute value by a factor between 1 and 2.
The results they obtain can be seen, on analysis, to further justify the
procedure we have used for alphas.
3. Galactic cosmic rays, comparison with experiment.- Fig. 25a shows
the fast neutron flux that is obtained when the solar minimum galactic primary
spectrum is folded into the neutron yields from monoenergetic primaries.
Altitude profiles at three of the balloon launching sites are given for both the
experimental and the calculated fast neutron flux. Fig. 25b shows similar
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,curves near solar maximum, where balloon measurements were made at
2 geomagnetic latitudes.
3a. Solar minimum.- The calculated fluxes were found to be everywhere
within -20 to +30% of the experimental values except near the top of the
atmosphere at 17 GV, where the calculation appears to overproduce by a
larger factor. Such deviations, in both amplitude and shape, can arise
(i)from uncertainties in the data reported in the literature for primary
cosmic ray particle spectra and (2) at high rigidity, from the variation
of cutoff rigidity with direction of arrival of the primaries. The effect of
changes in the published values of the primary spectrum is particularly
notable. For example, the neutron altitude profiles calculated from
earlier versions of the primary spectrum, especially above 10 GeV,
differed in shape from those displayed in fig. 25a, and the deviations
between the observed and calculated spatial distributions reported by
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Light et al. were everywhere <30% and occasionally of opposite sign
to that displayed in the figure. Other sources of error were uncertainties
in the high energy proton cross sections, in the calculation of alpha
particle cross sections, in the absolute efficiency of the neutron detector,
and in the balloon ascent data, due to statistics, especially in the equi-
librium region. The net effect of these errors appears to be less than the
~ 25% uncertainty in the primary proton and alpha data.
3b. Latitude surveys.- The fitof the Monte Carlo output to the experimental
data is also illustrated by the latitude surveys. In the equilibrium region,
2 i
at 245 g/cm , the calculation yields a latitude variation of ~ 5_ compared
with "6 for the observed variation, fig. iI. Near the transition maximum
at 72 g/cm 2, illustrated in fig. 25, the latitude profile follows the exper-
imental fluxes everywhere except at 17 GV. The observed fluxes are lower
than the calculated fluxes by about 10-12 percent at solar minimum (balloon
flights) and about 14% at solar maximum (aircraft latitude survey).
3c. Fast neutron spectrum.- The characteristics o9 the 1-10 MeV neutron
spectrum observed in the NYU experiment were reproduced, on the whole,
by the calculation. When the calculated fast neutron spectrum was fitted to
a power law in kinetic energy, the mean spectral index, n, increased
slightly with atmospheric depth, but was insensitive to geomagnetic cutoff
and to solar activity. This is illustrated in Table IX, which compares the
observed and the mean calculated spectral indices, n. The detailed spectral
shape of the calculated fast neutron flux, in 1 MeV energy bins, can be
obtained from the monoenergetic primary cases in fig. 24, since the high
latitude spectrum of neutrons from galactic cosmic rays has the same shape
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TABLE IX
CALCULATED AND OBSERVED MEAN SPECTRAL INDEX, N,
OF A POWER FIT, AE -n, TO THE i-I0 MEV NEUTRON SPECTRUM
Atmospheric Spectral index, n
2
P (Gv) Depth, g/cm Calculation Experiment
c
Solar minimum 0 Albedo rate 0.90+0.09
+0.12
4-6 i.00_+0.09 i.08
- 0.20
+0.13
60-70 1.19_+0.08 i.17
- 0.20
+0.13
200-700 1.23-+0.08 1•17
- 0.20
17 60-70 1.19-+0.08 -I.I 1.2
+0.12
Solar maximum 0 4-6 1.00-+0.09 1.08 0.20
+ 0.1360-?0 1.22-+0.08 1.17
0.20
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as that from 1 or i0 GeV protons and the low latitude spectrum is similar
in shape to that from 10 or 100 GeV protons.
In Table V we noted that the observed spectrum dropped more
steeply between i and 2 MeV than between 2 and i0 MeV. The calculated
spectrum shows a drop at i MeV, as indicated in fig. 24. Such departures
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from a smooth spectrum depend, as noted by Wilson et al. , on the
location of maxima in the cross section data of neutrons on oxygen and
nitrogen. Spectral features, also found in the 2-50 MeV differential flux
in fig. 24, can be sharply defined or blurred, depending on the source
of the cross section data.
B. Normalized Calculation
i. Procedure.- Those errors that arise in the calculated neutron
distributions, because of uncertainties in the primary proton and alpha
spectra, can be eliminated by normalizing the calculated neutron fluxes
to the fast neutron observations. The procedure we followed for norm-
alization involved making slight adjustments of the neutron source to
reproduce, on transport, the neutron fluxes measured at different cutoff
rigidities and at different levels of solar modulation of the primaries, where
the modulation was determined from the counting rates of the Deep River
neutron monitor (DRNM). Such a procedure was valid at high cutoff
rigidity for most periods and at low P from 1964 to mid-1969, after
C
which DRNM began to deviate by <10%0, at times, from a single valued
relationship with the neutron flux at the high-latitude transition maximum
(fig. 14).
2. Results.
2a. Fast neutron flux. - Fig. 26, which shows the world-wide altitude
distributions of the fast neutrons during solar minimum and during solar
maximum, is the best fit of the Monte Carlo calculation to the experimental
data. The standard deviation of any single experimental point from the
corresponding curve is < -+7% from the top of the atmosphere to
2 g/cm 2300 g/cm and 2-3 times this value at 600 , a depth at which the
experimental statisticalfluctuations are rather large.
Using thenormalized calculation,we are abletopredictotherfeatures
ofthe spectraofneutronsand theirproducts,essentiallyas extrapolations
from the fast neutron measurements.
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2b. Neutron source and products. - The neutron source spectra from the
galactic cosmic radiation are similar to those of fig. 21, which illustrates
the monoenergetic primary results. The source spectra in fig. 21 differ
from those of Hess et ai.42, Newkirk44, and gingenfelter 43 in the absence
of a well defined evaporation peak, so that the prominent spectral feature
these authors find in the transported source, a bump located between 0. 1
and 1 MeV and usually described as the softened evaporation peak, is only
marginally evident in the leakage flux and is absent elsewhere
(figs. 23 and 24).
The spatial distributions of the vertically integrated neutron source
at different values of P and at 4 levels of solar modulation are listed in
c
Table X. The final products of the 0-19 MeV neutron source as well as the
fractional contribution to each product are presented in Table Xl. Of
particular interest are the radiocarbon production rates and the neutron
leakage flux at the top of the atmosphere. These quantities are also given
in Table X for the same periods and cutoff rigidities as the neutron source.
2c. Radiocarbon.- The production rates of C 14, displayed in Table X, are
derived from the modified O5R program, which had a lower cutoff of
0.0383 ev for processing the neutron flux. Neutrons falling below this energy
were counted. They contributed an additional 10% to the radiocarbon budget
(Table XI). The global average of C 14 from neutrons >0.0383 ev, listed in
Table X for each degree of solar modulation, was obtained by integrating
over geomagnetic latitude, using the approximation, P = 15 eos4X Gv.
c
Table XII shows (i)the total C 14 production rates from the 0-19 MeV neutron
flux, (2) the average Zurich sunspot number, and (3) DRNM, for each of the
years, 1964-1971, the period of the NYU measurements.
The average C 14 production from 1964-1971 was 2.21+ 0.i0 nuclides per
2
sec per cm column of air. Based on the projected sun spot numbers for the
remainder of the present solar cycle, the ii y_ar mean rate can be as large
-2 -1
as 2.28 +-0.i0nuclides-cm -sec . The error limits on the rates apply only
to the statistics of the calculation. The numbers presented in the table are
of particular interest because solar cycle #20 has behaved in sunspot intensity
and in time profile, much like the mean of the previous 11 solar cycles
(Solar Geophysical Data, 1972).
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TABLE X
DISPOSITION OF THE 0-19 MEV SOURCE NEUTRONS FROM COSMIC
RAY PROTONS AND ALPHAS AT DIFFERENT LEVELS OF SOLAR
MODULATION AND CUTOFF RIGIDITY. THE CONTRIBUTION OF
THE >19 MEV NEUTRONS ISALSO INDICATED.
2
0-19 MeV Neutron Source Production Rates (0-1033 @/cm
neutrons /cm 2-second
Glob.
DRNM 0 Gv 3.0 4.5 6.0 9.0 12.0 17.0 Aver.
6900 9.34 7.09 5.55 4.44 2.82 i.85 I. 25 4.43
6700 8.30 6.66 5.21 4. 19 2.70 1.79 1.22 4.09
6500 7.42 6.05 4.88 3.95 2.58 1.73 1.19 3.80
6300 6.57 5.52 4.51 3.68 2.45 1.66 1.16 3.48
Radiocarbon Production Rates (0-i033 g/cm 2)
2 _':=
nuclides/cm -second from 0.038 ev to 19 MeV
6900 4.50 3.56 2.83 2.27 i.46 0.97 0.66 2.22
6700 4.02 3.28 2.66 2.15 I.40 0.94 0.64 2.05
6500 3.61 3.05 2.49 2.03 1.34 0.91 0.63 1.91
6300 3.21 2.77 2.30 1.89 1.26 0.87 0.60 1.76
-_:=To determine radiocarbon from 0-19 MeV neutron flux,
multiply all values above by i. 10
Neutron Leakage Rates (0.038 ev to 19 MeV)
neutrons /cm 2-second
6900 0.807 0.467 0.327 0.248 0. 145 0.088 0.057 0.295
6700 0.700 0.427 0.305 0.233 0. 137 0.085 0.055 0.267
6500 0.609 0.392 0.284 0.219 0.131 0.082 0.054 0.244
6300 0.527 0.354 0.261 0.203 0.123 0.078 0.052 0.220
Fraction of 0-19 MeV Leakage Flux _-
Neutron energy, MeV <10 -3 10 -3 ....l l 10 i0 19 19 100 100+2000
Pc 0 Gv 0.07- 0.34 0.53 0.07- 0.36 0.27
17 Gv 0.08 0.35 0.51 '0.06 0.31 0.35
+ + 10% of value shown
Ratio, Leakage Rate/Leakage Flux +
Pc 0 Gv 0.70 0.63 0.55 0.48 0.45 0.38-_0.23
17 Gv 0.70 0.64 0.56 0.49 0.53 0.46+0.39
+ _+10% of value shown
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TABLE XI
FRACTION OF NEUTRON SOURCE EXPENDED IN FINAL PRODUCTS
P 0 Gv 17 Gv
c
Solar Solar Solar Solar
rain. max. min. max.
Effects above 0.038 ev, % of total source
Leakage Rate 8.9% 8.3% 4.7%
Nl4(n, p) C 14 48.2 48.8 52.5 52.4
Nl4(n, a) B 11 28.6 28.4
Nl4(n, d) C 13 3.8 3.7
Ol6(n, a)C 13 3. l 3. l
Nl4(n,t)C 12 1.6 1.6
Nl4(n, y)N 15 i.0 i.0
ol6(n, p) N 16 0.2 0. l
Effects under 0.038 ev
Nl4{n, p) C 14 4.5 4.8
Nl4(n, y}N 15 0.2 0.2
Leakage rate <. 02 <. 01
6O
TABLE Xll
CARBON 14 PRODUCTION RATES
AS A FUNCTION OF SOLAR ACTIVITY AND COSMIC RAY MODULATION
Year 1964 1965 196____6 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 Average
1
Mean SS no. -20 16 50 90 107 107 I00 70
Mean DRNM 6905 7072 6870 6618 6434 6314 6353 6757
Total cl4rate 2.42 2.58 2.39 2.10 2.03 1.93 1.96 2.26 2.21±.I0
i
Solar Geophysical Data (1972)
O_,
2d. Neutron leakage rates and fluxes. - Several recent measurements of
neutrons have been made in high altitude balloons and in satellites91 '92, 16
to test the hypothesis that the protons in the inner radiation belt are derived
principally from the radioactive decay of the neutrons escaping from the top
of the atmosphere. The 0.038 ev to 19 MeV neutron leakage rates are shown
in Table X, where we define leakage rates as the number of neutrons escaping
2
each second througha l cm area parallel to the boundary. We employ the
word rate rather than flux to avoid a common source of confusion; that is,
the theoretical studies usually involve what we have labelled as rates,
whereas the satellite and the balloon detectors measure neutron fluxes,
defined in the usual manner. The conversion factors from flux to rate in the
different neutron energy intervals are shown in Table X, which also lists the
fraction of the neutron leakage flux in each interval. We include energies
above 19 MeV from the recent work of Merker 93' 94 Note, in particular, that
the ratio of rate to flux decreases with increasing energy in a manner which
indicates that the slow neutron fluxes are peaked toward the vertical
(ratio > 0.5) and the i-i0 MeV neutrons are nearly isotropic over the upper
hemisphere (ratio of 0.5). At energies above I00 MeV the albedo neutrons
are peaked more toward the horizontal (ratio< 0.5).
93
Fig. 27, reproduces fig. 2 of Merker , in which the leakage rate
spectrum is continued above I00 MeV and plotted at a P of 4.5 Gv,the cutoff atc
Palestine, Texas, where measurements have been made by several groups.
For comparison, the calculated spectrum is given for the epoch closest to
September 1971, corresponding to the time of the neutron ob.servations of
Preszler et al.
3. Discussion.
3a. Comparison of the normalized calculation with the results of neutron
experiments.- The normalization of the Monte Carlo calculation to the
experimental fast neutron data, as in fig. 26, permits us to interpolate our
observed I-i0 MeV fluxes as accurately as is possible, to match the
conditions prevailing during measurements by other groups. Table XIII
is a comparison of the fast neutron measurements made by other investigators
with the interpolated values we obtain at the pressure, geomagnetic
coordinates, and epoch of the observations. We have also included the
measurements made with the prototype of the NYU fast neutron experiment
in 1962.
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TABLE XIII
COMPARISON OF RESULTS WITH THE FAST NEUTRON OBSERVATIONS OF OTHERS
-2 -i
Energy Fluxes, n-cm -sec Spectral Index
Experimenter P(Gv) Depth(g/cm 2) (MeV) Exp. Value NYU Result + Exp./NYU n
95
Miyake al 96 iI 760 1-10 0.022_+0.009 0.018_+0.004 1.22-'0.76 1.25_+0.10
Hess et . 9 200 1-10 1.7 1.06 _+0.11 1.6 _+0.17 1.8
Mendell and Korff 2 18 I-i0 1.4 1.30 _+0.iI I.08 -+0.09 i.1610.20
2 76 1-10 1.9 1.79 -+0.Ii 1.06-+0.07
2 200 1-10 1.3 1.14 _+0.07 1.14_+0.07
2 550 i-I0 0. ii 0.14 -+0.02 0.79_+0.1297
Haymes 4.8 Albedo 1-14 0.24 _+0.02 0.31 _+0.03 0.77-+0.14"*
4.8 4 1-14 0.39 0.46 _+0.07 0.85_+0.13 1.3 _+0.i
4.8 90 1-14 l.l 1.14 _+0.15 0.96-+0.14
4.8 200 1-14 0.74 0.83 _+0.13 0.89_+0.13
4.8 550 1-14 0. Ii 0.13 _+0.02 0.85_+0.20
Baird and Wilson 98 0 Albedo i-I0 1.0 -+0.4 0.92 -+0.09 1.09-+0,55 0.8 _+0.3
99 Equil, Region >100 i.42 _+0.30
(_ Tajima 9-12 200 2a 0.12 0.08 -0.13 1.21 -+0.30 0.97
;5 9-1Z 650 Za 0.015 0.009 -0 011 1 51_+0.15 1 42
30 0.77 _+0.001p
_, Lockwood 4.4 5.5 3-10 0.23 0.21 -+0.03 1.04_+0.15 2.0 -+0.15
{3-7 MeV)
4.4 i00 3.5-10 0.36 0.42 -+0.04 0.86_+0.08 1.0 +0.15
92 (7-I0 MeV)
Jenkins etal. 0 Albedo 1-10 0.28 _+0.03 0.28 _+0.03 1.00_+0.21 0.8 - 1.0
>.12 0.035_+0.003 0.036-0.044 0.88 -+0.16
BhattandParikhl010 Io 17 4-6 5.5-22 0.047_+0.006 0.052_+0.007 0.90_+0.24 1.3 -+0.3
Albernheand Talon 3.5 Albedo (rate) 3-14 0.14 _+0.01 0.12 _+0.01 I.16_+0.18 1.24-+0.01
3.5 4-6 3-14 0.39 -+0.03 0.35 -+0.04 1.14-+0.21
102 3.5 90 3-14 0.96 _+0.07 0.71 _+0.07 1.35_+0.23
Zobel et al. 103 4.5 9 0.15 _+0.01 0.21 _+0.02 0.71 +0.11 ':,::,,
Wallace and Boyer ~I
2
Notes: a These values are the differential flux, neutrons/era second-MeV, at 2 MeV.
,:; Spectra with changing slope or peaks; see figure 28.
...... Extrapolated
+ The NYU neutron fluxes are reduced to the solar epoch, atmospheric depth, and geomagnetic latitude of
the measurements of others; the normalized Monte Carlo calculation is used for interpolating the NYU resuIts.
The average result, experiment/normalized calculation, in Table XIII,
is 1.07 -+0.30. The agreement is well within (i)the fittingerror in the
normalization, as discussed in section 2b, and (2) the calibration uncertainty
of 10_/cin the experimental NYU fluxes, to which the Monte Carlo calculation
has been normalized.
The experiment fast neutron spectra, also shown in Table XIII,
have usually been fittedto a single power law in energy. The spectral index,
n, at high altitude was generally reported to be between I.0 and i.3,
comparing reasonably well with the NYU values listed in Table IX.
Zobel et al.I02 of ORNL and Lockwood 30, each using NE 213 detectors with
separate anticoincidence annulus, measured the neutron flux above 3 MeV,
at balloon altitudes, from Palestine, Texas. Fig. 28 shows the spectra
they reported and the fast neutron spectrum we measured at the same
location. The three sets of data are normalized by the Monte Carlo
calculation to the altitude and solar epoch of the ORNL observation. The
differential fluxes are in fair agreement below ~5 MeV neutron energy.
At higher energies, the values reported by Zobel et al. and by Lockwood fall,
on the average, below the NYU spectrum. The Monte Carlo calculation,
which follows the NYU curve with minor excursions, drops sharply at
around 8-10 MeV, as we shall show later. With the usual resolution of a
liquid scintillator, such a drop can be smoothed out in the unfolding
procedure to yield a steeper spectrum. The NYU spectrometer, on the
other hand, was insensitive to spectral features above 8-9 MeV.
At energies between i key and i MeV, measurements have been made
either with single moderated slow neutron counters or with several
moderators of varying thickness, similar in principle to the Bonner spheres.
The choice of a neutron spectrum from the counting rates is not unique. In
such cases, the determination of the neutron flux has usually been based on
43 44
the neutron spectra calculated by Lingenfelter or by Newkirk
Boella et al i04,105 used 3 different Boron-plastic scintillators, (not all on
a single flight), in rocket and balloon measurements. The authors fitted
their data to the Newkirk spectrum, which gave better agreement with
experimental results than did the spectrum of Lingenfelter. Table XIV
compares the NYU calculations of neutron flux with the values Boella
reported for one rocket and for two balloon observations. Since the counting
rates were not presented in the articles by Boella et al., itwas not possible
to make a direct comparison with the Monte Carlo neutron spectrum, although
neutron fluxes calculated with the Newkirk spectrum are similar to the
results we would obtain, as we shall find in the ensuing discussion.
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TABLE XIV
COMPARISON OF CALCULATION WITH MEASUREMENTS
MADE WITH DETECTORS SENSITIVE TO NEUTRONS BELOW i0 MEV;
BALLOON AND ROCKET OBSERVATIONS OF BOELLA ET AL.,
EMPLOYING BARE AND MODERATED NEUTRON COUNTERS
0-20 MeV Flux, neutrons/cm2-sec
Atmospheric
Depth, mb i0/63 a 3/66 b Near Solar Min c
Boella calc. Boella calc. Intriligator c
Quoted error (±0.07} (-+0.04}
650 0.20 0.25-+0.02 0.22 0.23 -+0.02
200 2.50 3.2 _+0.2 3.40 3.0 _+0.2
90-i00 3.55 4.2 _+0.2 4.45 3.9 _+0.2
4 0.61 1.14-+0.18 i.i0 1.05-+0.17 0.58
Albedo 0.45 ;:.- 0.58_+0.07 0.42 0.53 +0.07 0.36_+0.06 (extrapolated}
0.34_+0.04
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a. Cutoff rigidity 4.6 Gv; DRNM, 6800 (Boella et al.
b. Cutoff rigidity 5.3 Gv; DIR_q_A, 6950 (Boella et al105}
c. 4Z° geomagnetic latitude _"
;:' Boella et al. 105
The overall agreement between the results of the experiment and of
the Monte Carlo calculationis notable. An exception is the high altitude
values found in the earlier flight,which are in disagreement with those
found laterby the same group (Table XIV).
The authors did not account for directionalanisotropies below i MeV
or for local production in the moderator at high altitudes,but the effects
may not be large and may cancel out.
Using a similar detector, a dual Bl0-plastic, Bll-plasticphosphor,
Intriligator106 found fluxes which were lo_vcompared with the calculated
values. The experimental results are shown in Table XIV, last column.
The author converted from counting rate to flux, using the Lingenfelter
spectrum. Above 1 MeV, where both the detector sensitivityand the
Lingenfelter spectrum drop sharply, the coatributionto the neutron flux was
given as I/2 thatof the 0-I MeV flux, compared with the values given in Table
X, in which the flux of neutrons above 1 MeV exceeds the fluxbelow 1 MeV by
factors of 1.4 to 3 depending on the upper energy cutoff.
91,107
In an experiment on OGO 6, Lockwood's group , measured both
the counting rates of a moderated He 3 counter and the I-i0 MeV neutron
spectrum from a scintillator-modulator. They found thatthe i-i0 MeV
could be fittedto a power law, N(E)=AE -n, where n was 0.8 to 1.0, although
the neutron spectrum calculated by Wilson91, (tobe discussed later),was a
better fit. The value of n thatwe calculated (Table IX) from the Monte
Carlo spectrum was 0.9 + 0.09. Table XV compares the numbers that
Jenkins et al. presented for the I-i0 MeV and the 0-20 MeV neutron leakage
rates (calledleakage flux in the paper) with the results of the Monte Carlo
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calculation. The totalleakage rates were obtained, by Jenkins et al. by
foldingthe Newkirk spectrum intothe response function of the He 3 detector
to obtain the flux, and then converting from flux to leakage rate. The Monte
Carlo calculation,by the same procedure, yielded a i-I0 MeV to 0-20 MeV
ratio of 0.52 _+0.05, as compared with the mean "observed" (inthe sense
just described) values of 0.54+ 0.07 at the poles and 0.52 _+0.05at the
equator, and as compared with the spectral ratioof 0.45 derived from the
Newkirk spectrum alone. The experiment thus confirms the increased ratio
of the fast neutrons/totalneutrons thatwe suggested was required to interpret
the observation of Intriligator.
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TABLE XV
COMPARISON OF CALCULATION WITH MEASUREMENTS OF JENKINS ET AL. ;
SATELLITE OBSERVATIONS WITH MODERATED He 3 DETECTOR
Polar Regions Equatorial Regions 12 Gv
Month Rates Rates Rates Rates
(19697 1-10 MeV Total Ratio i-i0 MeV Total Ratio
obs. calc. obs. calc. obs. calc. obs. calc.a obs. calc.a obs. calc.
June 0.30 0.26 0.56 0.50 0.54 0.52 0.034 .039-.031 0.076 0.077-0.061 0.45 0.51
July 0.29 0.27 0.55 0.51 0.54 0.52 0.039 .039-.031 0.077 0.077-0.061 0.51 0.51
Aug. 0.32 0.28 0.56 0.53 0.57 0.52 0.040 .040-.032 0.077 0.078-0.062 0.53 0.51
Sept. 0.30 0.28 0.58 0.53 0.51 0.52 0.039 .040-.032 0.079 0.078-0.062 0.50 0.51
Err. +_0.02 ±i0% +-0.06 +_10% +.07 !.003 i .008 i 10% +.06
a. The calculated fluxes decline between 12 and 15 Gv
The time variations we found during the period of the Satellite
measurement were obtained directly from aircraft measurements at
Eielson AFB; the amount of the variation was within the error bars of the
satellitemeasurement• The latitude variation we show in the table was not
observed in the satellite measurement, but the absence of latitude effect
near the equator may be due to latitude mixing• The authors report an
increase in the ratio of fast to total leakage rates from the equator to the
poles and state that the increase is in agreement with the high altitude
balloon studies of Boella et al. (1965 b). In the Boella paper, it is suggested
that the ratio of fast leakage to 0-20 MeV leakage can increase by as much
as 270% from equator to pole. The Monte Carlo calculation indicates that
such an increase must be less than or of tke order of the 10% uncertainty
due to statistics. The latter conclusion appears to be consistent with the
tabulated values of Jenkins et al.107
The slow neutron detectors usually employ neutron capture in nuclei
having cross sections inversely proportional to velocity• The counting rates
are proportional to neutron density. Table XVI compares the calculated
slow neutron densities from 0.038 to 105 ev and from 0 to 105 ev
7
(extrapolated) with the total slow neutron densities reported by Haymes
and by Miles I08 at similar cutoff rigidities. The first measurement was at
solar maximum and the second around the mean of the solar cycle. The
measurements have been normalized to an intermediate modulation by the
Monte Carlo calculation.
The errors estimatedin thetableincludecalibrationuncertainties
and the statisticofthemost significantdatapoint. The calculateddensities
are ~ 12% lower thanthosefoundby Miles; theyare ~ _5% higherthanHayrnes
exceptdeep intheatmosphere and athighaltitude,where the statistical
uncertaintyoftheexperiment increases. On thewhole, thethree setsof
neutrondensitiesagree inaltitudedistributionand absolutevalue wellwithin
theestimatederrors.
The neutronspectrum at higherenergieswas presentedinfig.27, for
the special case of the leakage rates at 4.5 Gv. The measurements of
several experimenters are shown, along with the calculations of Lingenfelter
and ofthepresentpaper, extendedtohighenergy by Merker 93. The Monte
Carlo spectrum is in good agreement with the leakage rate spectra reported
by Jenkinsetai.107and by Preszler etal.]6 adjustedby White etai.92
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TABLE XVI
COMPARISON OF RESULTS OF CALCULATION WITH SLOW
NEUTRON DENSITIES REPORTED BY MILES AND BY HAYMES
Hayme s Miles Normalized Calculation
Cutoff rigidity, Gv 4.8 5.4 4.5
Year 1958 1962 1969- 1970
Counting rate, 2000 2250 2100
Mr. Wash.
neutron monitor
Normalization:
Cutoff xl. 04 I. 12 I.00
Modulation xl. 08 0.89 i.00
3 7
Neutron Density (n/cm ) X I0
Haymes Miles Normalized Calculation
_tmospheric depth Total Total 0. 038 ev 1 Total
g/cm 2
albedo 0. 078 0.098
0- 1 0. 18 0.23
6 O.6 0.5 0.64
27.5 I.5 2.5 1.8 2.2_+15%
65 3.5 4.2 3. 1 3.7
90-100 4. 1-.30%/o 4.7____.25% 3.6-*15% 4.3
300 2. Z 2.4 i.8 2.2
500 O. 8 O. 8 O. 6 O. 72
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Between 20 and 50 MeV, we note the spectral flattening, first observed by
Preszler et al. and later discussed byMerker with relation to the entire
Monte Carlo spectrum. This feature is caused by a depletion in the neutron
flux and is associated with a maximum in the nonelastic cross section at
about 15 MeV.
The neutron leakage rates calculated by Lingenfelter are observed to
lie considerably lower than the Monte Carlo values. The former calculation
has been used extensively as a basis of comparison of the actual neutron
leakage spectrum with that required to populate the inner radiation belt with
protons by the CRAND mechanism. If, as the Monte Carlo calculation finds,
the neutron spectrum is more complex and the rates larger than previously
assumed, it will be necessary to re-evaluate the many theoretical models
of CRAND injection in terms of the new spectral shapes and increased
numbers of the fast neutrons.
3b. Comparison with other calculations.- The characteristics of the
equilibrium neutron spectrum below 20 MeV depend on the spatial and energy
distribution of the neutron production rates (the transport source).
Hess et al. 42, Lingenfelterl5,43, and Newkirk 44 began their calculations,
eachwith different source distributions, which in turn differed in shape
from the Monte Carlo results in figs. 19, 20, and 21. We have already
mentioned that the source spectra of all of these calculations contain an
evaporation peak which becomes a vestigial bump in the steady state neutron
flux, whereas the Monte Carlo spectrum is flat below 2 MeV.
The calculated 1-10 MeV neutron spectrum depends critically on the
slope of the source spectrum. At balloon altitudes, principally as a result of
the shape of the neutron source they employ, the neutron spectra of Hess and
of Lingenfelter both fall steeply ( ~ E -2) after a few MeV, and the neutron fluxes
of Newkirk and of the present calculation fall off less steeply ( ~E-lto E -1"2).
The same situation holds above l0 MeV, where the previously mentioned
steepness of the Lingenfelter spectrum (fig. 27) lies in the choice of a high
energy neutron source with a steep spectrum.
The shape of the 0. i to 103 ev spectrum is affected littleby the differ-
ences in the fast neutron source, as diffusion theory predicts, having an
-0.9
approximately E dependence in all of the calculations. However, the
altitude distribution and integrated intensity of the slow neutrons, as well as
the production rates of radiocarbon, the rates of leakage from the top of the
atmosphere --- all depend critically on the distribution of neutrons in the
source. The earlier calculations were limited by the arbitrary character
7O
the source distribution; the present calculation is limited by the accuracy
of the cross section data, used to produce the source.
Wilson et al.90 used a Monte Carlo calculation to determine the energy
of 0.3 to I0 MeV neutrons from galactic cosmic ray protons below i0 GeV.
The authors found several pronounced peaks in the spectrum, related, they
reported, to minima in the cross section in air. Fig. 29 compares the
spectral shape which Wilson et al. found with that of the Monte Carlo calcu-
lation. The two curves are not dissimilar, although the peaks Wilson et al.
reported with I/Z MeV bins were only weakly visible in the NYU Monte Carlo
results, which had 1 MeV resolution. The main differences appear to be in
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the cross section data employed. The observed spectra of NYU, Haymes ,
and Lockwood 30 are generally featureless, but poor resolution of the liquid
scintillator (~15%) might have masked small excursions from a smooth curve.
The relative agreement among the various calculations is illustrated
in Table XVII, which gives the ratio, other calculation/NYU calculation.
Since the NYU calculation is normalized to the measured fast neutron flux,
the Table XVII values in the i-i0 MeV region can also be considered as a
comparison of our observations with the calculations.
The earlier spectra of Hess, which were extrapolated from aircraft
2
measurements at 200 g/cm to the top of the atmosphere, suffered from
overproduction, principally because the source distribution was assumed
to rise exponentially to the top of the atmosphere. The upper atmosphere
neutron calculation differed by factors of 0.1 to i0 from the NYU calculation.
Lingenfelter repeated the Hess transport program, using a more realistic
source distribution and normalizing to the slow neutron experiments. As
indicated in the Table, the Monte Carlo calculation agrees in many respects
with the work of Lingenfelter, the main differences arising from the shape
of the spectrum. For example, Zingenfelter attributes a much greater
fraction than we find to the slow neutron component. On the other hand,
104,107
experimental observations of the ratio of slow to fast neutrons were
found to be more consistent with a smaller value, such as determined in
both the Monte Carlo and the Newkirk calculation.
While the Newkirk spectra differ from that which we have calculated,
we find fairly good agreement in all quantities of interest. Newkirk's fast
neutron spectrum is not too different from the one we measure, having an
average spectral index of ~1.2-1.3 in the atmosphere and ~ 1.0 above the
atmosphere.
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TABLE XVII
-.J
COMPARISON OF MONTE CARLO
NORMALIZED CALCULATION WITH THE RESULTS OF OTHER CALCULATIONS
P -2 % of
c Neutrons-cm -sec Transition Max. Leakage Rates
%
Neutron 14 Leakage i-i0 MeVNeutrons <I 1-10 >i0
Gv Time Monitor Source C <20 MeV n Flux MeV MeV MeV
Hess -4.5 1956-7 _85%0 6.211.5 3.97 1.03 2.0 -4.5 60 %0 33% 5%
Fraction, 0.69 0.58 0.23 1.2/2.0 0.20
NYU/Hess
Newkirk 1.3 7/61 "88% 7.1 4.0 0.8 1.2 1.3, 1.6;:";'"
0.$9 0.85 0.63 1.2/1.2 0.83,0.98
Lin_enfelter Global 1953-4 100% +
Solar Min. Aver. 4.10 2.61 0.43 1.2-1.9 1.78 64% 30% 6%
NYU/Lingenfelter 1.16 i.00 0.75 I.40
+
Solar Max 1957-8 82% 3.22 2.08 0.30 i.2- 1.9 i.20
NYU/Lingenfelter 86%.,. 0.93 0.85 0.65 I. 14
F.D. 82°'/. "" 0.83 0.75 0.53 1.00_0.04
Wilson 0 Min Narmalizad
Max Figure 8 to NYI$
42%o 52% 6%
_:: Extrapolated from data in Forbush decreases
+ n=l.2, i-3 MeV; n=l.9, 2-i0 MeV
44
_':_-'::From Figure 4 and Figure 5, Newkirk
VII. SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONS AND CALCULATION
OF NEUTRONS FROM GALACTIC COSMIC RAYS
The distributions summarized in Figs. 8, 13, 14, 15, and 26 represent
the global flux of fast neutrons from galactic cosmic rays during the first
half of solar cycle 20, which is very close to the i00 year mean sunspot
cycle. The observed neutron flux during this period correlated well with
DRNM. This permits us to interpolate from experimental data, employing
the neutron monitors only, as a guide to the depth of modulation. The shape
of observed as well as of calculated altitude distributions of the neutrons
were modulation dependent at high latitudes and altitudes but were modula-
tion independent to +7%, in the equilibrium region. The observed neutron
spectrum in the i-I0 MeV region was of the form, AE -n, with n indepen-
dent of modulation and rigidity, within +10%, but slightly dependent
on altitude, in the upper atmosphere. The value of n was
+0.13 +0.12
1.08 at 2-5 mb and i. 17 at 50-90 rob. An additional
- 0.20 - 0.20
flux of ~ 10% between 1 and 2 MeV was indicated. At sea level, the
spectrum was steeper and depended on the local terrain.
Past the solar maximum of 1969 and during Forbush decreases, the
neutron flux deviated from a single valued relationship to DRNM. The
deviation is interpreted as a change in the proton modulation spectrum at
the same DRNM.
The results of our calculations agree with our experimental measure-
ments of the fast neutron flux to within -20% and +30% over almost the
entire range of latitude, altitude, and solar cycle variations. The uncer-
tainties associated with the experiment are principally calibration errors,
except in the lower atmosphere, where statisticaluncertainties predominate.
The errors in the calculation arise from uncertainties in the high energy
cross sections, paucity of alpha particle cross section data, uncertainties
of the order of 25% in the primary spectrum, and the doubtful correctness of
the assumption of a single effective cutoff rigidity. The uncertainties due
to the latter two effects were reduced by normalizing the calculation to the
fast neutron measurements. The normalized calculation agrees with
experimental results over a wide range of neutron energy, changing solar
conditions, latitude and altitude, including the leakage flux. On the basis
of the correspondence between experiment and calculation, we have reported
our estimates of the neutron spectra in figs. 21, 23, 24, and 27, the global
production rates of C 14 in Tables X and XII, and the neutron leakage rates
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in Table X. The calculation of the high energy albedo has been confirmed
by the recent observations of a larger neutron leakage flux at high energies
than had previously been predicted by others, and the leakage spectrum
predicted between I and i0 MeV has also been confirmed by satellite
observations.
VIII. NEUTRONS FROM SOLAR PROTONS
A. Introduction
Although the literature on atmospheric neutron measurements is
rather extensive, there have been only a handful of recorded observations
of neutron enhancement during solar particle events. Two of the increases
were detected by Smith et al.109 and Greenhill et al.ii0 at balloon altitudes,
iii 112
and two were observed by Chupp et al. and by Lockwood and Friling
in measurements above the atmosphere. Chupp et al., Greenhill et al.,
and Lockwood and Friling flew moderated slow-neutron counters, which
had a broad energy response, principally below 1 MeV. The detectors
lacked energy resolution, so that in order to determine the neutron flux
from the countingrates recorded duringtheflights,itwas necessary to
assume the shape of the spectrum of neutrons incident on the detector.
In analyzing the results of all three experiments, the investigators
employed the neutron spectrum from the calculation of Lingenfelter and
Flarnm 113"
Smith et ai., used both a bare and a moderatedLi 6I scintillator,
which provided an additionai channel of spectral information. Their
galactic cosmic ray neutron measurements were the experimental basis
of the S calculation of Newkirk 44 and were in agreement, of necessity,n
with the Newkirk calculated spectrum.
The first calculation of neutrons from solar protons was that of
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Lingenfelter and Flamm . As iater noted by the authors (Lingenfeiter
and FlammlI4), their equation (1) contained an extra factor of
1/_. (p. = cos zenith angle), which had the effect of doubling the incoming
proton flux and peaking it toward the horizontal. This difficulty complicated
analyses of eariier observations, based on the neutron spectra derived from
2
the Lingenfelter calculation. Armstrong et al. , of ORNL used a Monte
Carlo simulation to determine the neutron spectrum from the great proton
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flare of February 23, 1956; other flare data or monoenergetic protons
were not considered. The ORNL group also investigated secondary
115
neutron production from energetic solar neutrons .
B. Observations
In the series of high-altitude aircraft measurements from Eielson
AFB, over 40 of the flights (Table IV) occurred during near-earth
enhancement of solar protons >i0 MeV (Solar Geophysical Data,
1968-1971). In about half of these flights, the neutron counting rates at
cruising altitude, 55-75 mb, rose above the galactic background. The
minimum observable neutron increase corresponded to solar fluxes of at
-2 -i
least 1 proton-cm -sec at energies >60 MeV. Table XVIIIlists the
principle features of the primary proton and the secondary neutron fluxes
during periods of neutron increases. Figures 30-33 illustrate the
dependence of the atmospheric neutrons on the solar particle spectra. In
all the figures, the contribution of neutrons from galactic cosmic radiation
2
has been subtracted, and the data has been normalized to 65 g/cm
atmospheric depth.
Figures 30a to 33a contain the time histories of the solar protons
and of the secondary neutrons during 4 representative events. The protons
are displayed in several energy bins, so that the variations of different
portions of the solar particle spectrum can be compared with those of the
neutrons. Note the large spread in the neutron yield relative to the
incident proton flux from event to event. For example, the hard proton
spectrum of March 30, 1969 (figure 31) was I00 times more effective in
producing neutrons at 65 g/cm 2 than the soft spectra encountered in events
like that of April 12, 1969 (figure 32). Figures 30a to 33a clearly
demonstrate that the neutrons track the more energetic components of the
solar proton flux during the periods when the primary spectrum is harder,
and the less energetic components when the primary spectrum is softer.
There is no positive evidence of uncorrelated increases, such as one
might expect if some of the neutron flux were produced by incident fluxes
of energetic solar neutrons.
The error bars on the neutron data are also displayed in figures 30a
to 33a. The errors include uncertainties in the background cosmic ray
neutron flux and in the normalization to 65 g/cm 2 from other atmospheric
depths.
The fast neutron spectrum was not observed to change during neutron
increases, within the statistics of the measurements.
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TABLE XVIII.- NEUTRON OBSERVATIONS DURING SOLAR PROTON EVENTS
-4
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-2 -ISolar Flare F,rotons _l©ulatod Z-30 MoV neutrons-cn_'2-see "1 Observed 2-10 MeV Neutrons-era -sec
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Energy Spectr._m, -1 -2 ol -1 • FromProtons-era -sr -se¢ Galactic and Solar Normalized
Range, p-cm.1 -st _ _Col.l Proton Spectrum F,roton Spectrum Solar F,rotons Protons to 60-70 rob,
-sec -GeV "1 n p --
N...... Ti .... f. MeV >E_n__.:...___' >30 M V . o
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C. Solar Proton Spectra and Neutron Yields
Our best estimates of the solar proton spectra during three
characteristic events are shown in figures 30b, 31b, and 33b, for the
increases of February 25, 1969, March 30, 1969, and January 25, 1971.
The portions of the spectra shown at energies below 1 GeV are direct
measurements of solar protons by rocket, satellite, and stratospheric
detectors.
The portions of the spectra above 1 GeV are based on observations
of the increases in the counting rates of the world network of sea level
neutron monitors. To obtain the solar proton spectrum, we compared
the counting rates of monitors at various cutoff rigidities with the rates
that would be observed for different power laws in rigidity and in kinetic
energy. The neutron monitor counting rates from any given spectrum
v_re determined by folding into the spectrum the relative specific yield
functions of Lockwood and Webber 84, normalized to the ratio, counting
rate/observed primary flux, at solar minimum. The high energy increases
were extrapolated to times later in the events by use of the observed time
constant of the decay of the sea level excess, shown in figures 30a, 31a,
and 33a.
As the recent literature on solar proton spectra suggests, the
curves in figures 30b, 31b, and 33b appear to be power laws in kinetic
energy,
dN/dE = AE -n(E) 7
Tne exponent, n(E), of the differential flux, dN/dE, increases with
energy, E. Such spectra are not readily exploited in predicting neutron
increases,on the basis of the limited number of observations we have made.
Freier and Webber 129 observed that the solar proton fluxes during many
events could be fitted to a simple exponential in rigidity over a wide
spectral range, where
N(>P) : N exp (-P/Po) 8o
and N is the integral flux of protons of rigidity >P
N is the total proton flux
o
P is a constant, the characteristic rigidity.
o
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We have analyzed our neutron data in terms of specific yields from
exponential solar spectra (I) because of the simplicity of categorizing
solar events in terms of the spectral parameter, Po' (2) to evaluate the
goodness of fitof experimental neutron yields to the exponential
approximation of the observed proton spectra, and (3) to compare with the
results of the other observers who examined their data vs. the neutron
yields, calculated by Lingenfelter and Flamm I13' 114, from proton spectra
exponential in rigidity.
For the incident primary spectrum, we have used the proton fluxes
>30 MeV and > 60 Me'v- from the Solar Proton Monitoring Experiment
116
(SPME) on Explorers 34 and 41 From the two points on the integral
spectrum we obtain
44.17 MV
P = 9
o
lOgl0(N >30 MeV/N > 60 MeV)
Equation 9 neglects the departure from the exponential of the proton fluxes
> I0 MeV, also measured by SPME. We found, however, that such
deviations could be neglected because of the small effect that the protons
in the energy region below 30 MeV had on the neutron counting rates.
This conclusion is based on our observations of the neutron fluxes during
very low energy events.
The solar proton spectra, derived from the SPME data and
extrapolated by an exponential in rigidity, are shown in figures 30b, 31b,
and 33b, where they can be compared with the proton observations at the
higher energies. Note the deviations of the exponential (converted to
energy spectrum) from the observed spectra above 100 MeV. Unfortunately,
the observed spectra also show large differences, so that the quality of fit
of the exponential to the actual proton spectra is not clearly illustrated.
-2 -I
Figure 34 shows the neutron flux per incident proton-cm -sec
> 30 MeV vs Po, as calculated in equation 9. Small increases are also
shown, but only the data with less than 30% uncertainty have been included.
(See Table I for error.) The points from a single event are connected by lines
with arrows pointing along the flow of time. We have also joined, by a
dashed line, the data points from the main phase and early decay of the
solar protons of March 30, 1969 and from the early decay of the events
of February 25, 1969 and January 25, 1971. All three were associated
with high energy proton flares, which produced increases in the sea level
neutron monitors (figures 30, 31, and 33).
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We observe that while the three sets of points fall more or less on
the dashed curve over the entire range of P , the deviations from theo
curve at later times in the events and during other events are appreciable.
For example, at a P of 40-50 My, the yield on January 25, 1971 was a
o
factor of 2-3 lower than that observed during the small but well correlated
increase which occurred in the midst of a flight on November I, 1968.
We conclude, therefore, that the neutron yields in the atmosphere
can be predicted to within, at best, a factor of 2 or 3with the approximation
of an exponential spectrum for the solar primaries, based on SPME. On
the other hand, ifwe examine the observed primary spectra in figures 30b,
31b, and 33b, it is apparent that the actual measurements differ frequently
among themselves by factors at least as great as those we have just quoted,
either at the same energy or, if the observations are in different energy
intervals, in the goodness of fit of one spectral region to another. To
determine the effect of the variations in spectra on the fast neutron yield
2
at 65 g/cm and to evaluate the contribution of solar protons to the total
neutron distributions, we must employ the Monte Carlo calculation.
D. Monte Carlo Calculation
Figure 35 shows the fast neutron yield at various atmospheric depths
vs. incident proton energy, as determined from the Monte Carlo program.
The proton flux was assumed to be isotropic at the top of the atmosphere.
The depth dependence of the fast neutron flux generated by exponential
solar proton spectra of varying P is illustrated in figure 36. The curves
o -2 -i -i
are normalized to an incident proton flux of 0. I proton-cm -sr -sec ,
isotropically distributed.
The dependence of the 10-7 -102 MeV differential neutron spectrum
on the mean energy of the incident protons was discussed earlier.
(See figures 23 and 24.) Figure 37 shows the neutron energy distributions
for two representative solar proton spectra.
In this section, we shall focus on the Monte Carlo output of the
I-I0 MeV neutron spectrum at 60-70 g/cm 2 during solar proton events.
The estimated proton spectrum during the spectacular increase of
February 23, 19561 yielded a neutron spectrum which could be approximated
by a power law in energy, with a negative exponent of I. 25 + 0.08, the same
as that calculated for neutrons from the galactic cosmic radiation. As the
solar proton spectrum softens, i. e., with decreasing P , the Monte Carloo
8O
fastneutrondistributionsteepenabove 6-7 MeV. Ifwe attempttofitthe
calculateddistributionstoa singlepower law, we findthatthe spectral
indexincreasesfrom 1.3+0.1 ata P of250 My to 1.5+0.1 ata P
o o
of50 My. The countingstatisticsduringthelow energy eventswere not
good enough todetectchanges intheneutronspectrum above 10 MeV.
The contributionofthe solarprotonstothetotalreservoirof
radiocarbonand totheneutronleakagefluxare givenin Table XIX, which
alsoincludestheintegrated0-19 MeV neutronproductionratesinthe
atmosphere.
E. Discussion
We are now in a position to test how well the calculation of the
neutrons from solar protons reproduces the observed fluxes and how
sensitivethe calculationistouncertaintieswe have demonstratedinthe
solarproton spectrum. Table X'IXliststhemeasured neutronfluxesfrom
solarparticlesduringeach eventobserved and presentsthe theoretical
neutronfluxcalculatedintwo ways. The firstconsidersthe solarproton
spectratobe exponentialsinrigidity.The value of P isbased on the
o
SPME protonfluxesduringthe NYU measurement. The second uses a
composite proton spectrum, derivedfrom the referenceslistedinthe
table. Figure 34 compares observationsmade duringtheprogress ofa
solarparticleeventwiththe Monte Carlo calculationofneutronproduction,
assuming thattheproton spectrum isan exponentialdistributionin rigidity.
The actualtime profilesofthe calculatedand ofthe observed neutronfluxes
duringa protonincreaseare illustratedinfigure32 forthelarge low energy
eventofApril 12-15, 1969.
Examining the goodness of fit of the calculated to the experimental
neutron fluxes at 65 g/cm 2, we find:
(I) Figure 34: The experimentally derived neutron yields from
protons with exponential rigidity spectra follow roughly the same shape as
the curve derived from the Monte Carlo program. The experimental
pointsare occasionallyon the calculatedcurve butgenerallytendto be
lower, on theaverage, by 40% atthe highest Po and 40-65% atthe
lowest Po" Moreover the goodness offitofthe datatothe calculated
valuesvaries duringtheprogress ofindividualevents,therelativefitoften
improving later inthe event. Such behaviorispossibly associated with
increasing isotropy ofthe protons withtime. The experimental yields from
eventto event, where observed,can vary by factorsof 2 or more about
themean valueoftheneutron yieldata given P . At leasta portion ofthe
o
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TABLE NiX
CONTRIBUTION OF NEUTRONS FROM SOLAR PARTICLE EVENTS TO THE 0-19 MEV NEUTRON
SOURCE, TO RADIOCARBON PRODUCTION, AND TO THE LEAKAGE FLUX. THE INTEGRAL
-P/P 1 -1
PROTON FLUX, N, ABOVE 1DMV IS N = e o PROTONS-CM-2-SR - -SEC .
% of Source0-20 MeV I-i0 MeV
14 14
Spectrum Source C Leakage Leakage C Lkg.
-2 -1 -2 -i) -2 -1) -2 -I)(Po' MV) (n-cm -s ) (cm -s (n-cm -s (n-cm -s
20 6.44 X i0-7 8.23 X i0-8 4.47 X i0-7 3.03 X I0-7 13°/o 70°/o
50 7.75 X 10-4 i.19 X i0-4 4.93 X I0-4 3.30 X 10-4 15°/o 64%
I00 1.89 X 10-2 4.24 X 10-3 9.39 X I0-3 6.03 X i0-3 22%o 50%
-i -I -I -2
250 4.51 X I0 1.57 X I0 1.23 X i0 7.19 X i0 35% 27%
-I -I
500 2.62 I.05 4.69 X I0 2.60 X I0 40% 18%
-i
I000 8.76 3.77 1.15 6.20 X I0 43% 13%
2000 2.00 X I01 8.93 2.05 I.09 45% 10%
23 Feb. 1956, totalflux,prompt upper limit:
5.72 X 105 2.33 X 105 9.83 X 104 5.42 X 104 41% 17%
variations can be attributed to the departure of the proton spectra from
the exponential assumed in constructing the figure, as we shall now
demonstrate.
(2) Table XVIII: Using more complete primary spectral data than
is available from the SPME data, we find that the calculated neutron fluxes
from the Monte Carlo program display large uncertainties which arise
solely from the data spread in the primaries. At least part of the
uncertainty comes about because the neutron yields rise rapidly with energy
in the solar particle regime, so that the calculation is quite sensitive to
small differences in the spectral shape of the primaries. For example, in
the event of February 25, 1969, illustrated in figure 30, Green et al.124,
and Barouch et al.121, in different experiments on the same rocket found
similar values for the integral proton flux above 30 MeV but the integral
spectrum at the highest energies differed by a factor of % 5. As a result,
the neutrons calculated from the two sets of data varied by a factor of I0,
as noted in Table XVIII. In general the observed values of the neutron
intensity during the more energetic events (P > 70 My) lie within the rangeo
of calculated values when the proton measurements include the observations
in the stratosphere (Table XVIII). During the softer events, (Po <70 My)
notably January 25, 1971 (figure 33) and April ii, 1969 (figure 34), the
calculation sometimes deviates from the observed neutron flux by a
factor of 2 or more.
We now consider possible sources of the differences among the proton
observations and between the calculation and the observations, especially
during low energy events.
(I) The proton intensity observed in satellite measurements outside
of the magnetosphere can differ from the flux reaching the earth's atmosphere
during a proton event. Specifically, the calculated neutron yields derived
from the stratospheric observations of primary protons by
Bayarevich et al.120, and Bazilevskaya et al.I18, and Bazilevskaya (1972,
private communication), are in far better agreement with our atmospheric
neutron measurements than the spectra derived from satellite data taken
outside of the magnetosphere, (Quenby, 1972, private communication).
Direct observations of differences in access of particles to the magnetosphere
have been made in satellitemeasurements inside the magnetosphere.
For example, during the February 25, 1969 event (figure 30),
Engelmann et al.130, found an enhancement of the energetic protons
(>360 MeV) in the auroral and polar cap regions as compared with protonsO O . •
at the latitude of the NYU flights, 70 -77 invariant latltude, the dlfferences
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persisting up to the time of the fast neutron measurements. The effect
was associated by the authors with anisotropies in the primary radiation
at higher energies. The same phenomenon might be responsible in part
for the differences between the stratospheric measurements of the solar
protons and satellite measurements (figures 30b, 31b, and 33b).
(2) During low energy events, there are large anisotropies in the
30-60 MeV proton fluxes, particularly in the early convective phase of
particle transport. Even when event integrated fluxes are examined,
experiments with different directional response on the same satellite display
notable differences in the proton fluxes. For example, whereas the SPME
experimental uncertainty is % 25%, the event integrated fluxes among the
SPME and the two other experiments on the Explorer 34 satellitediffered
by as much as a factor of Z131.
(3) Anisotropiesofthe protonfluxatthetop oftheatmosphere can
alterthe altitudedistributionofthe secondary neutrons,sincethevertically
incidentprotons,for example, penetratedeeper intotheatmosphere than
protonsarrivingfrom otherdirections.Itshouldbe mentioned however that
inthe February 25, 1969 event,where access tothe magnetosphere was
observed tobe locationdependent,anisotropieswere notobserved inside
themagneto sphere130.
iii
(4) Chupp etal. have suggestedthatalphaparticlefluxes,not
properly accountedfor, can be responsiblefor errors inthe calculated
neutronyields. However, duringthoseperiodslistedin Table XVIII,
duringwhich alphaand heavierparticleswere observed,the maximum
totalcontributionof Z >I nucleitothe solarparticleneutronyieldwas less
than 10%. The percentageofalphasand heavierparticlesvariesfrom flare
toflare,butlarge alpha/protonratiosare a rarityin solarparticleevents.
F. Applicationto Other Experiments
The reportsofLockwood and FrilingI12and ofGreenhilletal.ll0
presentbothefficienciesand countingratesofmoderated countersexposed
toneutrons duringsolarparticleevents. The main efficiencyoftheir
detectorswas atneutronenergiesbelow 1 MeV. This allowsus to testthe
Monte Carlo calculationina regionofthe neutronspectrum differentfrom
thatofthe NYU detectorand inregionsofthe atmosphere where no NYU
flareobservationswere made.
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The rocket experiment of Lockwood and Friling was launched
June 7, 1967. The authors converted their observed counting rates to
leakage flux using the neutron albedo spectrum calculated by Lingenfelter.
We have made a similar analysis with the neutron spectrum from the
Monte Carlo program.
Table XX liststhe percentages contributionof neutrons of different
energies to the counting rate of the Lockwood detector, first,as derived
from the Lingenfelter neutron leakage spectrum and, second, as calculated
from the Monte Carlo results. As we noted in Section VI B, the Lingenfelter
spectrum drops much more precipitouslythan that of the Monte Carlo
calculationat energies > I-2 MeV. As a consequence of the smaller flux
above 1 MeV, the ratio, counting rate/flux,is 50% higher than the Monte
Carlo value; and the leakage fluxis 50% less.
Section (b) of Table XX shows the intermediate steps in deriving the
solar excess neutron flux from the relative counting rates of the detector
during the proton event of June, 1967 and during a quiet time flight. We
have used Monte Carlo leakage neutron spectra for the galactic and for
the solar secondary neutrons. In Section (c), we show the results of
independently calculating the neutron leakage flux from the Monte Carlo
calculation of neutrons from the solar proton spectra on June 7. The
hourly averages of the SPME proton fluxes were used. The Monte Carlo
neutron flux for the proton spectra shown in the Table, was
-2 -i
0.47n-cm -sec at the beginning of the day, with a daily mean of 0.22.
Lockwood and Frilingpresented a preliminary estimate of the solar proton
spectrum during the flight, which matches the early and the daily average
of SPME on June 7, if we discard their point below 25 MeV. We can
conclude that, within the error bars of the proton spectrum, the agreement
of the calculated with the observed flux is good.
Table XXc also shows the leakage rate, defined in Section VI B, and
the ratio, leakage rate/leakage flux, for the solar particle spectrum and
for the galactic cosmic ray spectrum. The ratio is observed to increase
with increasingly energetic spectra. In fact, the increase is 40-50% between
a solar particle spectrum with a P = 40 My and a galactic cosmic rayo
spectrum. The changing ratio indicates that during soft proton events more
of the neutrons between 0 and i00 MeV are leaving the atmosphere at large
zenith angles. This phenomenon has been noted by Merker (1972), who has
discussed itin terms of the last collision site of a particle escaping from
the atmosphere. The implications of this phenomenon in terms of leakage
neutron measurements is that (i)during solar events with a soft proton
spectrum, the neutron leakage rates (which are the quantities reported by
Lingenfelter and Newkirk above the atmosphere), are smaller relative to
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TABLE XX
NEUTRON LEAKAGE RATES FROM SOLAR PROTONS,
JUNE 7, 1967; COMPARISON OF THE EXPERIMENT
OF LOCKWOOD AND FRILING WITH CALCULATION.
{a} Percent contribution of neutrons in different energy bins to the counting rates
of the Lockwood detector, using the neutron leakage spectrum of
(I} Lingenfelter and (2} the Monte Carlo calculation.
Neutron energy, MeV <0. I 0. I-i 1-10 10-100
of Total Counting Rate:
(II Lingenfelter 29.5 48.6 20.1 I.7
(2) Monte Carlo 21.0 33.0 36 I0
The ratio of counting rate to neutron flux for proton spectra with Po of 40 My
and I00 Mv and for the high latitude galactic cosmic ray spectrum.
Galactic Cosmic Rays Solar Protons
P = 40 P = I00
O O
(II Lingenfelter 3.65
(2) Monte Carlo 2.5 2.6 2.2
(b) Calculation of the neutron flux for the June 7, 1967 event from the counting
rates of the Lockwood detector during the proton event and during a quiet
time flighton August 24, 1966 (normalization to June 1967 is shown_.
DRNM Counting Rates (sec-l) Neutrons from Solar Protons*
Given Normalized Solar Excess Lingenfelter Monte Carlo
8/24/66 6800 2.42 1.85
6/ 7/67 6420 2.98 2.98 1.13 0.31 0.48
.... 2 -i
neutrons- cm -sec .
(c) Calculation of the neutron flux at satellitealtitude and of the neutron leakage
rates, due to the solar protons observed during June 7, 1967. The neutrons
are given for the proton spectrum derived from the SPME proton data. The
neutron flux and rate calculated for the galactic proton and alpha particle
spectra at the time of the event are also given.
, ...... , , ,
Beginning End
Primary Spectrum 17 exp(-P/78_ 62 exp(-P/51)iAverage Galactic
._ountingRate/Flux 2.3 2.5 2.5
Leakage Rate/Flux 0.42 0.39 0.40 0.55
-2 -I
qeutron Flux 0.47 0.07 0.22 0.74 n-cm -sec
-2 -i
qeutron Leakage Rate 0.20 0.03 0.09 0.41 n-cm -sec
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the neutron flux (which a detector measures) than for the galactic
radiation. (2) The anisotropies in the leakage flux must be accounted
for, ifthe detector sensitivity varies with angle of incidence. In the
event of June 7, the neutron leakage rate was half of the galactic cosmic
ray leakage rates.
Figure 38 shows the neutron excess, observed in the stratosphere by
Greenhill et al.II0 during a solar event on September 3, 1966. The solid
curve was derived by Greenhill et al. from Zingenfelter's calculation of
the depth dependence of the components of the neutron spectrum from
incident protons. The P of the Lingenfelter calculation was 125 My.
o
The authors report several measurements of the solar proton flux during
September 3. We have taken their own estimate derived from the charged
particle measurements on their vehicle, and have calculated the neutron
counting rates they would observe from the efficiencies they present,
folded into the Monte Carlo neutron spectrum from the flare protons.
P was 45 +15 My, and the flux greater than 200 My was 200_+70 protons-o
-2 -1 -l
cm -sr -sec . The Monte Carlo neutron counts for this spectrum
are shown in the diagram; the error bars represent only the uncertainty
in P and not in the integral flux >200 My. Within the very wide limits seto
by the estimate of error in the solar proton spectrum, the Monte Carlo
results are consistent with both the shape and the magnitude of the neutron
counting rates. The diagram also shows the change in the atmospheric
profiles with P . The depth dependence of the counting rate at a P of
o o
125 My would be flatter than the solid curve in figure 38. This is expected
since the excess primaries introduced in the Lingenfelter calculation
penetrate the atmosphere less effectively, because they enter the
atmosphere at large zenith angles.
G. Other Flare Calculations
The Monte Carlo results can be compared directly with the calculation
2
by the ORNL group of neutron production in the flare of February 23, 1956.
Both calculations involved Monte Carlo simulation and both employed the
proton flare spectrum of Foelschel. From I0 to 200 g/cm 2 the ORNL
calculation was %15-20% below the NYU 0-i00 MeV neutron flux. The
2
energy spectrum of neutrons at Z3 g/cm , shown in figure 8 of the ORNL
article, was 80% to 100% of the NYU results from 10-7 to 102 MeV. The only
notable difference was in the leakage flux; the ORNL value was around
half the value we report. The number is consistent with the NYU
calculated leakage rates.
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H. Summary of Observations and Calculations
I. Measurable fluxes of fast neutrons are present at 55-75 g/cm 2
atmospheric depth during all solar particle events for which the proton
-2 -I -I
flux above 60 MeV exceeds about I proton-cm -sr -sec .
2. Extrapolating the flare proton spectra from the SPME by an
exponential in rigidity, we find that the neutron production rates per
incident proton rise rapidly with characteristic rigidity, P ; the fasto
neutron yield at the cosmic ray transition maximum increases a hundred
fold over the range of P encountered in aircraft flights near solaro
maximum. We also note that the observed neutron yields per incident
proton flux above 30 MeV deviate from a smooth curve vs. P by aso
much as a factor of 2 in either direction.
3. When the measured fast neutron yields vs. P are comparedo
with the values derived from a Monte Carlo calculation, the measurements
are found to be, on the average 40% lower at high P and 40-65% lower
o
at low P than the calculated yields although some flare flight data fall ono
the theoretical curve. The agreement between observation and calculation
improves if primary proton data include measurements at higher energies
than found in the SPME reports (used to derive alP_)_ In particular, if thestratosphere measurements of Bazilevskaya et . 19 are used in the proton
integral spectral range of g00-500 MeV, the observed neutron fluxes are
in agreement on the average with the calculated values for spectra with
large P and about 50% of the calculated values at P of _<70 My. Theo o
differences between experiment and calculation in the low energy proton
flares can be caused by the use of too high cross sections for protons
below 60-i00 MeV in the calculation, but other equally plausible
explanations exist. In particular, anisotropies in the proton beam and
preferential access of protons to the magnetosphere can cause the proton
flux at the top of atmosphere to differ from that observed by satellites
outside the magnetosphere.
4. Within the accuracy of the solar proton data, the Monte Carlo
results are in good agreement with two observations made in the atmosphere
and above the atmosphere with moderated neutron counters. Both
observations were at low Po, and both had some on-board indication of the
primary spectrum. Two other measurements have not been analyzed
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because of the uncertainty in geomagnetic cutoffor detector response
function.
I. The Geophysical Effects of Neutrons from Solar Protons
We can now examine the fluctuations in the neutron distribution due
to solar flare particles, and we can determine the long term effects on
the levels of neutrons and their products. In Table XXI, we show the
0-19 MeV neutron production rates and the radiocarbon and leakage rates
during the proton events in which the NYU detector flew. The
January 28, 1967 event is also shown as well as the combined effect of all
the other periods from 1965-1971 with solar particles near the earth.
The numbers in Table XXI are based on the exponential approximation
of the proton spectra and must be thought of as an upper limit to the actual
values, which can be lower by a factor of two from the listed rates during
the less energetic events. At the peak of the most productive solar
particle increases of cycle 20, the maximum rates of production of
radiocarbon were roughly 6x those from high latitude galactic cosmic
ray neutrons, and the leakage rates were a factor of 50x greater. On the
other hand, the time integrated rates were 2-3 orders of magnitude below
those from galactic cosmic ray neutrons. During the much more active
solar cycle 19, the major event of February 23, 1956 alone produced
roughly 40 x the leakage rates and 150x the radiocarbon as all the solar
events in solar cycle 20. Averaged over the II year solar cycle, this
single event added approximately 10% to the radiocarbon production in
solar cycle 19.
The increment from the flare of February 23, 1956, was cancelled
by the depression in radiocarbon production from the galacticcosmic
radiation during solar cycle 19. The exclusion of the galacticprimaries
was associated with the 1956 event as well as with other large but not
comparable flares. As a result, the average C 14 production was the same
from both the unusually active solar cycle 19 and the average solar cycle 20.
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TABLE XXI
GLOBAL AVERAGE PRODUCTION OF RADIOCARBON FROM
SOLAR PROTONS WITH SPECTRA EXPONENTIAL IN RIGIDITY.
THE PROTON FLUX IS 1 PROTON-CM'2-SEC -I AT ENERGIES
ABOVE 30 MEV. NORMAL CUTOFFS ARE ASSUMED.
C14 -2 -I-cm -sec
P
o Monte Carlo Lingenfelter
50 1.5 X 10-4 4.8 X 10-4
I00 1.0 X 10 -3 1.7 X 10-3
150 3.2 X 10-3 4.5 X 10-3
200 6.3 X 10-3 9.0 X 10-3
250 1.3 X 10-2 1.8 X 10-2
300 2.4 X 10-2 3.2 X 10-2
-2 -2
325 3.2 X I0 4.2 X I0
9O
IX. COSMIC RAY MODULATION DURING 1968 TO MID-1971
A. Introduction
The fast neutron intensity at the high latitude transition maximum and
the counting rates of high latitude neutron monitors respond, on the average, to
different portions of the spectrum of primary cosmic rays. Because of the
differences in response, changes in the regression relation between the
counting rates of the NYU aircraft neutron detector and the counting rates of
the Inuvik neutron monitor, at a given level of modulation of the neutron
monitor rates,can be interpreted in terms of a change in slope of the spectrum
of variation of cosmic rays, either in the declining or the recovery phase of
the cosmic ray intensity variation. Such effects were observed in both
transient and long term decreases in 1968 to mid-1971, and were mentioned in
SectionIV. B. In this section we discuss the methods employed to detect and
quantify the cosmic ray spectral variations, we discuss the nature of the
variations, and we summarize the implications of these variations to the solar
and interplanetary parameters involved in cosmic ray modulation. The
discussion will include some extensions of the work,completed after the termin-
ation of NASA Contract NASI-I0282. A more detailed analysis has been
presented elsewhere 132-136
B. Comparison of the Response of Neutron Monitors with the
Response of the NYU Detector to the Primary Spectrum
Figure 39 shows the yield functions for primary cosmic ray protons
of the fast neutron detector at the high latitude transition maximum and of the
neutron monitors at zero cutoff rigidity. Curve i is the fast neutron flux at
60-70 g/cm 2 and zero cutoff. Curve 2, from Debrunner and Flueckiger 137, is
the specific yield of an NM-64 neutron monitor to primary protons incident
vertically at the top of'the atmosphere; the derivation of the yield functions
includes a calculation of the nucleonic cascade in the atmosphere. Curves 3
and 4, which are the neutron monitor yields obtained by Lockwood and Webber 84
and Mathews et a1138, were derived from an analysis of the latitude dependence
of neutron monitor counting rates and the observed spectrum of cosmic ray
protons and alpha particles at the time of a latitude survey with neutron
monitors. In the latter two calculations, alpha particles,at the same energy
per nucleon as protons, were assumed to interact in nuclear collisions as
four independent nucleons.
When the primary proton and alpha spectra are folded into the
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response function shown in figure 39, the time variations in the counting rates
of the NYU detector are found to arise principally from 1-3 GeV protons,
whereas neutron monitor variations are produced on the average, from protons
and alpha particles between 10-15 GeV per nucleon, at low cutoff rigidity.
For an analysis of spectral variations based on two detectors at
different locations to be valid, the incident primary radiation must be isotropic
or the two detectors must measure secondaries from particles arriving
from the same directions in space. The Inuvik neutron monitor was chosen as
the high energy detector since the aircraft detector usually passed over Inuvik
twice during a typical flight. To insure that none of the transient spectral
effects arose principally from cosmic ray flow patterns, we employed several
other neutron monitors with directions of viewing surrounding those along the
aircraft trajectory. Table XXII lists the asymptotic directions of arrival of
cosmic rays at the neutron monitors.
C. Calculation of the Spectrum of Variation of Cosmic Rays
From the neutron monitor data at varying P and the high latitude fluxc
of the fast neutrons at the transition maximum between 1968 and 1971, itis
possible to generate a series of monthly curves of the parameter,M, where
M = in (j(P,1965)/j(P,t)); j is the primary intensity of protons or alphas,P is
rigidity. Monthly plots of M are readily converted to monthly variations in
the cosmic ray spectrum using the 1965 observations of cosmic ray intensity.
To obtain the modulation parameter,M, above 2 Gv, first, the
counting rates of neutron monitors at various cutoff rigidities were used to
estimate of the modulation over the entire rigidity range. Then the fast
neutron flux was used to correct the modulation between 2 and 4 Gv. Above
13.3 Gv, only an approximate value for M, based on the Knla neutron monitor,
was obtained.
Step h The modulation of the primary spectrum is related to changes in
the latitude dependence of neutron monitor counting rates by
Zjn(P,196 )Rn(P)/Z jn(P,t)Rn(Pc)=(dN/dPc)1965/(dN/dPc)t l0
where nis the nuclear species,dN/dP is the slope of the neutron monitor
c
latitude curve, and R is the specific yield of the monitor for species n at
rigidity P. In the rigidity range where the cosmic ray variations depend only
on rigidity,the left hand side of equation i0 reduces to exp(M), whence
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TABLE XXII +
ASYMPTOTIC ARRIVAL DIRECTIONS OF INCIDENT COSMIC RAYS
i. 5 GV 4.5 GV ii GV 15 GV 25 GV
Lat Lon[ Lat Long
Inuvik 68.35 ° -133.73 ° 10.4, -127 31.7, -128 43, -128 45 ° , -125 ° 52, -120
Sulphur Mr. 51.20 ° -115.61 ° -5, 2.4 -14.5, - 85 7, - 97 12, - 97 26, - 92
Resolute 74.69 ° - 94.91 ° 59, 92 64, - 88 67, - 86 68, - 83 72, - 82
o
Deep River 46.10 - 77.50 ° -6, 45 -ii, 31 7, - 44 13, - 42 29, 44
Alert 82.50 ° - 62.33 ° 83, II 84, - 15 83, - 28 83, - 21 85, 28
Goose Bay 53.33 ° - 60.42 ° -15, II 8.5, 16 22, 24 28, - 21 42, 23
o o
Dallas 32.78 - 91.07 25, 120 -29, 29 -19, - 39 5, - 51
Za__._t Long 13.5 GV 15 GV 25 GV 45 GV 95 GV
Makapuu Pt. 21.30 ° -157.66 23.6, .58 -20 , 20 -12, 95 6 , -123 16, -140
Kula 20.44 ° -157
+ Data from Hatton, C.J. and D.A. Carswell AECL-1824 (1963)
_'._ Private Communication
o
Shea and Smart Calculation- .5 2.6 GV asymptoticlongitudeat% -133 from 0.00 UT - 3:00 UT,
o o 2°and is -123 by 6:00 UT, 136 ° at 12:00 UT, then back; latitude varies %5 at 4.6 GV, less than
o
variationfor _I0.6 GV primaries. Less than5 ineitherasymptoticlatitudeor longitudeofarrival
foranglesup to32° from the vertical.
_D
N(P ,t) = N(P ,t) .I Pc max (dN/dP)1965 exp(-M(P))dP 11
c c max up
c
where M(P) indicates that equation ii is valid only in the rigidity and energy
range where the dependence of M on parameters other than P is negligible.
P is the cutoff rigidity of the lowest latitude neutron monitor employed.
c max
To evaluate M from equation 11, we employed the NM-64 neutronrr_nitor data
from Inuvik(P = 0.18 GV),Dallas (4.35 GV), Hermanus(4.90 GV),Rome(6.32
c
GV) and Kula (13.3 GV= P )116 As an additional check, data from IGYc max "
monitors at Ottowa(l. 08 GV), Ushuaia(5.68 GV), and Brisbane(7.21 GV) I16
were processed separately. IDifferent functional forms for M were
tested, including power laws and polynomials in P. The best fit in the least
squares sense was generally of the form of a power law in P, of the form
Cl P-nl below 13 GV and c2P-n2 above 13 GV.
Step 2: The fast neutron flux at the transition maximum was
calculated by folding into the neutron specific yield (figure 39) the modulated
primary proton and alpha spectrum,derived from the cosmic ray intensities
observed in 1965 and the values of M determined in step i. The calculated
neutron flux was then compared with the monthly average of the observed
neutron flux and the difference was converted to an additional primary flux
between 2 and 4 GV. It should be noted that the correction was usually
small, rarely exceeding 4% of the neutron flux,or 6g •
Step 3: the primary cosmic ray modulation above 13.3 GV was
estimated from the counting rates of the Kula monitor, by folding the
specific yield of the Kula neutron monitor, as deduced by Mathews et
141
al , illustrated in figure 39, into the best fittingmodulated primary
spectrum ,as determined from the best fittingexponent, n2of the modulation
parameter above 13 GV. It should be noted that if one of the other response
functions in figure 39 were employed, the modulation spectrum would exhibit
spectral indices differing by roughly +- 20%,but the time variations of ng
would be essentially the same. Effects due to variations in the upper rlgidity
limit of cosmic ray modulation were neglected.
D. Results, Transient Cosmic Ray Decreases
Transient cosmic ray events fell into two broad spectral classes, each
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distinguished by differences in (i)the time histories of the counting rates of
the neutron monitors during the decline and recovery of intensity and (2) the
relation between the rate of change of the fast neutron flux and that of the
neutron monitor counting rates.
Type I events were classic Forbush decreases; they are illustrated by
the decrease of March 24,1969,shown in figure 40. Their characteristics ar_
(i)The onset of the event was always preceded by or simultaneous with the
sudden commencement of a geomagnetic storm(SSC).
(2) The neutron monitor rates declined rapidly, _ i 170per hour in the main5"
phase. The recovery was slow,lasting 5 to i0 days or more.
(3) The fast neutron flux lagged the Inuvik neutron monitor counting rates both
in the decline and in the recovery of intensity.
As shown in figure 40, the regression curve of the lower energy primary
intensity,represented by the fast neutron flux, relativeto the higher energy
intensities,traces out a hysteresis loop(solidline). The dashed curve in figure
40 shows the regression relationfor themonths surrounding the type I event
of March 1969.Also shown in figure 40 are regression curves of the fast
neutron counting rates vs the counting rates of high latitudeneutron monitors
with differentdirections of viewing, as well as the counting rates of monitors
at greater cutoffrigidity during the same type I event. Note thatthe spectral
changes illustratedby the neutron intensityvs neutron monitor counting rate
at Inuvik are also present when neutron monitors with differentdirections of
viewing are employed.
Type II events were more symmetric than type I; they are illustrated in
figure 41, which represents a small decrease occurring seven days before the
March 24,1969 type I event. The characteristic features of type II events wer_
(i)The onset of the decrease was slow and in only i case out of seven(figure 41)
was the onset associated with an SSC. Generally, if an SSC occurred at all,it
took place during later phases of the event.
(2)The decline to minimum usually occurred over several days or appeared in
the neutron monitor counting rates as a series of small decreases with large
diurnal variations. The total duration, decline and recovery, at neutron monitor
energies, rarely exceeded 10-15 days.
(3) The fast neutron flux decreased more rapidly and recovered more rapidly
(onor above the curve for the decline)thanduringthetypeI events,as is
illustrated in the regression curves for the March 17 event, shown in figure 41.
Figure 42 shows the time histories of the fast neutron vs the Inuvik
neutron monitor rates for a group of type I and type II decreases observed
during the NYU aircraftmeasurements. It appears,from figure 42, that the
spectral characteristicsand time historiesof the differentclasses of events
were independent of solar epoch over the period 1968-1971, when the neutron
monitor rates ranged from a minimum 79% to a maximum 96% ofthe May 1965
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valuesathighlatitude.In each typeofevent,theprofilesofthefastneutron
fluxvs the countingratesoftheneutronmonitors displayedcomparable slopes
from eventto event,even as thelongterm regression,which representedan
average over the modulationperiod(dashedcurve),occasionallyoverlapped
and occasionallywas displacedfrom thelinesconnectingthepointsof
observationduringthe decreases.
As a furtherillustrationofthe spectraldifferencesbetween typeI and
typeIIevents,we employ therough indices,Rd and Rr, where R d isthe ratio
ofthe% declineofthefastneutronfluxtothegcdeclineoftheneutronmonitor
countingrates,and R is thecorrespondingratio for the recovery period.r
Figure 43 shows R r vs R d for typeI and typeIIeventsforwhich observations
were made duringboththe declineand recovery ofintensity.The points
representingthetwo typesofeventsare observed toclusterintwo different
portionsof thegraph, as a resultofthedifferencesinspectralevolutionofthe
two types ofdecrease. The averagevaluesofR, includingeventsnot shown
infigure43 because onlythe decliningor recovery phase was observed,are
shown inTable XXIII.
TABLE XXHI
RATIO OF PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN THE FAST NEUTRON FLUX TO
PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN THE COUNTING RATES OF THE INUVIK
NEUTRON MONITOR
R d R No.Events R,Declineand Recov.r
Tot. Part.
Type I Z.4 +-0.6 Z.0 + 0.6 8 iZ
Type If 3.1 + 0.7 3.3 +-0.8 5 9
Long Term
1968
WithoutFD 3.2(early)-3.l(late)
With FD 2.5
6/69 - 12/69 2.3(early)-l.7(late)
The estimateduncertaintieshown in Table XXIIIare upper limitsand
includestatisticalerrors, the effectsofincompletecoverage of events,
includingdiscretesampling, and hybrideffects.The error limitsare for
individualevents and are lower by a factorof, 3 when the eventsare
consideredby class. With theresultantupper limittothe uncertaintyinR,
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the spectral differencebetween type I and type II events is evident. An anal-
ysis of the significanceof the results shown in figure 43 is presented in
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Verschell et al. ,in which itis demonstrated thatthe probabilitythat the
observed characteristics of type I and type II events are uncorrelated is less
than i%.
Table XXIII also includes the "long term" coefficients,R, for all of 1968
and the latter half of 1969, which can be compared with R d and R for ther
transient decreases. Table XXIII illustrates the aforementioned effect,in that
the spectral changes in the transient decreases of 2-12 Gv cosmic ray
intensity in 1968-1971 were similar to the long term modulation shortly after
cosmic ray minimum(June-December 1969);the spectral changes during type II
events were similar to the steeper long term variation in the period preceding
cosmic ray minimum, 1968).
There have been many attempts to determine the spectrum of the
primary cosmic radiation during Forbush decreases by utilizing the counting
rates of neutron monitors at different cutoff rigidities. The results have been
limited by the statistics of the smaller decreases, particularly at low latitude,
by the effects of persistent anisotropies on the relative counting rates of
stations sampling different areas of the sky, and by the possible depression
in cutoff during magnetospheric disturbances accompanying the early phases
of type I events. For example, Mathews et al138found no consistent pattern
for the spectra of Forbush decreases vs. the long term variation unless they
compared the rates of two stations, specifically Sulphur Mountain and Calgary,
at nearly the same location but with different energy response. For the
stations cited, the authors found a consistent flattening of the regression
curve of lower vs higher energy during large Forbush decreases. Their
observation is consistent with the spectral characteristic of type I events.
In Table XXIV, we list the mean ratio R,which is the % decline to minimum
intensity at neutron monitors of a given P divided by the % decline at highC
latitude.neutron monitors, for type I and type II events derived from the
neutron monitor data fronl 1965-1971. The counting rates of the northern
hemisphere high latitude stations, Inuvik, Deep River, and Goose Bay have
been averaged to obtaina representative high latitude neutron monitor rate
at low cutoff rigidity.
The long term regression coefficients found by Mathews et a1138 for
1965-1969 are also shown as well as the yearly regression coefficients that
we determined for the period 1966-1971 at low latitudes. We also list our
estimates for the errors in the ratios, based on the uncertainties in individual
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oo TABLE XXIV
RATIO OF THE % DECLINE TO MIMIMUN INTENSITY AT VARIOUS
CUTOFF RIGIDITIES TO THE % DECLINE AT HIGH LATITUDE SEA
LEVEL NEUTRON MONITORS IN THE NORTHERN HEMISPHERE
+
No. of Kerguelen Sulphur, Leeds Munich Rome Kula
event s Mountain Dallas
Hermanus
P , Gv 1.19 1.14 2.20 4.14, 4. 35_4.90 6.32 13.3
c
TypeI <3% 6 0.90_.23 1.00_+0.03 0.92+0.22 0.70+0.23 0.62-+0.12 0.27+0.1
>3% 19 0.94+0.19 1.20-+0.03 0.98+0.11 0.78-+0.13 0.64-+0.14 0.38-+0.1
TypeII <3% 20 1.00-+0.23 1.26_+0.16 0.98_+0.17 0.79-+0.14 0.62_+0.21 0.44-+0.11
3% 15 1.06_+0.14 1.18_+0.17 0.94!0. ii 0.79_+0.14 0.64-+0.11 0.47+0.13
Monthlyav. 1965-69 ** 1.27_+0.01 1.02_+0.01 0.82-+0.01 0.28_+0.02
Years: 1966-7 0.55 0.23
1968 0.56 0.21
1969 0.87 0.31
1970 0.65 0.25
1971 0.41 0.21
":-_High Altitude, lowest effective rigidity all41_*The data on this line is rom Mathews et
+ Southern hemisphere station, illustrates effect of NS anisotropies
events.
At neutron monitor energies, there are no detectable differences
between type I and type II events ( Table XXIV) within the uncertaintiesin
the neutron monitor data, except at the highest cutoffrigidity.The cosmic
ray intensityat _.30 GV (13.3 GV cutoffat Kula) appears to have declined
more steeply than the intensityat 10-15 GV (atmospheric cutoffat three
northern high latitudeneutron monitors)in type IIevents as opposed to type I
events or to the long term modulation. Since the high energy behavior appears
to differfrom that between 2 and 10-15 GV, an additionalcheck of the rigidity
dependence of the regression coefficientwas made in Verschell et a1133 by
Roelof, who used variationalcoefficientsfor neutron monitors to estimate
the spectrum of variation , assuming a power law in rigidity for the regres-
sion coefficient.Because of the nature of the variationalcoefficientsand the
location of the neutron monitors, the iula data dominated in the fitting
procedure. The value found for the spectral index n was _-0.8 for type I and
-_0.4 for type II events,consistentwith the trend shown in Table XXlV. This
enhanced sensitivityof the high energy radiationto symmetrical as opposed
to Forbush type events is also found in investigationsof the counting rate
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histories of meson monitors. Antonucci et al ,for example, showed that
the meson monitor rates declined earlier and with a steeper profilethan
that usually observed with relationto the rates of high latitudeneutron
monitors during small symmetrical events,around 1-2% in the neutron monitor
rates.
Hysteresis effects, such as those observed below i0 GV during type I
events were found in the data from neutron monitors and meson monitors at
the same geographic location, but only for the most statistically significant
events. These were the largest decrease,October 1968, and the decrease
with the longest uninterrupted recovery, June 1969.
E. Results, Long Term Variation in Cosmic Ray Intensity
In addition to the transient effects we have just summarized, there
were several abrupt,persistent changes in the regression relation between
the fast neutron flux and the counting rates of the Inuvik neutron monitor.
We have divided the data into seven periods for which the regression relation,
including transients, was reasonably independent of time;that is, the sta'ndard
deviation of points were typically 0. 033 in 1968 and 0. 004 to 0. 023 in 1969-1971.
The regression curve for each of the 7 periods is shown in figure 44a. To
indicate the spectral variations that were involved, we show similar curves
for the fast neutron flux vs the counting rates of neutron monitors at lower
and higher effective rigidity than Inuvik, from Sulphur Mountain (high altitude
and latitude) to Kula at a P of 13.3 GV. The greater the cutoff of the neutron
c
monitor relative to the cutoff at Inuvik, the larger the effect displayed in fig.44.
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The abrupt changes followed the decline to minimum of transient events
during active periods and sudden recoveries of the neutron flux relative to
the Inuvik neutron monitor counting rates during quiet times. Periods 2,3, and
5 in figure 44a followed the type I Forbush decreases of 10/31/68 to 12/5/68,
5/15/69 and 6/5/69, and 11/7/70. Period 4 followed the mixed type I and type
II events of 6/70. Periods 6 and 7 followed the sudden partial recoveries of
the fast neutron flux in 1/71 and 4/71.
The most notable features of figure 44a are (i)the successive displace-
ments of the regression curves relative to that for 1968(dashedline). The net
effect was a decrease in slope, that is,a lag in recovery of the fast neutron
intensity,as the higher rigidity cosmic rays were demodulated beyond a
characteristic point for each period; (2) the higher the effective rigidity of the
neutron monitor, the greater the lag in the decline and recovery of the fast
neutron flux.
To check the contribution of transient decreases to the observed phase
lags of the neutron intensity, the main phase of Forbush decreases (,_I0 days)
was removed from the data set and the regression relations w ere recalculated
(figure44b). Removing transient effects does not substantially alter the conclu-
sions drawn when all data is included, according to figure 44b. Using fast
neutron data from balloon flights prior to 1968,as shown in curve C of figures
44a and 44b, we observe that the long term hysteresis persisted at least to
mid-1971,in that the neutron flux lagged the recovery of Inuvik monitor rates to
1966 levels after the neutron flux recovered above the 1968 regression curve
in early 1971.
The transient decreases which initiated the changes in the modulation
spectrum above 2 GV produced corresponding effects below 20 V and in the
electron spectrum. The spectral variations have been reported by Lockwood
et a137,Van Hollebeke et a1140,Burger and Swanenburg 141, and others. In the
three papers cited, the low energy counting rates were compared with the
counting rates of the high latitude neutron monitors; and the integral proton
intensity above 60 Mev, the differential proton and alpha intensities at 60 Mev
per nucleon and the integral proton intensity above i GV,respectively, were
shown by the authors to exhibit large hysteresis effects with respect to the
10-15 GV primaries which the neutron monitors track. Figure 45 shows the
monthly averages of the fast neutron flux (effective rigidity ,_3 GV) vs the
monthly averages of (i)the Inuvik neutron monitor counting rates(10-15 GV),
(2) primary protons above 60 MeV, (3) protons and alphas at 60 MeV per nucleor_
The four cases shown illustrate that changes in the regression relation between
higher and lower rigidity particles occurred over the range of rigidities from
0.3 to 15 GV; the results shown in figure 44 extend the rigidities which were
affected to stillhigher values. In both figure 44 and figure 45, the lower
i00
rigidityparticleslag the higher rigidityparticlesin the recovery of intensity.
At the lowest rigidity,0.34 GV, the cosmic ray proton intensity decreased in
period 4(figure 44 ) while the fast neutrons (Z-4 GV ) were recovering. A
similar behavior was found in the spectrum of cosmic ray electrons by Burger
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and Swanenburg Above 2 GV, we have shown that the lower rigidity
particleslagged in both the decline and in the recovery of the events initiating
the modulation periods.
F. Discussion
i. The spectrum of variation of cosmic rays. Figure 46 shows the monthly
plots of the parameter M , derived according to the method outlinedin this
section,by Verschell et a1135. In Verschell et al, the additionalmodulation
required by the fast neutron excess was indicatedby a segment between 2 and
4 GV. Also given in figure 46 are the time histories of the modulation
parameter, M, plotted for the differentialand integralproton intensities
shown in figure 45 as well as integralintensitiesof protons above 1 GV,
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reported by Burger and Swanenburg Ifa single normalization factor,0.34,
is added to the modulation parameter of > 60 MeV protons, the values of M
join smoothly to the curves above 2 GV up to the beginning of 1971,when the
integralfluxes above 60 MeV and above 1 GV lag increasingly from the
continuationof the smooth curve for the modulation parameters above 2 GV.
Ifthe effectiverigidityof the integralproton spectra did not change drastically
thisbehavior implies that there was an abrupt change in the proton spectrum
at the beginning of 1971 and occurring between 1 and 3 GeV. This tendency for
one portion of the energy or charge spectrum to recover while a lower energy
or the electron portion remains depressed has been alternativelyinterpreted
as a true time lag or as a change in the scatteringproperties of the medium.
In the present study, the small residual modulation found from thefast
neutron counting rates was treated as a multiplicativecorrection to M between
2 and 4 GV, the spectralform being that which gave the best correlation withal[
the primary datato be found above 2 GV over the period studied. The form
used for the correction was (l+6/P). Figure 47 shows, among derived values
of quantitiesto be discussed later in this exposition, cl,nI, and 6 for each
month between 1968 and mid-1971, with gaps in 6 for months with no aircraft
fast neutron data. Note thatthe spectral exponent ,nI, which relates primar-
ily to intermediate rigidities(4-13GV),goes through several minima, corres-
ponding to times of abrupt changes in the modulation spectrum after transient
decreases. Such minima are observed as a flatteningof the modulation
i01
spectrum on the decline anda steepeningon recovery of intensity. This
characteristicofthehysteresiseffectabove 2 GV was notedinVerschell et
a133; it has recentlybeen observed near solarminimum inobservationsof
the intensityof40-90 MeV protonsvs neutronmonitor countingratesby
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Garcia Munoz etal , who foundthatthelow energy component laggedthe
highenergy component inthe declineand recovery ofintensityduringa "mini-
hysteresis"loopin1974. Note alsothat6tendstopeak duringthetime when
the hysteresiseffectwas largestatlow rigidity,as expectedfrom a positive
correctiontothe modulationparameter atlower, relativetohigher,rigidities.
Before proceeding with this analysis, we are required to re-emphasize
and note the justification and the limitations of the principal assumption on
which the analysis of the neutron monitor data,to yield the spectrum of
variation,is based. This assumption,discussed with respect to equations I0
and ii, was that protons and alpha particles suffered the same intensity
modulation at neutron monitor rigidities. Below 4 GV, this limitation can be
relaxed, since we depend principally on the fast neutron data between 2 and 4
GV, a rigidity range in which the alpha particle variations are a second order
correction to the modulation parameter of protons. The validity of the afore-
mentioned assumption has been tested on the basis of current modulation
theory and the conclusions are illustrated in figure 48. Figure 48 shows that
within the context of conventional modulation theory differences between
proton,alpha,and electron modulation above 2 GV are negligible at the depths
of modulation encountered in the course of a solar cycle.
Experimental verification of the assumption of no charge-splitting in
M above 2 GV as well as experimental verification of the neutron monitor
analysis of M is limited by a paucity of data ,particularly proton data.
Figure 49 compares the modulated spectrum of hydrogen and helium nuclei
with that obtained by direct observation of the primary intensities. In the
helium spectrum for which there is some information above 2 GV, and for
the proton integral spectra down to 1.37 GV, the primary and secondary
observations agree within the error bars of the measurements. At 1.6 GV,
where the calculation is below the limit of sensitivity of the neutron detector,
the two sets of results stillagree except at the deepest modulation for helium,
but the proton modulation is not as deep as would be inferred if the neutron
data were to be extrapolated. Thus, within experimental uncertainties, M,
as obtained from the fast neutron and the neutron monitor data, appears to
be a valid measure of the proton and alpha intensities above 2 GV.
2. The relative modulation of protons and electrons;charge splitting abov e
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2 GV • We shall show that the time variations of proton intensity during
1968-1971 differed considerably from the time variations of electron intensity
in the same rigidity intervals. Current theoretical models of cosmic ray
transport can account for such "charge splitting" in the modulation of
particles below Z GV, where differences in particle velocity at the same
rigidity become significant for electrons vs protons. Above 2 GV, "charge-
splitting" in the modulation becomes negligible in solutions of cosmic ray
transport equations. The results of numerical calculations are illustrated in
figure 48,which will be discussed later.
Figure 50 shows experimental and theoretical observations of the time
variations in the fluxes of electrons and of protons during 1968-1971. First,
we consider the experimental results. The electron fluxes (thin solid lines)
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were reported by Burger and Swanenburg and were based on observations
of electrons above 0.5 GV on eGO5, beginning in March 1968. Thirty day
averages are plotted in rigidity intervals, 2-3 GV,3-5 GV, and 5-7 GV.
The proton intensities shown in figure 50 were determined by the method
described in part C of this section. The heavy solid represent intensities
which were calculated using the neutron monitor data, the fast neutron data,
and the 1965 proton spectrum for the solar minimum intensity. For
comparison, we show the modulated proton intensities obtained without the
fast neutron data (dashed line). The fluxes are plotted logarithmically and
are superimposed at the beginning of the OGO 5data, using the average of
the first three months for normalization.
Figure 50 shows that beginning in June 1968, the electron intensities(l)
lagged the proton intensities in recovery,(Z) showed a smaller response to
transient effects, such as the October-December events in 1968, and (3)dec-
ined steadily during modulation period Z (figure 44) while the proton intensity
was recovering, and (4) remained depressed below the proton intensities
during later modulation periods. Burger and Swanenburg found that the low
energy electrons lagged the intensity variations of the higher energy electrons
as well as the counting rate variations of the Sulphur mountain neutron moni-
tor during the same period.
Moraal and Stoker143deduced the spectrum of variation of protons and
alphas from neutron monitor data. Using the"force field"approximation to
the cosmic ray transport equation, they found that the transport parameters
that generated the proton modulation differed from the transport parameters
for the electron modulation at neutron monitor energies. They attributed the
discrepancy to possible uncorrected drifts in the OGO-5 electron counting
rates. As illustrated in figure 50, the failure of electrons to track the proton
intensities extended to energies below the region of sensitivity of the neutron
monitors and in the direction of increasing hysteresis at lower rigidity, as
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has been observed for the nucleonic component. Verschell (private
communication)has found that the counting rates of electrons as energetic as
5 GeV remained depressed relative to the rates of protons above 1 GV,both
quantities being observed in the OGO-5 experiment. Rockstroh and
144 145
Webber and the Chicago group have made balloon observations of the
electron spectrum. The observations of Rockstroh and Webber were usually
limited to one per year and may not therefore be representative of the average
monthly intensity; whereas the Chicago data is an average based on several
balloon flights during a month. Both sets of observations are shown in
figure 50. Although there does appear to be a considerable divergence in the
results reported, the hysteresis effect is clearly displayed in figure 50, at
all of the rigidities plotted. In the 2-3 GV intensities, where the hysteresis
is most pronounced, the data of the Chicago balloon observations and the
satellite observations from OGO-5 are in excellent agreement. Thus the
hysteresis of electron, relative to proton, intensities is confirmed at compar-
able rigidities, although uncertainties in the data do not permit an exact
quantification of the effect. In the section which follows, we shall describe
calculations of cosmic ray transport, specifically those calculations which
attempt to reproduce the hysteresis effects in the proton, electron, and alpha
spectra, and we shall discuss the goodness of fit of the results of the
calculations to the observations we have summarized.
3. Model calculations. The cosmic ray spectrum near 1 AU differs from the
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spectrum at greater distances from the sun , presumably as a result of the
scatteringof the cosmic ray particles in the expanding solar plasma by the
disordered magnetic fields carried by the solar wind. According to presently
accepted theory, the distribution function of cosmic rays satisfies a transport
equation that includes diffusion in the modulating region, convection by the
solar wind, and energy loss due to the expansion of the solar wind. Such an
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equation (Moraal and Gleeson and references therein), reduced to the case
of quasistationary transport with spherical symmetry, is
r Dr\ Dr 3 Dr p _p
where F(r,p) is the distribution function of cosmic rays of momentum,p, at
a distance,r, from the sun, V is the solar wind velocity, assumed to be
constant in most studies, and kis the diffusion coefficient, generally
considered to be of the form vk(r,P). P is the particle magnetic rigidity
and v is the particle velocity. In recent studies in which the anomalous
cosmic ray effects we have discussed were investigated, solutions to the
three dimensional Fokker Planck equation were examined (Moraal and
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Gleeson ) for heliolatitude effects that were reasonable and capable of
producing the observed hysteresis. O'Gallagher 148 found that time-
dependent solutions contained transport time lags of the lower rigidity
particles, and such solutions were capable of reproducing features of the
anomalous cosmic ray recoveries ,particularly if the modulating cavity
turned out to be 30-50 AU in extent. Using numerical solutions to equation
12 or to an equivalent formulation, Garrard et a1149, Fulks 145,and WincMer
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and Bedijn and their co-workers have attempted to find reasonable input
parameters that would satisfy the electron modulation and also reproduce the
variations in the proton and helium intensities.
Using numerical solutions to the Fokker Planck equation, we have
examined the implications of the results that we have reported in the rigidity
spectrum of cosmic rays above 2 GV to the calculations which were most
compatible with the low energy spectrum of protons and alphas and the energy
spectrum of electrons to i0 GeV, specifi_ally the calculations in references
145,149,and 150. To generate solutions to the transport equation, we used
a modified version of the numerical code of Fisk 151 , solving equation 12,
with various assumptions for the diffusion coefficient and the boundary
conditions . At the sun, the boundary condition was that the differential
current density,
(k _3F 1 pV 8F)S = -4_p2 "_ + _" _--_ 13
vanish; i.e. S=0 at r=0. The radial dependence of k was varied,and incltlled
a radially independent coefficient ,.as in reference 149, an exponentially
decaying radial factor with a 50 AU cavity of modulation 145, a non-separable
k below a given rigidity,which changed with solar epoch 150, and others. The
rigidity dependence of k was a power law, with the exponent varying in
different rigidity intervals and, in the case of the non-separable k,vmrying with
distance from the sun. The assumed galactic flux varied from model to model.
None of the models employed provided appreciable charge splitting for
the modulation parameter,M, above 2 GV, a situation which we noted in the
discussion of figure 48, whereas the observations indicate a considerable
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difference in the evolution of M for protons vs electrons, as was illustrated
in the discussion of figure 50. Figure 50 shows the calculated proton
intensities (triangles), which were obtained from numerical solutions that
employed the diffusion coefficients from the paper of Winckler and Bedijn.
As was illustrated for the calculations of Garrard et al and of Fulks in
figure 48, the numerically derived proton intensities track the electron
intensities quite well on the basis of rigidity, whereas the experimentally
derived electron and proton intensities show considerable divergence as
time progresses. Good tracking is found for both models in which separable
diffusion coefficients are assumed and for models in which k cannot be
separated into radial and rigidity components. The electron models do not
work for protons.
By generating a family of solutions to equation 12, we can determine
the temporal behavior of the cosmic ray diffusion coefficient that is required
to generate the proton variations above 2 GV. We can then establish whether
it is possible to reproduce the electron variations,within the uncertainties
that exist in the electron and in the interplanetary parameters as well as in
the proton parameters. The greatest uncertainty in the proton parameters is
the interstellar intensity near the solar system or, equivalently, the values
of the parameters of the interplanetary medium to be employed in demodu-
lating the galactic spectrum. As it happens, any choice of a reasonable
demodulated proton spectrum is adequate to explore the behavior, ifnot the
exact numbers, to be expected of the cosmic ray diffusion coefficient.
Moreover, if we confine our calculations to values of k separable in r and P,
for a given input proton spectrum, there is,v one-to-one correspondence be-
tween the rigidity dependence of the diffusion coefficient and the rigidity
dependence of the proton modulation parameter above 2 GV. From solutions
to equation 12, using the input proton spectrum studied by Bedijn and Winlder,
we have constructed a grid that gives a one-to-one correspondence between
cI and nI and the parameters Kl(r ) and x of a diffusion coefficient of the form
k= B Kl(r)pX. Figure 47 shows the values of KI(I AU) and of x, superposed
on cI and nI for the period, 1968-mid-1971. The spectral exponent,x, is a
constant over a large rigidity range, usually < 3 to >i0 GV, in most of the
period sampled.
As figure 47 suggests, there is good correlation between nI and xand
anticorrelation between _q and cI over the entire time interval of the observa-
tions. This behavior was insensitive to changes in the demodulated proton
spectrum. In figure 47,the spectral exponent of the diffusion coefficient has
a smaller range of variation than the spectral exponent of the modulation
parameter, which ittracks quite well. As in the case of the type I decreases,
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the spectrum of variation hardens during the onset of a modulation period and
softens in later phases, as has been shown for the type I transient decreases
which appeared to be associated with most of the modulation periods studied.
Formulations such as the one above in which the proton time variations
are satisfied are quite different from formulations in which one attempts to
satisfy the electron variations while remaining consistent with the observed
particle and field data. For the electrons above 2 GV, the diffusion coefficient
must steepen during the recovery from cosmic ray minimum and remain
steeper than in 1968through mid-1971, as is indeed found in calculations.
For the protons above Z GV, the spectral exponent decreases and recovers in
each modulation period.
G. Conclusions and Summary
i. The intensity distribution of atmospheric neutrons cannot be inferred
from neutron monitor rates only, because the regression relation between
the two quantities is not single valued. This situation arises because the
charge and energy components of the spectrum of variation of cosmic rays
can differ during the various phases of the cosmic ray variation; secondary
radiation having different response functions to the primary spectrum will
therefore exhibit different rates of decline and recovery of intensity. Changes
in the spectrum of variation of cosmic rays occur both during transient cosmic
ray decreases and over periods greater than a few solar rotations.
Z. During 1968 to mid-1971, two different classes of transient cosmic ray
decrease were found, based on a comparison of stratospheric neutron
intensities with neutron monitor counting rates. In type I events, the lower
energy cosmic rays lagged the higher energies in the decline and recovery of
intensity; in type II events, the lower energy cosmic ray intensities declined
more steeply than in type I events and did not lag the variations at higher
energy. The solar and interplanetary associations of the different types of
decrease are stillbeing investigated, following a preliminary analysis in
Verschell et a1133•as type I and type II events appear to differ not only in
spectrum but also in the solar and interplanetary phenomena which cause
them. The investigation in progress will carry the analysis of the cosmic
ray spectra and the solar parameters to solar minimum conditions. A
further discussion is beyond the scope of this report.
3. During 1968 to mid-1971, a combination of neutron and neutron monitor
data was employed to detect changes in the long-term spectrum of modulation
of cosmic rays. The spectrum of variation of protons > 2 GVchanged several
times during this period, the onset of change corresponding to a cosmic ray
decrease in which the lower energy component lagged in both the decline and
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recovery of intensity. We have explored one possible mechanism for
producing the observed effect,namely, changes in the spectrum of the cosmic
ray diffusion coefficient due to the variations in solar activity. Numerical
solutions to the cosmic ray transport equation were employed to determine
the nature of the changes in k required to produce the cosmic ray spectrum
of variation. We find that the spectral index of the diffusion coefficient above
2 GV must decrease and recover in each modulation period, corresponding to
the observed effect in the spectral index of the modulation parameter between
2 and 10 GV. In a paper in preparation, w e show that the proton intensities
below 2GVcan be reproduced with less stringent criteria for the shape of
the diffusion coefficient.
When the transport parameters derived from the proton intensities
are used tocalculatetheintensityvariationsinelectrons,the calculated
electronmodulationpast1968ismuch smallerthanthe observed modulation.
Inthe case ofelectrons,the spectralindexof thediffusioncoefficientwould
have tobe greaterduring1970-1971 recovery thanitwas duringcosmic
ray minimum toaccountfor the depressedintensityatlower rigidities
duringtherecovery phase. This discrepancybetween observationand
calculationappears to be incapableofresolutionfor the case ofspherical
symmetric solutionstothe Fokker Planck equation.The reasoningbehind
so stronga statementisthatthe observed electronmodulationdoes not
trachthe protonmodulationinthe same rigidityintervals5whereas ina
model inwhich onlythevelocityand the rigidityenterinboththetransport
equationand the diffusionparameter, relativisticelectronsand protons
have almost identicaltransportcharacteristics_thusthe electronstrack the
protons above 2 GV atany giverigidity,accordingtothe theoretical
model. Jokipii,ina recentpreprint, has suggestedthat curvatureand
gradientdrifts,which are nottreatedinthemodel we have employed,are
the charge-dependentfeatures incosmic ray transportwhich may account
for the differentbehaviorofelectronsand protons after1969.Verschell
and Bercovitch152,ina paper inpreparation,have reached a similarcon-
clusion.Indeed,the spectralvariationsinthe electronvs proton spectrum
occurred around the solar epoch when thelarge scalepoloidalmagnetic
fieldson the sun were reversingsign.
We have onlybegun toexplorethecomplex relationshipsbetween
the spectrum ofvariationofthetransientdecreases and the solarand inter-
planetaryconfigurationswithwhich cosmic ray eventsare associated.
Verschelleta1133found thattypeI decreaseswere always rapidlyevolving
large scalestructuresand typeIIdecreasestendedtobe associatedwith
corotatingstructures. The longterm hysteresiseffectabove 2 GV was
clearlyassociatedwiththe decay ofregionsactiveintypeI activity,i.e.
type 2 and 4 radiobursts,flare-generatedshock waves; butwithoutfurther
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analysis of transients and persistent trends in the cosmic ray variation
during different solar epochs, it is not possible to determine (i)whether a
similar physical mechanism governed the time lags observed in the type I
transients and in the long term recoveries of 1968-1971; (2) Whether the
type I recoveries generated the features of the anomalous long term recovery
of 1969-1972 or vice versa or neither is the case;(3) the role of large scale
solar and interplanetary structures on the spectrum of variation, including
both quasistationary and evolving structures and solar azimuthal and
latitudinal effects; and (4) the complex interrelation of the cosmic ray effect
with the near and distant solar-interplanetary phenomena, the least explored
and most promising of which involves cosmic ray distributions and flow
in the regions above and below the ecliptic plane.
The questions on the origin and nature of cosmic ray variations
are of great importance to the study of atmospheric neutrons. When we
beca_ne better informed on the spectrum of the primary radiation beyond
the influence of the sun and its emissions and when we have a better under-
standing of the effect of different solar-interplanetary configurations on
the propagation of the primary radiation, we will have gained a clearer
picture of the role of the secondary atmospheric neutrons and their
products in archeology, health physics, planetary science, and the history
of solar emissions.
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X. APPENDIX A
AccelerationProcesses intheSun
Let us consider the possible processes by which charged particles may
be accelerated to high energies. Such processes might be resonant acceler-
ations as in cyclotrons, or single passages across high potential differences,
or inductive accelerations. It is clear that the first is unlikely as itwould
require multiple passages under resonant conditions, and the second would
require the maintenance of large potentials, and thus also be improbable.
This leaves the various forms of inductive acceleration as the most likely.
In essence inductive acceleration means that a particle should be moving
in an orbit, and if the number of flux-linkages through that orbit increase
with time, the particle will gain energy from the field. In an electric
generator, the particles are the conduction electrons and they are confined
to the wires. In the astrophysical case the particles are free to move in
whatever direction the forces acting on them impel them. There may be
many different geometrical shapes to the magnetic field, and many different
particle orbits. These various systems have been from time to time
discussed by various persons, and are called by various names. Examples
are "The betatron mechanisms, the Fermi acceleration" etc. All have the
common feature of inductive acceleration. What differs is the initial con-
ditions and the geometry, both in time and in space, of the fields. All
assume that the particle is not starting from rest, but is already moving
along at a good speed when it enters the accelerating region. This initial
speed may result from thermal motion, or from some unspecified other
action,
During such accelerations, in order for the particle to have a net gain
in energy it must experience fewer energy-losing actions than gaining
actions. Such losses may be due to (a) fields with negative time-derivatives,
in which the particle energy is lost to the field, or (b) to collisions in which
the particle's kinetic energy is shared with other particles. Magnetic fields,
in turn, may be generated by turbulent motions in partly or wholly ionized
gases, since the necessary condition is movement of charges. In the sun
we know that turbulence exists, that ionization exists, and that magnetic
fields exist. The fields may range from a few gauss at the surface, up to
many thousand gauss in large sunspot fields. Further we know that large
sunspots both come into being and disappear in intervals of a few hours to a
few days, so we know that time-dependent magnetic fields exist.
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If a particle of mass m and charge e, moves with velocity v at right
angles to a uniform magnetic field H in a region where we may take the
permeability to be unity, so that the field H and the induction B are the
same, it will describe a circular orbit or radius r.
The equilibrium conditions are:
2
mv /r : Hey (A-I)
or, designating the momentum by p,
Hr = mv/e = p/e (A-Z)
Following the usual custom, we shall call Hr the magnetic rigidity. Thus
the particle will in this case describe a circle of radius p/ell at right
angles to the field. If we designate by t the time to go around one circle of
radius r, so that v = Zwr/t, then the period t is 2wm/He, the well-known
cyclotron condition in which the radius vanishes. The reciprocal of this,
He/2wm, we shall call the cyclotron frequency. Note that the charge e
must be in units to match the magnetic field H. If e is in electrostatic
units and H in electromagnetic, then the cyclotron frequency is He/2wmc.
If the velocity vector of the particle has a component along the field, and
one at rightanglesto the field,stillassuming the fieldto be uniform (no
gradient, or derivative with respect to coordinate) then the particle will
describea helix,sincethe component along thefieldwilldraw the circle
out,and thepitchangleofthehelix,0-,willbe:
Sin 0- = v /v (A-3)t
where v t is the component of velocity v, transverse to the field. It is clear
2 2 2
that the velocity v will be related to v through v = v + v where vt t a a
is the component along the field. The radius of the helix will be mv /Het
and its pitch angle 0- will be v = v sin 0-. Since the energy ist
1 2 2 2
_mv t : H x const, we may write v sin 0-/H : const, and call itthe first
adiabatic invariant.
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In general, fields in the sun will not be uniform, so that the lines of
flux will converge or diverge as the particle moves. The converging case
leads to "magnetic mirroring". The pitch angle becomes steeper until it
becomes at right angles to the field direction. The familiar case of the field
at which the mirroring occurs is given by:
Z
H = const v (A-4)
m
On the other hand, if we consider time-variations in the field, assuming
first a uniform field and a particle moving around the field lines as in
eq. A-2, then we would have:
(d/dr) Hr = (d/dt) p/e (A-5)
which is the well-known betatron case, in which the particle picks up energy
from the field, gaining momentum. In the betatron case, the orbit radius
stays constant, but in the more general case in astrophysics, this is not a
necessary condition. Thus in the betatron case we may rewrite A-5 as:
re dH/dt = dp/dt (A-6)
If we designate by H the field at the start of a time interval dt duringo
which acceleration takes place, the radius r by (A-2) will be my/ell and
o
the momentum at the same initialinstant Po' then (A-6) becomes
(Po/eHo) e dH/dt = dp/dt (A-7)
Note also that in the fully relativistic case, in which momentum and energy
are linearly related, i.e., E = pc, if the initialenergy at the instant
acceleration starts is E ° = po c, then (A-7) becomes
dE/dt = (E /H ) (dH/dt) (A-8)
o o
or in other words the rate at which a particle gains energy depends on its
initial energy, as well as on the time rate-of-change of the magnetic field.
Thus the high energy particles are accelerated to still higher energies.
This situation is presumably the source of the very steep spectra observed
in high energy particles of solar origin.
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Consider next the field conditions necessary for the particle to leave
the sun. If the general field of the sun produces a Stormer diagram such
as is shown in fig. A-l, then the spot belts, being in middle latitudes are
very likely to be in the forbidden regions, shown by the dark cross-hatching.
Now if these regions represent areas into which particles from outside
cannot enter, then they also represent regions from which particles inside
cannot leave. However, the spot or flare field is now superposed on the
general field, and it in turn may, as shown in fig. A-2 generate a "tunnel"
or path in space through which particles can leave. It should also be clear
that a field configuration such as depicted in A-2 is an exceptional rather
than a usual event, and that therefore by no means all flares will have
configurations such that particles can leave. Actually most flares do not
produce particle fluxes that reach the earth. The field situation necessary
is one of the reasons.
Stillanother consideration is that of the energy-loss mechanism.
Inductive processes are relatively slow, and require relatively long times
during which the particles gain energy. On the other hand, collisions are
energy-losing processes, and a single collision may undo the gain from a
long acceleration rather fast. Consider therefore the free times at various
levels in the solar atmosphere.
The classical mean free path L of a particle is given by:
L = i/n_rr2 (A-9)
where n is the number of centers per cc with which such energy-losing
collisions may take place, and r is the effective collision radius of the
particle.
The free time t between collisions is similarly given by:
t = L/v
which for particles travelling with nearly the speed of light is approximately:
t = i/cn 0- (A-10)
where 0- is the cross section for the collisions in question. For atomic
-16
collisions the values of 0- run in the neighborhood of I0 sq cms, while
-24 2
for nuclear collisions they are nearer i0 cm . The larger cross
sections involve collisions in which the projectile particle plows through the
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cloud of electrons about a nucleus, whereas the nuclear cross sections are
appropriate to actual collisions with the nuclei themselves. Collisions with
the extranuclear electrons generate ionization, and cause losses of the order
of the ionization potential, i.e., a few tens of e.vo per collision, while
nuclear collisions may cause a loss of anything up to the entire energy of
the moving particle. If the projectile energy is large, the ionizing colli-
sions will not deplete its energy by very much, but the nuclear collisions
will.
Solar flares are phenomena that appear quite far down in the solar
atmosphere, i.e. , only just above the photosphere. If the assumption is
made that the pressures at this level are of the order of 0. l to .001 arm,
1016then n will be of the order of 1018 to per cc. Atomic collisions would
have free paths of a cm or so, whereas nuclear collisions would have free
paths of the order of tens of kms. Since the particle must traverse some
104 kms to get out of the chromosphere, nuclear collisions would prevent
this. On the other hand if the acceleration takes place far up above the
chromosphere where the pressures are down to n values of i0IZ or so,
nuclear collisions will be negligible. The particle can then both have a
long enough free time, so that the rather slow inductive acceleration has a
chance to work, and a particle at high energy can leave the sun without
undergoing further collisions, In the case cited, if n is i0IZ, _ being
10-24 sq cms, c being 3 xl0 I0 cm/sec, the free time will be 30 seconds.
The free paths that correspond are of the order of 107 kms.
We are therefore led to the conclusion that the acceleration mechanisms
in the sun must take place at fairly high elevations above an actual flare, in
order that the particles can (a) be free long enough to be accelerated to high
energies, and (b) have a chance of escaping from the sun without making a
nuclear collision after being accelerated.
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XI. APPENDIX B
Primary Neutrons
As we have mentioned before, the neutrons in the earth's atmosphere
are secondaries. We may ask whether itis possible for primary neutrons
to arrive at the earth. By primary neutrons we mean neutrons generated
elsewhere and propagated as neutrons. Such neutrons might arrive from
two sources, (a)outside the solar system, and (b)from the sun.
At firstglance the answer to (a)should be negative. Neutrons are
radioactive particles, with half-livesof the order of I000 seconds, so that
none might be expected from regions much further thana thousand
light-seconds away. But the time-dilationof Special Relativitywill increase
the lifetimeand allow greater distances for highly energetic neutrons.
According to Special Relativity,the lifetime of a neutron coming toward
an observer on the earth will seem to him to be lengthened in the amount:
t = Yt (B-I)
o
where Y is the so-called Lorentz Factor,
_vZ/c2 )I=i/(i (B-z)
Ifwe express the energy of an incidentneutron by E, then
E = E y (940 MeV) (B-3)
o
or approximately, taking E as I GeV, the value of E in GeV is gamma.o
Thus for example a neutron of 1016 electron volts or 107 GeV energy would
have a gamma of 107 and itslifetimewould be i0I0 seconds, or three hundred
years. Such a neutron could arrive at the earth from a few hundred light
years distance. However at this distance, there is a very small amount of
matter in our portion of the universe and no potentialsource at present
known. Even such interestingobjects as the Crab Nebula with itspulsar
is further away, and one would have to postulate neutrons of very high energy
to survive. Whereas there are some very high energy particles in the
cosmic radiation, these are very few compared to the fluxat lower energies.
In theory a very high energy proton could, by charge-exchange scattering,
make a very high energy neutron. However the probabilityof thisis small,
and when taken in conjunction with an already small flux of high energy
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particles, does not suggest that high energy neutrons from outer space
should be more than an occasional event.
The situation is quite different with regards to the possibility of
neutrons from the sun. The sun is only about 500 light seconds away, so
that neutrons moving at half the speed of light would be expected to reach
the earch. This speed corresponds to an energy of 137 MeV.
For help in "thinkingabout the problem of neutrons of solar origin we
append herewith a table showing the speeds of neutrons at various energies,
and the survival probability of such neutrons reaching the earth.
As for generation processes, several have been suggested, of which we
mention again charge-exchange scattering. This has been discussed for at
least fifteen years, and an experiment to seek such neutrons was proposed
by our group to the ICY Committee in 1956. That experiment consisted in
flying a neutron detector at high and constant elevation, say top balloon
altitudes, into the night hemisphere. Neutrons, coming from the sun in
straight lines, unaffected by the magnetic fields they traverse, would be
expected to show a geometrical shadow effect, modified by atmospheric
scattering. Several flights were made and no neutrons were detected. A
similar experiment was later reported by Haymes who also found no flux
of solar neutrons above his lowest observable limit. We may therefore
conclude that the sun does not, under normal circumstances, exude many
neutrons •
However, at times of solar disturbances, the possibility stillremains
that neutrons might be generated on the sun. Indeed, since we know that at
such times the sun does generate protons and accelerate them to energies
of more than 15 GeV itwould be astonishing indeed if there were no neutrons
produced in the same event. The complicating factor is clearly that 15 GeV
protons can generate neutrons in the earth's atmosphere or upon striking the
material of which any detector in free space is made. The fact that one does
actually see occasional large bursts afneutrons at times of solar disturbances
must be understood in the light of secondary processes. No simple experi-
ment to disentangle true solar neutrons from such secondary neutrons has
yet been activated, although some satellite experiments are hopeful.
The disturbances on the sun are usually accompanied by a solar flare,
and this terminology is loosely used in describing the high energy particles.
We speak of "flare protons". However, it should be pointed out that in all
probability the actual flare, a strong emission of ultraviolet, is not in itself
the source of the particles, but merely a simultaneous signal. The flare
occurs too low down in the solar atmosphere, and protons in the flare would
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Table A-I
Neutron Kinetic Energy, Velocity, Time Dilation, Decay, etc.
FractionMean
Life Surviving
"Gamma" to 1 A. U.
Kinetic Vel. "Be_" Ji l_v2/c 2 t = yt vtEnergy Kin/sec (v/c) i/ o A.U. e
IV t
l KeV 437 001459 1.000001 933 00273 2xl0 -160
100 " 4374 014589 1.000106 933 02728 1.2x10
1 MeV 13821 046101 1.001064 934 08629 .00000927
2 " 19530 065144 1.002129 935 12206 .000277
3 " 23900 079722 1.003193 936 14953 .001246
4 " 27575 091982 1.004257 937 17271 .003058
5 " 30806 I02757 1.005322 938 19315 .005643
6 " 33719 i12476 1.006386 939 21164 .008871
7 " 36392 121391 1.007450 940 22866 .01261
8 " 38874 129670 1.008515 941 24451 .01674
9 " 41200 137427 1.009579 942 25941 .02117
i0 " 43394 144747 1.010643 943 .27351 02583
15 " 52938 176583 1.015965 948 .33543 05073
20 " 60889 203105 1.021287 953 .38783 07589
25 " 67813 226199 1.026608 958 .43418 09994
30 " 73999 246834 1.031930 963 .47624 1225
40 " 84795 282847 1.042574 973 .55135 1630
50 " 94090 313852 1.053217 983 .61804 1983
60 " i02304 341249 1.063860 993 .67878 2292
70 " 109688 365880 l 074504 i003 .73505 2565
80 " I16409 388298 I 085147 1012 .78782 2810
90 " 122582 408891 i 095791 1022 .83773 3031
i00 " I28295 427946 i 106434 i032 .88529 3233
125.943 " 141390 471627 1 134046 1058 1.00000 3679
150 " 151800 506349 I 159651 1082 1.09786 4022
200 " 169644 565873 l 212868 I132 1.28323 4587
300 " 195549 652282 1 319302 1231 1.60898 5371
400 " 213685 712775 i 425736 1330 1.90004 5908
500 " 227136 757643 l 532170 1430 2.17040 6308
700 " 245685 819518 i 745038 1628 2.67383 6880
I GeV 262270 874838 2.064339 1926 3.3766 7437
2 " 284067 947545 3.128679 2919 5.5428 .8349
5 " 296018 987409 6.321697 5898 Ii.6709 .9179
10 " 298685 996305 II.643393 10863 21.6892 .9550
20 " 299491 998993 22.286786 20794 41.6275 .9763
50 " 299742 999830 54.216966 50584 I01.352 .9902
i00 " 299780 999957 107.433931 100236 200.879 .9950
Constants assumed (from "Particle Properties", Lawrence Radiation Labs. , 1969)
Neutron mass = 939. 550 MeV, Proper mean lifetime = 933 seconds.
Other constants assumed: c = 299792.5 km/sec, and i A. U. = 149,600,000 km
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have small opportunity of escaping. Yet above the flare the magnetic fields
are varying in a manner which can cause inductive acceleration of charged
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particles. All this has been pointed out some time ago but needs repeti-
tion. Thus the flare is an optical signal of a disturbance, in which magnetic
fields thousands of kilometers above the flare itselfcan accelerate particles,
and therefore also can generate neutrons.
Indeed most flares are not evidenced by high energy particles reaching
the earth. The magnetic fields must have certain characteristics to permit
the particles generated to escape. These conditions have been discussed,
and can occur occasionally but evidently do not occur often. Thus a large
flare, in itself rare, will rarely possess the right field configuration. Only
about a dozen major events are known, plus a sprinkling of minor ones.
The spectrum of the protons emitted in such events has been studied and
itis known that this spectrum is very steep. It is usually represented by an
exponential, with an exponent from one to four greater than the usual one
describing the cosmic ray spectrum. Different flares have different spectra,
so we will not give a specific number which may wrongly influence our
thinking. The energy spectrum of the neutrons generated in such an event
we may expect also to be very steep. Because of the steep spectrum, the
atmosphere will greatly attenuate flare neutrons. To detect flare effect
neutrons, we would like to have a neutron detector at a high elevation. It
would have to remain at the high elevation for a long time, in order to have
any probability of intercepting such an event. We have no way at present
of predicting flares. We can occasionally say that the situation is such that
a flare might occur. A flare breaks out quickly, and the effect is soon over.
Usually there is not time to get an airplane or balloon ready, and the two
hours it takes to get to altitude is enough to spoil the chances of success.
We come therefore to the continuous monitoring problem. We can make a
lot of flights hoping to catch a flare when the equipment is up, or design a
detector which will fly in a satellite. We have actually had airplane or
balloon flights in the air when small events have occurred or in some cases
just after one. These are presented elsewhere in this text. Much remains
to be done on this interesting problem. The monitoring satellites are one
approach. The other is to make an airplane or balloon flights when condi-
tions appear favorable.
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XII. APPENDIX C
The Earth or Other Object as a Neutron Source
Ithas been obvious for some years thatthe earth, or any other object
such as the moon or other planet is being continuallybombarded by a flux
of high energy cosmic radiationwhich generates neutrons as well as other
secondaries, and therefore is a source of neutrons as measured in the
surrounding space. In the case of the earth this is called the neutron
leakage and has already been studied by various observers, both as to the
amount of the fluxand the energy spectrum of the leaking neutrons. Some
of the considerations are discussed in earlier portions of this report.
As the neutrons leave the planet, they will disappear by decay into
protons and electrons. At a great distance they will have vanished. Under
special circumstances, if they have an energy which lies within certain
limits and decay in certain regions of the earth's magnetic field, the
resulting protons and electrons may add to the population of the radiation
belts. This possibility has been widely discussed and the bibliography will
not be reviewed here. Nor will we, in this appendix, concern ourselves with
the other secondary entities produced and radiated.
Several considerations are of interest. First, we note that the spectrum
of the emerging neutrons will depend on the chemical composition of the
radiating volume. In the case of the earth, this volume consists of an
atmosphere of nitrogen and oxygen. The spectrum of the leakage neutrons
has been discussed in previous portions of this report. In the case of the
moon, the radiating volume will be the silicate rocks and other components
of the upper meter or so of lunar surface material. The spectrum will
clearly be slightly different from that leaking out from the earth. In the case
of the planet Mars or Venus, the neutron spectrum will again be different
and its exact evaluation will require a good knowledge of the chemical com-
position of the atmosphere of the planet in question. Clearly this will not be
the same for Jupiter as for Venus. In programming any measurement, one
must also recall that the space vehicle carrying any measuring instrument,
will itself be bombarded by the cosmic radiation andwill itself generate some
neutrons, so that a background due to the measuring instrument and its vehicle
0 will have to be allowed for.
Close to the earth, the fluxes being known, a flat-earth approximation
may be used, while at great distances, i.e., distances large compared to the
radius of the earth, the earth will appear to be a point source of neutrons.
The neutrons at great distances will show an inverse square diminution in
intensity, to which decay-loss must be added. The probability of decay in
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any cubic cm. , will clearly be given by:
exp - {t/T}
where t is the time spent by the neutron is passing through that cm, and
T the decay constant of the neutron. If T, the mean life is taken as
1000 seconds, a neutron at 53 MeV which is moving at i0I0 cm/sec will
-i0
spendl0 seconds in any cc, so that the exponential decay probability is
10-13. Thus ifwe know the flux and the energy spectrum of the neutrons,
we can calculate the number to be expected at any distance from the earth
or other body. It is possible that a neutron detector might serve as a
warning device for a space ship approaching a planet far from a star or
other source of visible light.
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Figure13. - Regressioncurvesof the 2-10MeVneutronflux at the high
latitudetransition maximumvsthe countingrateof the DeepRiver
neutronmonitor,from8/65to 12/31/68. Dashedcurveis best
parabolicfit to thedatafromballoonandaircraft flights. Solidline
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Figure15. - Regressioncurvesof neutronfluxesmeasuredat different
atmosphericdepthsvsthe countingratesof the Inuvik neutron
monitor. Theresultsof the aircraft stepflightsarecomparedwith
balloonascentdata. Theactualdatapointsarealsoshown. Theair-
craft datatakenin 1971,whencomparedto balloondatanearsolar
minimum, 1965-1966are loweratthe sameneutronmonitorcounting
rate, indicatingthatthe lowerenergyprimarieshadnotyet recovered
in 1971to the solarminimumvalues.
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Figure16. - Productioncrosssectionsof cascadenucleonsandpionsusedin
MonteCarlocalculation.
(a)Chargedpions
(b)Nucleonsabove500MeV
(c)Nucleons30-500MeV
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Fornucleonsbelow2 GeV,solidcurvesare n-n or p-p;
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Figure19.-Calculatedspatialdistributionof sourceneutronproductionfor
isotropicincidentprotonfluxesat severalenergies;1000incident
protons-m-2-sr-l-sec-1
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Figure20. - Totalsourceneutronproductionfor a unit atmosphericolumn
(depth0-1033g/cm2),from1incidentproton-cm-2-sec-1,
isotropicallydistributedvsprotonenergy(neutronsperincident
proton)
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Figure21. - Differentialenergyspectraof sourceneutrons(0-700g/cm2)resulting
from incidentisotropicmonoenergeticfluxesof 1000protons/m2-sec-ster,
for four protonenergies
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lines; the equilibrium regionflux to sourceratiosusedare indicated
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Figure24. - Differentialenergyspectraof the atmosphericneutronflux fromfour
incidentmonoenergeticprotonfluxes
a. 10-15g/cm2atmosphericdepth
" b. 60-70g/cm2atmosphericdepth
c. 150-250g/cm2 atmosphericdepth
d. 500-700g/cmz atmosphericdepth
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Figure25. - Fastneutron flux vsatmosphericdepthatvariouscutoff rigidities:
BalloonobservationscomparedwithMonteCarlocalculation
a. Solarminimum
"_ b. Solarmaximum
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Figure26. - Fastneutronfluxvsatmosphericdepthoverthe rangeofcutoff
rigidity. Theinterpolationsofexperimentalresultshavebeenmade
with normalizedMonteCarlocalculation
a. Nearsolarminimum
b. Nearsolarmaximum
Figure27. - Neutronleakageratespectrumat Palestine,Texas,normalizedto
solarmodulationduring September1971,fromFigure2of
Merker(1972)
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Figure28. - ComparisonofobservationsfromPalestine,Texas,of NYUgroup,
Lockwoodet al., andZobeletal., normalizedto DRNM6050- and
9 g/cm2atmosphericdepth,toapproximatethe conditionsofthe
ORNLballoonflight. Theresultsofotherexperimentsare listed
in Table13
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Figure29. - NeutronspectrumbetweenO.3 and10MeV. Wilsonetal., the
presentcalculation,andthe NYUobservationat solarminimumare
shown. Theobservedvaluesat 4-5g/cm2areextrapolatedto
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Figure30. - Solarparticleeventof February25, 1969
a. Historiesof the solarprotonsandof the secondaryneutrons, February25-26. Theobserved
excess: flight duration, horizontalbar; uncertainties,vertical. Integral fluxes
of solarprotons: (i) SPIVlEmeasurements,(2)Engelet al. (1970),axialandradial
telescope_indicatinganisotropies,(3)Steljes(1969)
b. Solarprotonspectrum. TheExplorer34data(SPME)>30 MeVand >60 MeV,has
beenfitted to an exponentialin rigidity, the differentialenergyspectrumis
shown.
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Figure31. - Solarprotoneventof March30, 1969
a. Historiesof the protonsandof the secondaryneutrons, March30-31,April 1-2. The
neutronexcess: In the observeddata,the blackenedareaincludestimeat altitude
(horizontal)anduncertaintiesin galacticbackground(vertical). Thedashedline
(2)is an interpolationfrom the MonteCarlocalculation. Integral fluxesof solar
protons: (1) SPMEmeasurements,(3) Baloghet al. (1971);anisotropyis indicated
bythe countsof radialandaxial telescopes,(4)Steljes(1969)
b. Solarprotonspectrum: Theintegralcurvesof Bazilevskayaet al. (1971)andBayarevich
etal. (1969)aredifferentiated;the Explorerdata(SPME)> 30MeVand>60 MeV
b_
o, havebeenfitted to anexponentialin rigidity, the energydependenceis shownLO
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Figure32. -The historiesof solarprotonsandsecondaryneutrons,
April 11-16,1969
Theneutronfluxismultipliedby10.Atthepeakofthislow
energyevent,thecalculationoverestimatestheneutronflux.
Bazilevskayaetal.(1971,1972,privatecommunication)observed
differencesin olarprotonspectrabetweenOlenyandMirny
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Figure33. -Solarparticleeventof January, 1971
a. Thehistoriesof solarprotonsandsecondaryneutrons. Theneutron 2
observationsare shownat 72g/cm2andarealso normalizedto 65g/cm.
Solarprotons: The 30MeVand 60MeVprotonsare SPMEmeasure-
mentson Explorer41; DRNMdata,from Steljes(1971).
b. Solarprotonsspectrum: TheSPMEdataareextendedbyan exponentialin
rigidity andcontinuedat high energybythe spectrumcalculatedfrom
_. neutron monitordata
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Figure34. - Theneutron specificyieldat 65g/cm2 atmosphericdePlth(2-10MeVneutron flux perincidentproton-cm-2 -sr- -sec-1
above30MeV). Thearrowsjoin experimentaldatapointsin
the directionof increasingtime. Thesolid line showsthe
resultsof the MonteCarlocalculation. Thedashedline joins
pointsduring the mainphaseand/or earlydecayof 3 sealevel
events.
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Figure35. - The1-10MeVneutronflux at severalatmosphericdepths
versusincidentprotonenergy;normalizedto 1incident
proton-cm-2-sr-1 -sec-1
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Figure36. - The1-10MeVneutron flux vs. atmosphericdepthfor solar
protonspectraofthe form. N(_P)- 1000exp(-P/Po) protons
-m-2 -sr-1 - sec-1;MonteCarlocalculation
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Figure37. - MonteCarlocalculationofthe neutrondifferentialenergy
distributions, between10-7and 10-2 MeV,fromsolar protons
with spectraexponentialin rigidity; normalizedto 1incident
proton-cm-2 -st-1 -sec-1. The leakagefluxes are shownas
dottedlinesto I00MeV, the leakageratesas solidlinesto 20MeV.
Notethe change in rate/flux ratio with neutron energy. The
neutronflux at 60-70g/cm2includesthe 1-10MeVregion,where
NYUmeasurements were made
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Figure38. - Neutroncountingexcessobserveduring solarprotoneventof
September3, 1966byGreenhiiletal. (1970).Thesolidline is
fromthe calculationof Lingenfelterfor a Poof 125My, normalized
to the experimentat40rob. TheMonteCarlocalculationis for
Po" 45+15Mvandthe protonflux>200Mv- 220+-70cm-2-sr-1 -sec-1.
Theerror barsare shownonlyfor the uncertaintyin Po. Notethe
changein the shapeofthe depthdistributionwith Po
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Figure39. - Theresponseofthe NYUdetectorandthe sealevelneutronmonitor
to monoenergeticprimaryprotons. Curve1, the fastneutronflux
at 60-70g/cm2and PcN0.""Curves2, 3, 4, the neutronmonitor
yieldfunctionfor an NM-64monitor: Curve2, Debrunnerand
Flueckiger140;Curve3, LockwoodandWebber84;Curve4,
Mathewseta1141
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Figure40. - ForbushDecreaseof March24, 1969(TypeI)
a. %decreaseof Inuvikneutronmonitorcountingrateand
theflight averageofthe2-10MeVneutronflux (NYU
measurement)withtime(March23=13°/o)
b. Regressioncurvesof theflight averageofthe2 - 10MeV
neutronflux vsseveralneutronmonitors: (1)Inuvik
(2)SulphurMountain,(3)Resolute,(4)DeepRiver
NeutronMonitor,(5)Alert, (6)GooseBay,(7)Dallas,
(8)Kula-- Longtermvariation
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Figure41. - Symmetriceventof March19, 1969(TypeII)
a. %decreaseof Inuvik neutronmonitorcountingratevsthe
flight averageofthe 2-10MeVneutronflux (NYU
measurement)with timeMarch17-18• 0%
b. Regressioncurveofthe flight averageofthe 2-10MeV
neutronflux vsthe countingratesof severalneutron
monitors: (1) Inuvik, (2)SulphurMountain,(3)Resolute,
(4)DeepRiverNeutronMonitor, (5)Alert, (6)GooseBay,
(7)Dallas,(8)Kula
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Figure42. - Comparisonof TypeI vs TypeII regressioncurvesof the flight averaged
2-10MeVneutronflux (NYU)vsthe counting rateof the Inuvik neutron
monitorduring the flight, for severalshortterm decreases.
TypeI: A. October29, 1968,B. March24, 1969,C. May15, 1969,
D. June 7, 1969,E. July 2, 1970,F. April 14, 1971.
TypeII: G. March 19, 1969,H. July 7, 1969,I. Twinevent, May29-
June 24, 1970,J. May27, 1971
samemonthas startof event,onemonthlater, twomonthslater, longterm
regression
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Figure43. - Comparisonof%Recovery(NYU)/%Recovery(I nuvik) to the %Decrease
(NYU)/%Decrease(I nuvik) for Forbushdecreasesandsysmmetricevents.
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Figure44. - Regressioncurvesof NYU2-10MeVneutronflux vs the countingratesof several
neutronmonitorat increasingeffectivecutoffrigidity- A. Sulphur Mountain
(Pc= 1.08, Highalt. - 2283m), B. Calgary(Pc= 1.08, Highalt. - 1110m),
C. Inuvik (Pc= •18),D. Dallas(Pc=4.35),E. Kula (Pc= 13.30),
for seventimeperiods.
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Figure45. - Regressionrelation, monthlyaveraged2-10MeVneutron
flux vs: (1)60MeV/Nuceon= particles(VanHollebeke),
(2)60MeVproton, (3) 60MeVProton(Lockwoodetai).
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Figure46. - Spectrumof the modulationparameter,M, monthlyaverages,between1/68and6/71.
M : ln(J1965/Jt).
a. Spectralindexof M between2and13.3 GV,n] in the text.
b. Rigiditydependenceof M. Solidlines: M derivedfrom secondaryatmospheric
neutronsandcounting ratesof 5 neutron monitors.>60MeVprotons,
Van Hollebeket al. (1972)protonsbetweenO.6and1.4 GV,7/68 and7/69,
RyggandEarl11971).60 rvleVprotons: constant0.34addedfor normalization;
Lockwoodet ai, 1972,protons,0.8 - 1.9GV,WebberandLezniak(1973).
21GVprotons, shownat 2.7GV,BurgerandSwanenburg(1972). 2-10MeV
neutron flux, 60-70gm/cm2, high latitude, this experiment
counting rates, Inuvik neutron monitor
counting rates,Kula neutron monitor, Pc= 13.3 GV
Figure47. -Time variationof the modulationparameter,M =ClPnl (1+ 6/P) for protonsabove2 GV.
For P>5GV,6 --0. Alsoshown,for comparison,is the time variationof the spectral
index, x, andthe coefficient,k1, of the diffusioncoefficientat 1A U, using the formulation
of Wincklerand Bedijn(1976)andthe parametersthat reproducethe protonmodulation
I.-'
-., above2GV.
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Figure48. - A comparisonof the modulationparametersof protons,electrons
andalphasfrom a numericalcalculationwhich usesthe transport
parametersandgalacticspectrafrom Fulks(1975)andGarrardet al(1973).Thetimeof maximummodulationwaschosenbecause
the maximumchargesplittingoccursin the calculationsof
M above2 GV.
]. in (Jgalac/ J1970), x 4, usingparametersof Garrardetal
2. In (Jgalac/ J1970), usingparametersof Fulks
3. In (Ji965/J1970), using parametersof Fulks
4. ln(Ji965/JI968), usingparametersof Fulks. Alsoshownare
experimentalresultsfrom the Uof NH.
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Figure49. - A comparisonof the protonandalphaintensitiesdeducedfromthe
modulationparametersreportedin this paperwith integraland
differential fluxesfoundin balloonobservations.Notethat the
agreementbetweenobservedprimary intensitiesandintensities
deducedfromthe secondarycomponentis excellentif the fast
neutrondatais usedto extrapolateneutron monitordataand
if the comparisonis notextrapolatedbelowthe 2 GVlimit of
validity. All datais normalizedto 1.0at solar minimum.
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A6di. Calculated with paran._,ters of Winkler and Bedijn(1976)
ELECTRON OBSERVATIONS
ee Webber and Rockstroh(1973);Lockwoodetai(1973)--.- Fulks(1975) m
Winkler and Bedijn(1976)
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Figure50. - A comparisonofthe timevariationsin the spectrumof electrons
andprotons.
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